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In May we’ll be
launching our
first-ever base
outside the Baltics –
in Tampere, Finland
MARTIN ALEXANDER GAUSS
Chief Executive Officer, airBaltic

Dear guests of airBaltic,

In these times of uncertainty, the new year brings
us hope. And it does so for a reason. If we look
back on 2021, we see that leisure travel was once
again possible. Many of us travelled to meet family
or friends during the recent holidays – something
that was close to impossible a year ago.
As an airline, our mission is to connect people.
So we make sure to be exemplary, strictly
following various additional safety measures,
ensuring that our passengers and our staff are
safe and can continue to do what we know
best – flying.
2022 will be an exciting year for airBaltic.
We plan on bringing our Riga hub back to full
capacity, and in May we’ll be launching our
first-ever base outside the Baltics – in Tampere,
Finland. We will connect Tampere to a total of
seven direct routes, meaning that by summer
we’ll offer the best connectivity not only
from Riga, Tallinn, and Vilnius, but now also
from Tampere.
Last December marked the fiveyear anniversary of our global launch of
Airbus A220-300 operations. The aircraft has
transformed our company. We now fly the most
efficient and greenest fleet, offering a higher level
of service to our passengers. The Airbus A220-300
fleet has performed better than expected and has
enabled us to reach farther destinations, such as
Dubai and Tenerife.
Let’s reach new heights in 2022!
Wishing you a healthy and successful New Year!

Yours,
Martin Alexander Gauss
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Please follow all of the safety measures and
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and stay updated on what, if any, actions
are required upon returning from them.
Also, before attending any event, confirm
the time and place as well as any special
conditions that may apply. Some photos in
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A choice of hot meals,
freshly made salads,
or snack plates for a
wholesome meal in the air
Salty Snacks & Tapas
Try out a hot chicken-andcheese panini, a delicious
salmon sandwich, or
a fresh croissant
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Energising offers for
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A hot tea or coffee, juice,
or a glass of wine will be
a great complement to
your meal
Watches & Jewellery
Our selection will allow you
to add to your style, or your
gift bag
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Carefully selected scents for
different tastes
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For your beauty, health,
and wellness
Accessories
The newest trends for your
travel and comfort
Self Care
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Words by Zane Nikodemusa
Publicity photos

The ultimate
January checklist

Georg Wilhelm Timm.
Algerian Boy. 1845.

LATVIAN ETHNOGRAPHIC
OPEN-AIR MUSEUM
One of the most interesting aspects of
Latvia’s cultural and historical heritage
is its old manor houses and palaces.
Many of them are still steeped in legend
and surrounded by beautiful old parks
and an aristocratic rural aura. They’re
perfect for exploring as a couple on a
romantic weekend getaway or with the
whole family while on vacation.
Liepupe Manor is one of the most
outstanding Baroque monuments in
Latvia. It offers guests ten luxurious
rooms with wood-burning masonry
stoves, a restaurant that focuses on
seasonal foods, and a spa where you
can relax your body and mind in the
tranquil countryside. The manor’s
owners have created an environment
that inspires visitors, rouses the
imagination, and invites all to
celebrate life.

brivdabasmuzejs.lv

Did you know?

While Riga’s grand
Central Market is like
no other market in the
northern region, it also
has a little brother
that lives across the
river. Āgenskalns
Market currently
takes place outdoors
next to the historical
marketplace.
liveriga.com

liepupesmuiza.lv

SOLARGRAPHY

DESIGN

Beauty in the details

Once known as the ‘hobby of kings’, coin
collecting is gradually becoming more
popular. Since 1993, the Bank of Latvia
has issued more than 100 collector
coins, with at least 50 Latvian artists
having participated in their design.
One of the newest silver collector
coins, titled the ‘Coin of Luck’, features
a five-petalled lilac flower, which
Latvians associate with good luck and
success. Artist Arvīds Priedīte created
the graphic design for this coin, and
Jānis Strupulis made the plaster model.
e-monetas.lv

6
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MUSIC

A calm mind

Latvian musician Iveta Apkalna is
considered one of the most talented
organists in the world. Her newest
album, Triptychon, has been released
by the Berlin Classics label and spans
three centuries as well as three religious
denominations on one single organ.
The album presents music by Johann
Sebastian Bach, Franz Liszt, and
Pēteris Vasks. According to Apkalna, the
organ sounds incredibly warm, velvettextured, and well-rounded. It’s great
music for meditation!
apkalna.com

READING

The painter’s life

Leo Svemps (1897–1975) is one of
the most vivid classics in Latvian art
history. Many remember this master
of still life for his joyful perception of
colour and his courage to create freely,
without any conventional prejudices.
The Neputns publishing house
recently published a sumptuous book
that provides an insight into Svemps’
artwork and the circumstances under
which he worked. The book includes
a full English translation of the text
and a wide range of reproductions.
neputns.lv

The ISSP Gallery presents
Solargraphy, an exciting exhibition
by Latvian artists Kristians Brekte
(b. 1981) and Modris Svilāns (b.
1979). In a collaboration lasting
more than five years, the artists
used solargraphy to capture Latvia’s
ancient sacred architecture and
burial sites. They describe the
technique as the sun’s rays burning
an image onto photographic paper,
but in reality there’s much more to
the image than that. It’s a method
that allowed the artists to explore
places and stories that continue to
haunt society.
issp.lv

Q
uote of
the month /

GEORG WILHELM TIMM

January 2022 / RIGA

Photo by Jānis Bautra ©LIAA

A WEEKEND AT THE MANOR

When you want to step into a
winter fairy tale, take a trip to
the Latvian Ethnographic Open-Air
Museum. Located on the banks
of picturesque Jugla Lake just
half an hour’s drive from central
Riga, it’s one of the oldest and
largest museums of its kind. More than a
hundred historical buildings dating from
the late 17th century to the 1930s from all
over Latvia have been transported to the
museum and opened to visitors. It’s a very
cinematic site that honours the past!

CINDERELLA

Late last year, the Latvian
National Opera and
Ballet premiered a new
production of Gioacchino
Rossini’s opera Cinderella.
The well-known fairy tale,
which Rossini transformed
into a fun drama for
adults, will be performed
this month on January
26 and 28. The creative
team has set the opera
in a cabaret atmosphere
in 1930s New York City.
Stylish, ambitious, and
very entertaining!

The Art Museum Riga Bourse presents an exhibition
dedicated to the work of the Baltic-German artist,
publisher, and traveller Georg Wilhelm Timm (1820–
1895). He expressed his versatile talents in various
artistic genres, from graphic art and painting to book
illustration and ceramics. Having studied in Saint
Petersburg and lived and worked in both Russia and
western Europe, Timm’s artistic legacy is important
for the art history of Latvia, Russia, and Germany.
lnmm.lv

VEF

VEF RIGA IN THE BASKETBALL
CHAMPIONS LEAGUE

Latvian basketball champions VEF Riga continue
their fight for a place in the round of 16 of the FIBA
Basketball Champions League. To do so, they need
to beat French Pro A championship club JDA Dijon
with two wins. VEF Riga will play the first game away
in France on January 4 and the return leg on January
11 at Arena Riga. If the score is tied after two games,
the teams will play a deciding match in France.
vefriga.com

opera.lv

Travelling tends to magnify
all human emotions.

/

Peter Hoeg, a Danish author best known for his award-winning
novel Smilla’s Sense of Snow. May his quote serve as inspiration
to enrich your life and explore more new destinations this year.
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UNIVERSE OF THE FARMYARD:
CREATORS OF SOUTHERN ESTONIA

Southern Estonia is the birthplace and creative
nucleus of various artists, including Karl Pärsimägi
(1902–1942), who was born on the ‘Sika’ farm. It’s
also a place where radical phenomena of Estonian
art emerged in the early 20th century, and where
artists have escaped to in search of an immediate
experience of nature and spiritual transcendence.
This exhibition marks the first time that southern
Estonia has been approached as a unique and rich
cultural phenomenon in art.

TALLINN

kumu.ekm.ee

Did you know?

Karl Pärsimägi. Self-Portrait
with Pearls. Circa 1935.

The Old Town’s streets are far from straight and
seem to curve and bend in every which way, but
they do so in the general direction of Town Hall
Square, the old marketplace.
visittallinn.ee

Did you
know?

Set in Vilnius’
newest district,
the market
in Paupys invites
you to experience
a new way to
enjoy food.
Imagine
eating all your
favourite dishes
from different
restaurants at
the same table.
You can do so
at Paupys Market!
govilnius.lt

HOT AIR BALLOON
FLIGHT
MO MUSEUM

Vilnius’ newest museum is a must for those
who appreciate modern and contemporary art.
Designed by renowned architect Daniel Libeskind
(b. 1946), MO Museum is itself a work of modern
art that has won several architecture prizes.
The exhibitions change regularly to reflect different
artists and themes. The museum also hosts film
screenings, educational activities, and concerts.
mo.lt

Any lover of heights will enjoy
flying in a hot air balloon over
Vilnius. And if you decide
to take that flight in winter,
you’re bound to make some
unique memories! Once
you’re back on the ground,
you’ll take part in a special
induction ceremony at which
you’ll receive a certificate and
forever be a part of the local
hot air ballooning crew.
hotairballoon.lt

VILNIUS
CONCERTS AT CHURCHES

The many churches of Tallinn often serve as concert venues.
Organ and classical music is the most common, but the
themes are not necessarily religious. For example, visitors can
enjoy the magnificent organ at St. Mary’s Cathedral on most
Saturdays. Find concert dates and times at visittallinn.ee.

METAPSYCHIC TALLINN
ARNO RAFAEL MINKKINEN

Fotografiska Tallinn presents Two Hundred
Seasons, a thorough overview of the work of
Finnish-American photographer Arno Rafael
Minkkinen (b. 1945) over the past five decades
in 30 different countries. His work uses his own
body to express the relationship between nature
and man. An attentive visitor may notice that
a thin horizon line runs along the outer walls
of the exhibition. Swaying birch trees, singing
birds, hooting owls, and bullfrogs croaking on
the shoreline complete the sensory experience.
fotografiska.com/tallinn
8
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The Metapsychic Tallinn exhibition
introduces the occultists of pre-war Tallinn,
the associations they formed, and the findings
of the studies they conducted. In the 1930s,
the study of paranormal phenomena was
very popular in Tallinn; the capital was even
named northern Europe’s headquarters of
occultists. Newspapers published sensational
stories of seances and descriptions of various
occult phenomena. The exhibition is held in
the Gate Tower of the Short Leg, one of the
best-known haunted towers in the city, where
people have sometimes seen a phantom
monk appear.
linnamuuseum.ee

WELL-KNOWN FILM
LOCATIONS

The capital of Lithuania is becoming
an increasingly popular shooting
destination among filmmakers globally.
The biggest foreign production shoot
in Vilnius before the pandemic was the
Netflix series Stranger Things. Other
hit shows shot here in recent years
include War and Peace, Chernobyl,
Catherine the Great, and Young
Wallander. Some of these picturesque
settings are readily available to the
public, and special guided tours can
also be arranged.
govilnius.lt

ICE SKATING IN VILNIUS

Visit the impressive outdoor ice skating rink by the
White Bridge in the centre of Vilnius! Located under
the roof of the huge Hoptrans Arena, which protects
skaters from the changing weather, the rink has already
won the sympathies of city residents and guests and is
open seven days a week. If the weather permits, it will
remain open until the first weekend of March.

Baltic Outlook
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Words by Olga Dolina
Publicity photos
• G. B. Piranesi (1720–1778).
The Drawbridge. Plate from Imaginary
Prisons (early state), 1751–1754.

Fly to

Fly to

Gothenburg

Copenhagen
from

69

from

© Christoffer Strange Hanse

COPENHAGEN

Inside Sauna by GoBoat

Kaj Hotel

10

/ airBaltic.com

Photo by Fredrik Åkerberg

Piranesi: Vision and Veracity enchants visitors with
the extremely detailed and almost cosmic world of
the graphic works of Giovanni Battista Piranesi (until
February 27; Sølvgade 48-50; smk.dk). A pioneering
figure of 18th-century Italian art, Piranesi – who lived
from 1720 to 1778 – combined his skills as an architect
with his talent as a meticulous illustrator. With floating
bridges and magnificent temples, endless halls and
curving corridors, and optical illusions between reality
and fantasy, Piranesi’s work sometimes resembles a
scene from a sci-fi film. Exhibition highlights include
his dramatic Imaginary Prisons series of etchings as
well as close-up views of significant buildings in ancient
Rome, such as the Colosseum, the Pyramid of Cestius,
and St. Peter’s Basilica.
Sauna by GoBoat is a great way to experience
Copenhagen in winter (Ved Stranden 26; goboat.dk).
Originally offering boats for rent for a sustainable
sail through Copenhagen Harbour, GoBoat believes
we should not forget about maintaining contact with
water and nature in the colder winter months as
well! Thus, floating right in the centre of the city, its
customised sauna combines gripping urban views via
large panoramic windows with an ultimate 1.5-hourlong relaxation session for the body and soul. The
shower installed next to the sauna or a brave dip in
the harbour helps guests cool down. The sauna fits up
to 12 people and is designed for veteran steamers and
beginners alike. The pleasing aesthetics of light wood
and sustainable materials enhance the experience.
Kaj Hotel invites guests to dive into the cosiness
of hygge and the tranquil beauty of the water-bound
urban neighbourhood of Holmen (DanneskioldSamsøes Allé 57; kajhotel.dk, prices from EUR 336).
You’ll be the only guest in this mini hotel! A houseboat
home of Kaj’s owners Barbara and Toke served as a
prototype for the hotel, which is built from recycled and
surplus materials. It’s designed for two guests but can
accommodate up to four people with two extra beds
on the mezzanine level. With views across the serene
waters, the 16-square-metre space features a king-size
bed and bathroom as well as a stylish kitchenette with
all the basic necessities. Savoury porridge topped with
organic fresh fruit is served for breakfast. Two kayaks
as well as warm jackets and blankets to wear on the
terrace are included in this charming stay.

25

€
roundtrip

D*Face at Artscape 2021

GOTHENBURG

Botánico restaurant

Photo by Martin Hultén

© Hamburger Kunsthalle /bpk. Photo by Christoph Irrgang

€
roundtrip

As a part of Gothenburg’s 400th anniversary
celebrations (goteborg2021.com), various
sustainable urban development initiatives have
been launched across the city. For instance, six
new works of art from the Artscape creative festival
were added to the impressive collection of around
100 murals scattered around the city. One of them,
created by British artist D*Face, welcomes arriving
guests at Landvetter Airport. A 21-kilometre art
trail connects all the murals, tunnels, and street art
pieces across the city (gothenburg.streetartcities.
com). Meanwhile, the Zoomed In exhibition at
the Museum of Gothenburg provides a glimpse
into the city’s life via hundreds of photographs
from the 1850s to the present (until December 30;
goteborgsstadsmuseum.se).
A newcomer to Gothenburg’s culinary scene,
Botánico invites guests to a dining experience
that’s spiced up with the enchanted atmosphere of
an urban jungle (Aschebergsgatan 23; botanico.se).
Inspired by Latin American and Asian cuisine,
exotic dishes accompanied by fine wines are
served at round tables with green velvet seating,
all against a cosy background of lush plants.
The restaurant also features the Jungle Bar, which
resembles a rainforest and where specially-made
cocktails are served together with the vibrant
sounds of evening DJ beats. Botánico is located
in the creative Vasastaden neighbourhood, which
makes it an alluring pit stop after a stroll through
the area’s numerous art galleries.
The Museum of World Culture is famous not
only for its indoor exhibitions but also for its
outdoor space, which is used as a canvas for
impressive works of art that usually reflect on the
museum’s collections and themes (Södra vägen
54; varldskulturmuseet.se). The new colourful
large-scale ground painting titled Matrix is set on
the concrete slabs right in front of the museum. It
was inspired by the current Crossroads exhibition
and created by three artists: Valeria Montti Colque,
Ea ten Kate, and Jonathan Josefsson. The colourful
splashes of yellow, purple, and blue and the various
peculiar shapes and ornaments create a pictureperfect background for photos and brighten up any
winter day.

Matrix artwork

Baltic Outlook
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• Josep Parera. Caricature of
Eusebi Güell i Bacigalupi. c. 1889
National Art Museum of Catalonia

Fly to

Barcelona
from

79

€
one way

BARCELONA

KAWS Room at Moco Museum Barcelona

Hotel Mirlo

While the iconic Sagrada Família basilica is getting
closer to completion, the lifetime achievement of
its architect is celebrated in a major National Art
Museum of Catalunya, or MNAC, exhibition titled
simply Gaudí (until March 6; museunacional.cat).
The showcase speaks about the complex character
and life of the Catalan icon and examines his
impact on Barcelona’s cityscape from a new
perspective. Gaudí was often misinterpreted as an
isolated, lone genius, yet he did acknowledge the
international context and such figures as Antoine
Geoffroy-Dechaume, Thomas Jeckyll, William
Morris, Auguste Rodin, and Eugène Viollet-leDuc. His works also reflected political, social,
ideological, and aesthetic issues. Gaudí’s creativity
can be seen in the more than 650 items on display,
including furniture, drawings, and photographs.
Moco Museum is a recent newcomer to
Barcelona’s cultural scene (Montcada 25;
mocomuseum.com). After a successful launch
in Amsterdam, a local branch of this gallery of
contemporary art, set in the former residence of
the noble Cervelló family, has landed in Barcelona.
The Moco Masters Modern section offers such
grand names as Warhol, Basquiat, Dalí, and Hirst.
The Moco Masters Contemporary section, for
its part, puts the spotlight on rising stars such as
David LaChapelle, Hayden Kays, Harland Miller,
Takashi Murakami, and others. Moco stands out
with its focus on the vivid scene of experiential and
immersive art as well as with its selection of NFT
art pieces from pioneering digital artists.
Hotel Mirlo Barcelona offers a special stay
in an authentic urban mansion converted
into a 16-room wellness boutique (Avenida del
Tibidabo 32; mirlobarcelona.com; from EUR 223).
It introduces a new concept of intimacy, with the
spa experience available right in the guest rooms;
each stylishly designed, light-filled room features
a private hammam bath with a Jacuzzi and
waterfall shower. Suites even have saunas, while
the romantic courtyard garden invites guests for
a swim in the outdoor pool. Set in the beautiful
and quiet Sarrià-Sant Gervasi district, this jewel
of modernist architecture serves as a fine base
for a slow-paced exploration of Barcelona from a
different angle.

URBAN ICONS / January
Words by Ieva Šmite
Photo by Ilze Pole

Fly to

Amsterdam
from

79

The pink van of the Moco Museum
(Modern Contemporary Museum)

Looking for a museum?
Amsterdam has plenty!
According to some sources, of all the
world’s cities, Amsterdam has the
most museums per square metre.
There are nearly 150 museums in the
Dutch capital, serving every interest
and located in venues ranging from
tiny canal houses to breathtaking
architectural wonders such as the EYE
Film Museum.
But standing majestically above
them all is Amsterdam’s Rijksmuseum.
It is the biggest museum in the
Netherlands, its vast collection
containing around a million objects,
the oldest of which date back to the
13th century. Now located in a building
designed by Pierre Cuypers, the
Dutch architect who also drafted
Amsterdam’s central station as well
as around one hundred churches, the
Rijksmuseum was actually founded
in The Hague in 1798; it was moved to
Amsterdam just ten years later. Once
in Amsterdam, the collection was first
displayed at the Royal Palace, then
in the canal mansion of the wealthy
Amsterdam weapons traders Louis and
Hendrick Tripp, and only in 1885 was
it moved into the magnificent building
where it is now located.
In 2013, this Dutch national museum
dedicated to arts and history (it has
around 2000 paintings from the Dutch
Golden age period alone, including
true art-history treasures by Johannes
14

/ airBaltic.com

Vermeer, Jan Steen and Rembrandt)
fully reopened again after a ten-year
renovation that cost 375 million euros.
The Rijksmuseum sits in Museum
Square, where just around the
corner you’ll find even more cultural
paragons – the Van Gogh Museum,
the Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam,
and the Royal Concertgebouw, one
of the world’s finest concert halls.
And just a three-minute walk away
is the Moco Museum; having opened
its doors in 2016, it is exclusively
dedicated to modern, contemporary,
and street art. The Moco is situated
in the historic Villa Alsberg, once a
beautiful townhouse that now serves
to showcase works by such modern
grands as Roy Lichtenstein, Yayoi
Kusama and the rising star The Kid.
Right now the Moco is featuring
Europe’s first dedicated exhibition
space to NFTs; titled the New FuTure,
it brings together a selection of NFTs
from the art world’s most pioneering
digital artists. The exhibition consists
of 12 NFT works owned by the
anonymous collector 33 – one of the
largest NFT collectors in the world
and known to be in possession of over
one thousand NFT artworks. the New
FuTure exhibition showcases works
by Beeple, Mad Dog Jones, WhIsBe,
Andrés Reisinger, and FEWOCiOUS.
In art we trust.

Photo by Dag Fosse/Visit Bergen

€
one way

MY FAVOURITE PLACE / January

Matadero and Casa
del Campo

Matadero is an old slaughterhouse built
in the early 20th century that closed in
1996. It had been falling into ruin for a
while but was repurposed as a centre
for the arts in the early 2000s. There’s
a cinema, a theatre, several exhibition
spaces, coworking areas, restaurants,
and a huge courtyard that often hosts
concerts and events. From here, rent a
bicycle and ride all the way up the river
to Casa de Campo, the largest park in
Madrid. Unlike famous El Retiro, Casa
de Campo isn’t landscaped and is still
relatively wild. It used to be the hunting
grounds for the Spanish royal family.
Plaza de Legazpi, 8
mataderomadrid.org

Fly to

Madrid
€189
from

roundtrip

Words by James Taylor
Photos by Clare Starkie

MY

MADRID

Felicity Hughes is
a freelance writer
and editor based in
Madrid. She has written
for publications such
as Lonely Planet,
The Guardian, and Wire
magazine and is also the
writer behind the historyfilled blog The Making of
Madrid. Blending stories
from Madrid’s long history
and grounding them in
the destination today,
she’s a true expert on the
Spanish capital. For more
local insights, head to
themakingofmadrid.com,
where you can also book
onto one of her fascinating
walking tours.

16

/ airBaltic.com

Photo courtesy of Mercado San Fernando

Mercado San Fernando

For Hughes, Mercado de San Fernando
is the market with the best atmosphere.
It’s not as busy as the popular Mercado
de San Miguel in the city centre; this
one is more for locals. Here you can
find everything, from a Senegalese
tailor to a bookshop that sells books by
weight. Grab a table in the food court
and choose from all kinds of food, from
Mexican tacos to sushi to craft beer. On
Sundays they clear out the tables for
some swing dancing.
Calle de Embajadores, 41
mercadodesanfernando.es

Posada del Dragón

The street that this boutique hotel and
restaurant is on used to be the transport
hub of Madrid in the late 19th century.
Carriages would leave from here and
travel to all over Spain, and there were
many posadas, or traditional inns, along
the street. Hughes recommends Posada
del Dragón, which gives a great sense
of the old atmosphere of the inns. And
in terms of charming ambience and
traditional Spanish food, you can’t beat
its restaurant.
Calle de la Cava Baja, 14
posadadeldragon.com

Antigua Casa Talavera

This ceramics store is an Aladdin’s
cave of beautiful ceramic art from all
over Spain, and the delightful owner
is extremely knowledgeable about
everything he has on sale. Although
famous amongst ceramics enthusiasts,
Talavera is tucked down a side street and
therefore difficult to find. Here you can
purchase incredible tiles, plates, vases,
and even Roman amphora. Everything at
this store is connected to Spain’s Islamic
past. All the techniques to create these
works of art came out of Arabia and
entered Europe through Spain.
Calle de Isabel la Católica, 2
antiguacasatalavera.com

YOUR 24 HOURS / January
Words by Lana Jūra
Publicity photos and by iStock

Fly to

Milan
€89
from

roundtrip

The heart of
Italian haute
couture exudes
contemporary
sophistication
and refined
elegance.

Milan

IN 24 HOURS
A CLASSIC NOT TO MISS

Photo by Brescia e Amisano

Winter evenings in Milan are perfect for a date with one
of the world’s most prestigious opera houses, the majestic
Teatro alla Scala. From January 18, the tragedy of Romeo
and Juliet’s forbidden love will be revisited on the stage
at La Scala. Adrian Noble directs the new production of
Vincenzo Bellini’s I Capuleti e i Montecchi, with Evelino
Pidò on the conductor’s podium.

Photo by Ginaluca Di Iaia

Via Filodrammatici 2; teatroallascala.org

WHY NOT

Milan is the beating heart of global design, and this is
felt most clearly in the Via Durini or in the luxury-brand
showrooms along the cosy streets of Brera. If you have
the time, walk to the nearby Triennale Milano design
museum, where the most representative masterpieces
of the 20th and 21st centuries are on permanent display,
surrounded by a large, old park decorated with sculptures.

WHERE TO STAY

The new Milano Verticale | UNA Esperienze boutique hotel
has just been named the best business hotel at the IMA
Awards 2021. The 12-storey establishment not only boasts a fourstar superior rating but is also a renowned gourmet destination
and an excellent business, leisure, and event centre. The elegant
interiors are by Vudafieri Saverino Partners, and the highlights
include a poetic garden and exclusive views of the city.
Via Carlo de Cristoforis 6;
gruppouna.it/esperienze/milano-verticale; from EUR 149

Viale Alemagna 6, triennale.org

WHERE TO SHOP

Don’t miss the iconic Corso Vittorio Emanuele II
pedestrian promenade, which has been taken over by
discount fever. Under the majestic arcades, boutiques
and showrooms featuring fashion, lifestyle brands, and
accessories for all ages and levels of purchasing power
compete in terms of glitz and glamour. Here you’ll find
everything that befits a fashion mecca, including trends,
exclusive and experimental collections, and street fashion.

WHERE TO EAT

Three floors and three different ways to enjoy food and
drinks – that’s Si Ma Townhouse. ‘I wanted to create a place
that would become a home for me and for others,’ says its
award-winning architect Massimiliano Locatelli, who is
renowned for his innovative ideas. The restaurant is housed in
a small old townhouse and is known for its original cocktails,
authentic Italian cuisine, and great interior design concept.

Enjoy
wintry fun
in Tallinn
The Tallinn Card is the most convenient way
to get acquainted with the entire city:
•
discover 40+ museums & sights for free
•
use public transport for free
•
make use of the many discounts

Corso di Porta Vigentina 12; simatownhouse.com
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Buy online at tallinncard.ee or in person at the airport, port, bus station and hotels.

SECRET SPOTS / January

DESIGN / January

Point of view

Where to go in Riga, according to
photographer Valdis Skudre.

Fly to

Riga
€29

from

one way

Words by Līga Vaļko
Photos courtesy of
Valdis Skudre

The legend
returns
Berlin’s urban landmark,
the Neue Nationalgalerie,
welcomes art lovers back
to its refurbished spaces.
Words by Olga Dolina
Publicity photo

Fly to

instagram.com/valdisskudre
Number of followers: 13.5k
Valdis Skudre is a photographer and avid nature lover from
Latvia. Nature, travel, and landscape photography have been his
passion for more than seven years. These things came into his life
gradually, first as a hobby, but eventually they grew into a full-time
endeavour. Photography is now his work, hobby, passion, and happy
place. In fact, every image created embodies a way of seeing life
and the world. Skudre takes it all in through the experiences that
photography brings, from travels around the globe to the familiar
local forests he’s seen countless times but which still inspire him
every time he steps into nature.

My secret spot

‘Before turning my photography
hobby into a full-time job, I worked
for an agency specialising in
photography. I was lucky that our
office was located on the top floor of
a building in Old Riga, the historical
centre of the Latvian capital. So the
rooftops of the Old Town became
part of my everyday life. The
gorgeous medieval buildings and
their red roofs, beautiful French
balconies, and viewing towers offer
spectacular panoramic views over
the city. I still remember the feeling
of how different the Old Town
seems when viewed from above: so
calm, so still, so mysterious.’
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Mangaļsala Pier

Other locations to check out

• The Mangaļsala Pier serves as a gate to Riga at the
far end of the city. It’s a popular place for long walks
at any time of the year and can be easily reached by
public transport.
• St. Peter’s Church is the tallest church in Riga. Its
130-metre Baroque-style steeple offers a beautiful
view of the city and the Daugava River.
• AB Dambis is a peaceful green space right in the
heart of Riga that’s surrounded by the Daugava River.
It’s ideal for a picnic with friends or a leisurely stroll in
the evening.

Photo by Simon Menge

Valdis Skudre

Berlin
€29
from

one way

Completed in 1968, the Neue
Nationalgalerie is more than just a
20th-century icon. It’s also a splendid
testimony to modernist architecture and
the precise ‘less is more’ approach of its
designer, the legendary Ludwig Mies
van der Rohe. Moreover, it’s the only
building designed by the great Germanborn architect in Europe following his
emigration to the United States in 1937.
The Neue Nationalgalerie’s lightweight
two-story structure is simple and clear,
perfectly suitable for exhibiting art
in its transparent, light-filled spaces.
Monumental steel columns support a
plain overhanging roof and a square,
glass-enclosed façade with flexible
interior spaces. The lower level houses
the main exhibition area, which features
classic white-wall gallery spaces. The
open-plan layout reflects Mies van der
Rohe’s perception of museum space in
general, namely, that it should exclude
all barriers between art, the viewer, and
society. The architecture should define
rather than confine.
The Neue Nationalgalerie holds
masterpieces of cubist, expressionist,
Bauhaus, and surrealist art. But over
half a century of intensive use, it hardly

had a moment of rest. Accordingly,
the refurbishment took six years to
complete. The team from the acclaimed
David Chipperfield Architects bureau
carefully restored the concrete shell of
the space, refreshed the steel frame,
and replaced the glazing. To achieve all
of that, the stone cladding and all of the
interior fittings – 35,000 original building
components in all – were dismantled,
repaired, and reinstalled. One of the
main challenges was renovating the
glass façade and introducing a drainage
system to avoid condensation.
The gallery was also upgraded to
current technical standards. New airconditioning, artificial lighting, and
security systems as well as a cloakroom,
café, museum shop, access for disabled
people, and art handling and storage
spaces were added. The western façade
of the building contains a massive wall
of windows overlooking an enclosed
sculpture garden. The inaugurating
exhibition, Alexander Calder:
Minimal / Maximal (until February 13)
celebrates the reimagined sculptural
approach of Mies van der Rohe’s
famous contemporary.
smb.museum
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TAKE YOUR FRIENDS / January

Take your friends

… ON A PERFECT SKI HOLIDAY

Skiing in the Salzburg region is so much fun!

Fly to

Salzburg
€165
from

roundtrip

The St. Johann-Alpendorf ski resort has
270 lifts, all accessible with one ski pass.

Words by James Taylor
Publicity photos and
by iStock

Visiting Salzburg
in winter is a magical
experience.
A ski holiday in Austria isn’t
complete without apple
strudel on the slopes.
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For a winter ski holiday that’s got it all,
there’s no need to look any further than
Salzburg. Under a blanket of snow, this
city looks as if it’s lifted straight out of a
fairy tale, with graceful church spires lit
by warm lights and a rugged castle on
a hilltop above it all. But that’s just the
beginning. Salzburg sits in the middle
of the spiritual heartland of Austria,
surrounded by mythical mountains,
pretty-as-a-picture medieval villages, and
boundless natural beauty. If you’ve ever
imagined what skiing in Austria is like,
the ski regions around Salzburg are just
what you’ve pictured.
Not even the grandest classical
symphonies can capture the beauty of
the ravines and mountain peaks that
surround Salzburg. The winding Salzach
River runs through Salzburg and out
into the countryside; follow it for a mere
60 kilometres by bus or train and you’ll
arrive at the lively medieval town of
St. Johann. Located at the heart of the
Amadé ski region (one of the largest in
Europe), here you’ve suddenly traded the
beautiful city for 760 kilometres of snowy
pistes, all accessed conveniently with a
single ski pass. For fans of the classic film
The Sound of Music, one of Salzburg’s
most famous exports, this is where they
filmed the famed picnic scene.
When hunger strikes, the Salzburg
region is also big on traditional foods.
Tuck into a warm apple strudel and
coffee for afternoon tea, hit the slopes
for a few more hours, and then retire to
a cosy tavern in the evening for a hearty
schnitzel and pint of beer.
A great way to cap off any ski holiday
in the Salzburg region is by visiting
a relaxing thermal spa. Wellness has
a long history in Austria, with locals
taking to the mountains year-round to
soak in the hot springs, undergo spa
rituals, and revitalise their bodies and
minds. Make sure to stop at one of the
many thermal spas in the region to enjoy
a decadent moment of relaxation before
the journey home.

Accounting, Payroll,
Tax & Legal since 1989
Reliable expertise.
Personal approach.
Long-term partner.

1500+ clients in Leinonen
29 years in the Baltics
Strong local expertise
Leinonen is one of the leading Accounting, Payroll and
Tax & Legal service providers in the Baltics. Our local
expertise and diligence have arned us a positive reputation
throughout the region. According to our client satisfaction
results, Leinonen Group is on the level of the top 10% of
B2B service providers.

“

www.leinonen.eu

Leinonen - one partner for
all your business solutions.

Riga
Leinonen SIA
Vilandes iela 3, LV-1010
+ 371 6732 3901
contact@leinonen.lv

Vilnius
Leinonen UAB
V. Gerulaičio 10-101, 08200
+370 5237 5040
contact@leinonen.lt

Tallinn
Leinonen OÜ
Põhja pst. 25, 10415
+ 372 6117 700
contact@leinonen.ee

STYLE / January

Style by Ilze Čečina
Publicity photos

For January

STAY STYLISH
Bottega Veneta sunglasses, EUR 396,
modaoperandi.com
Malachite earrings by Sylvia Toledano,
EUR 186, modaoperandi.com

LIVE GREEN
LOVE YOUR HOME
Origo mug, Iittala, EUR 20.90,
u/v Stockmann

Photo by Andris Kondrāts

Subscribe to houseplants from easypot.club,
the first plant subscription service in the
Baltics. Or try out a ‘hard to kill’ houseplant.
Calathea Bicajoux Gecko, EUR 42,
easypot.club

MAKE A SMALL
INVESTMENT

INDULGE IN NOSTALGIA
Read Three Comrades by Erich Maria Remarque /
See the play Three Comrades at the Daile Theatre in Riga (dailesteatris.lv)

APPRECIATE GOOD
HUMOUR AND
THE NEWEST
IN TECHNOLOGY
PROTECT YOUR TIME

Yeezy foam runners in ochre by Adidas and
Kanye West, EUR 465, farfetch.com

Karlsson clock, EUR 175, bonami.lv

SHARE WITH A FRIEND
Warm men’s sweater, EUR 39.99, H&M
24
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Address: u/v Stockmann, 13. janvāra iela 8, Riga

Rachhel tote bag by Ted Baker London,
EUR 299, u/v Stockmann

TREND / January

EN ROUTE / January

Fly to

Dubai
€339

Words by Una Ulme
Photo by Alamy

from

The art
of forest
bathing
How to consciously
connect with nature
to improve our health
and wellbeing.
Words by James Taylor
Publicity photo

We all know that spending time in
nature is good for us. The intrinsic
sense that nature improves our
health and wellbeing is knowledge
that we as humans have carried
with us for generations. Today,
however, more people than ever
are living in large cities with
limited connection to natural
spaces, meaning that it’s more
important than ever to be able to
connect with nature.
‘Forest bathing walks help people
stop, slow down, and just notice
the things around them,’ says
Alex Gesse, the executive director
of Forest Therapy Hub. It’s an
organisation that offers training
programmes for individuals looking
to delve into the world of forest
therapy and forest bathing (yes,
there is a difference).
‘Forest bathing is about
wellbeing. It’s about having a
pleasurable experience in the forest
and, most importantly, having fun,’
says Gesse. ‘The science is there.
We know through research that
there are specific ways to connect
with the environment that support
our overall wellbeing.’
Since the 1990s, we’ve known
that spending time in nature offers
plenty of health benefits: lower
anxiety, an improved immune
system, lower blood pressure, and
less stress, just to name a few. But
forest bathing takes it one step
further, encouraging inner changes
as well – not just enjoying the
health benefits of being in nature,
but trying to connect on a deeper
level with our inner wellbeing.
This is where the guides come

in, because they have specialised
training that’s proven to facilitate
deeper reflection.
‘I like to use the example of
a hamster on a wheel – we’re
constantly running on this wheel
in our daily lives as well. Even my
colleagues and I, as trainers and
guides, we’re also on the wheel,’
says Gesse. ‘We pay bills, we check
our emails, all those things. A
forest bath is about stepping off
that wheel for a while and having
some time to enjoy the moment, be
present, and reflect.’
The first stage of forest bathing
is about awakening curiosity. A
guide helps people realise what
is surrounding them by paying
attention to their senses. It may be
as simple as touching the things
around them, feeling the different
textures, or listening to all the
sounds that are present. Then
comes the connection stage. ‘We
offer various activities, all based
in research, to connect with the
nature around us,’ Gesse explains.
‘Then, the final stage of forest
bathing is about having some time
to reflect, integrate the experience
into us, share what we felt with the
group… and return to our daily life.
It’s like putting the participants
back on the hamster wheel again,
but perhaps now they’ll have some
different insights, some different
tools for their life.’
With research exploring more
nuanced ways to improve our
wellbeing in the forest, there’s
never been a better time to sign up
for a guided forest bath and enjoy
the benefits of the natural world.

Alex Gesse is the executive

director of Forest Therapy Hub
(foresttherapyhub.com). Born and
raised in Barcelona, he worked in
business before switching to a career
involving nature. He’s currently
studying for degrees in both sociology
and psychology and is developing
training in forest bathing and therapy
that’s based on the research.

roundtrip

Expo 2020 –
the whole world
in one place

Spain national pavilion at Expo 2020 Dubai

THREE PAVILIONS WORTH A VISIT
Spain

The Spanish pavilion is one
of the most impressive, both
in terms of architecture
and content. Its motto,
‘Intelligence for Life’, leads
into an exciting world that
highlights Spanish creativity,
vitality, and the desire to
live in a sustainable society.
The central element is a
100-metre-long descending
passage with a gigantic
installation in the middle
consisting of ribbon-like
screens arranged in loops
that flicker depending on
how visitors’ hands touch
the handrails along the sides
of the passage. It’s a great
way to demonstrate that
we all have an impact on
the world. This is followed
by a ten-minute respite in
the cinema room, where
visitors watch the short
film August Moon. At the
end, they’re transported
into a virtual forest, where
they can interactively delve
into environmental topics
via touchscreens.

Netherlands

The Dutch pavilion’s
centrepiece is a large
cone – a peculiar habitat
covered on the outside
with green plants and
with various industrial
materials inside. Merging
with the textiles in the
pavilion, a 3D spatial
journey into the world
of natural phenomena is
created that culminates in
the opening of umbrellas
(which are distributed
to everyone before
entering the pavilion). By
combining sound, light,
temperature changes, and
the aroma of soil, visitors
experience a virtual
downpour and can thus
momentarily experience
the symbiosis of nature,
art, and technology.
Incidentally, the pavilion
extracts around 800 litres
of water a day from
the humidity in the air
and uses it to irrigate
the plants.

Singapore

It’s impossible to pass
by Singapore’s pavilion
without taking a
closer look, because
already from the
outside it presents a
vision of what a city in
nature could look like.
Visitors experience
how the combination
of good design, smart
technology, and nature
can create a very real,
sustainable city of the
future. It serves as an
oasis of hope on our
polluted, overpopulated
planet, showing us that
it really is possible for
humans to restore the
ecosystem, preserve
biodiversity, and live
in harmony with
nature. The pavilion’s
architecture depicts
this through symbolic
connections that build
relationships between
engineering, technology,
and plant life.

If you’re in Dubai, make sure to reserve
at least a few days to visit Expo 2020.
Here you can explore and appreciate the
creativity, innovation, and architectural
and technological solutions of the
exhibiting countries as well as the
sheer scale of the host country, the
United Arab Emirates, with billions
of euros invested in site development
and infrastructure.
The exhibition is divided into three
thematic quarters – Sustainability,
Mobility, and Opportunity – with
192 national pavilions spread over
438 hectares. The dome of Al Wasl
Plaza, which serves as the Expo’s central
structure and is the world’s largest
360-degree laser projection surface, is
an architectural masterpiece in itself.
It hosts national days, concerts, and
spectacular laser shows every evening.
In the heat of the day, take a refreshing
break by the artificial waterfall, which
cascades to the sound of the London
Symphony Orchestra. Or get a bird’seye view of the exhibition area from
the viewing platform 46 metres up in
the air. Everything here is designed to
attract attention and surprise visitors in
the most positive sense of the word.
But in fact, the Expo is spotlighting
the achievements of mankind with a
vision to the future. Here, at last, we can
take a breather from thinking about the
pandemic and look towards a brighter
tomorrow, or at least regain the belief
that such a thing is possible. And to
do so is truly fascinating. However, it
is safe to say that the only thing one
will lack during a visit to the Expo is
time, so plan accordingly and set aside
enough of it to see as much of the
exhibition as possible. In addition to
the pavilions, there are shows, a broad
cultural programme, entertainment
and leisure facilities, and more than
200 restaurants.
Each of the 192 national pavilions
focuses on one main theme: the history,
culture, and achievements that are the
pride of the respective country. But the
one topic that unites almost all of them
is the environment and sustainability.
expo2020dubai.com
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GADGETS / January

FOOD / January
Words by Viesturs Kundziņš
Publicity photos

Morning pleasure
What’s next for breakfast menus?

Gourmet brunch at Confiserie Sprüngli in Zurich.

New year, new me

METABOLISM TRACKING
Lumen

When training, it’s important to
understand what your body is going
through. This small, smart gadget
tracks your body’s metabolism. Just
hold the device in your hands and
breathe through it; Lumen will then
provide you with a measurement
regarding whether your body is
burning fat or using carbs. It also gives
you tips for a healthier lifestyle.

Here are some cool gadgets
to help you work out in
a new and innovative way.

lumen.me
EUR 269 (12-month subscription)

SMART FITNESS
Strong is like your personal trainer
trapped in your smartphone. The app
comes up with training plans, keeps track
of your workouts, allows you to make
daily notes, and follows your progress.
Apple App Store & Google Play
Free

HidrateSpark Tap

hidratespark.com
From USD 19.99
(approximately EUR 18)

LEVEL-UP TRAINING

Nurvv Run Smart Insoles

HOURS OF FUN

Staying well hydrated is one of
the key elements of a healthy
workout and life in general. This
smart bottle measures your
water intake and reminds you
to stay hydrated throughout the
day. It’s available with a chug or
straw lid and comes in plastic or
stainless-steel versions.

Tangram Smart Rope

We live in an age of never-ending
progress, when even something
as simple as skipping rope has
become a smart training gadget.
This new-generation rope has
integrated sensors and LED
lights that display your jump
count in mid-air. And of course,
it’s all connected with your
smartphone for an even better
workout experience.

Confiserie Sprüngli
in Zurich

The historical coffee-house tradition
still prevails at this legendary
institution. As a traditional Swiss
confectionery, Sprüngli Café &
Restaurant boasts elegance and
class, including Art Nouveau décor
and marble-topped tables. The
menu offers a rich selection of
organic egg dishes, Birchermüesli,
toast, fruit salads, and smoothies.
Bahnhofstrasse 21; spruengli.ch

Mary’s Coffee Club
in Munich

Strong app

HEALTHY HABIT

BREAKFAST SPOTS
WORTH GETTING OUT
OF BED FOR

Running has become a thing
again. It’s so simple – just put
on your favourite running shoes
and go. But if you want to take
it to the next level, these smart
insoles track your running
patterns, collect data from your
feet with 32 sensors, have GPS,
and provide real-time coaching
via your smartphone.
nurvv.com
GBP 249.99 (approximately EUR 294)

The owner created this welcoming,
Instagrammable oasis by bringing
over design and culinary trends from
San Francisco, Bali, and Melbourne.
Fresh salads and egg dishes are
complemented by exotic sweet
dishes, while freshly roasted coffee
made from organic Arabica beans
takes centre stage. Alternatives to
the fresh milk from local farmers
include lactose-free, almond, oat,
coconut, and soy milks.
Türkenstraße 86A;
maryscoffeeclub.com

Mad & Kaffe in
Copenhagen

Mad & Kaffe took Copenhagen by
storm in 2015 and has shined its light
on the Vesterbro district ever since.
It has now also opened locations in
Amager and Frederiksberg. The café
has a cosy, laid-back vibe. Avocado
with chilli oil and baked almonds or
a cinnamon bun topped with organic
chocolate are just some of the small
dishes you can find on the menu.
madogkaffe.dk

Plant-based dishes
will eventually play an
integral role in every
good breakfast café
Words by Lana Jūra
Publicity photo

The most iconic breakfast scene is with
Audrey Hepburn in the legendary film
Breakfast at Tiffany’s. Generations
have grown up since the early 1960s, but
a morning coffee with a freshly baked
croissant still tops the list of the world’s
most coveted breakfasts.
Although breakfast traditions vary from
country to country, most nutritionists
nowadays agree on the healthiest formula,
giving the green light to a balanced
breakfast containing the right proportions
of protein, fat, carbohydrates, vitamins,
and fibre in a combination of both
savoury and sweet foods. Based on these
recommendations, many hotels now serve
unrefined oatmeal muesli, wholemeal
bread, porridge, natural yoghurts, raw
milk cheeses, nuts, berries, fruit, seeds,
and organic eggs cooked the correct
way. Natural coffee and tea remain the
leading morning beverages, followed by
lemon water, freshly squeezed juices,
and smoothies.
Breakfast cafés have also begun
counting calories, reducing ‘bad’ sugars,
and increasing ‘good’ fats. They offer light
recipes as well as vegan, gluten-free,
lactose-free, and other specially designed
menus. Experts believe that plant-based
dishes will eventually play an integral role
in every good breakfast café. This not only
requires imagination in the kitchen but also
specific know-how.

tangramfactory.com
USD 79.95 (approximately EUR 71)
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YOUR NEXT DESTINATION / January

Words by Laura Hall
Photos courtesy of Visit Bergen
and Visit Norway
Illustration by Agnese Tauriņa

A BREATH OF

FRESH AIR

‘Breathe deeply,’ says Turid.
‘Can you feel it? The air is coming
from the north today. It’s so pure.’
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TURID IS MY GUIDE TODAY ON MOUNT
ULRIKEN, THE TALLEST OF THE SEVEN
MOUNTAINS SURROUNDING NORWAY’S
SECOND CITY, BERGEN. All morning,
she has been telling me stories about the
mountain, which was named and settled by
the Vikings, and also about the more curious
inhabitants of its mountain huts as well as
about the city below, but it’s this idea about
the air that strikes deepest. Clean, fresh air
straight from the glaciers of northern Europe,
and a chance to breathe deeply. Because
that’s what we’ve been missing, isn’t it?
It’s mid-December, a week before
Christmas. Daylight is in short supply in
northern Europe. But here, in the pristine
mountain air, under a perfect blue sky
accessorised by puffs of white cloud, I look to
the horizon and relax.
As we walk after a few days of rain, the
winter sun has come out in force, shining
its light across the mountains to the fjords
beyond them. Half-frozen grass crunches
under our crampons as we hike along rough
paths and across granite boulders, beside
frozen lakes and small wooden mountain
huts tethered to the ground like tents to stop
them from blowing away in the wild winds.
Lime-green lichen splatters the rocks and
shallow puddles of water are etched with ice
in spidery white designs. If you’re looking
for the antidote to stuffy lockdowns, Netflix
binges, and the cabin-fever boredom of workfrom-home directives, this is it.
Bergen has a rich history going back to the
Hanseatic traders of the 13th century and the
Vikings before them. Set on the west coast of
Norway, it’s ringed by mountains, including
Mount Ulriken, which is accessible by cable
car, and Mount Fløyen, which is just a short
walk from the heart of the Old Town up a
zigzag forest-fringed path. If you remember
your geography lessons, you’ll know that
mountains plus coastline are a recipe for
rain – and Bergen is correspondingly one of
the rainiest cities in Europe.
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Bryggen, the wharf in Bergen

Photo by Linn Kjos Falkenberg / Visit Bergen

Photo by Linn Kjos Falkenberg / Visit Bergen
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Photo by Terje Rakke / Visit Bergen

YOUR NEXT DESTINATION / January

The Scandinavian concept of
friluftsliv is one of the region’s
many untranslatable ideas

However, if you know anything about the
Scandinavian mindset, you’ll know that two things
are true. First, inclement weather can’t put a
damper on their love of the great outdoors. And
second, any time it rains, someone will quote this
phrase at you: Det finnes ikke dårlig vær, bare
dårlige klær, or ‘There’s no such thing as bad
weather, only bad (or inappropriate) clothing.’ It’s
hard to argue with that, and it’s good to remember
when packing.
While the temperature at the top of Mount Ulriken
is a biting -7˚C, the mountain views and shadows
of glaciers beyond them are awakening a small part
of me that I haven’t been able to access for over a
year, namely, the joy in discovery and appreciation
of nature. The Scandinavian concept of friluftsliv
is one of the region’s many untranslatable ideas –
a literal translation would be ‘fresh-air life’, and it
means taking joy and pleasure in nature in a broader
sense. It feels like the perfect concept for right now.
Bergen is the gateway to the fjords. From its
harbour, day trips cruise the dramatic channels
hewn from the hard rocks by glaciers during
32
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The narrow streets of Bergen
on a winter afternoon

the last ice age, offering a glimpse of life on the edge.
Colourful wooden houses cling to the cliffs as cruise
boats squeeze through the narrowest gaps and
double as a postal service, taking mail to these offthe-beaten-track dwellings along the route.
Two key tours run from Bergen. The ‘Mostraumen
Fjord Cruise’ is a three-hour cruise along the
Osterfjord to the tiny town of Modalen and a
waterfall carrying water from the nearest glacier
into the fjord. Standing on the bow of the boat, you
can feel the ice-cold spray on your face. The other
tour, ‘Norway in a Nutshell’, takes you through the
stellar highlights of the country on an eleven-hour
adventure. Starting on the scenic Bergen Railway,
it winds through wild mountain terrain to Voss,
then on to the UNESCO World Heritage-listed
Nærøyfjord. There’s more drama, mountainous
scenery, and waterfalls ahead on the Flåm Railway,
before a return to Bergen. It’s one of Norway’s
most popular fjord tour trips, and in keeping with
Norway’s sustainable vision, it’s almost completely
put together with public transport options. If you
can, book either the Future of the Fjord or the
Vision of the Fjord as your boat options – both are
powered by electricity.
All these tours run in the winter and give you an
insight into what life is like in this part of Norway,
where you can see snow-topped mountains right
through to the early summer. If that’s given you a
taste for exploration, there’s good news – Bergen
is the ideal spot to begin a ski adventure, with

The view from Mount Ulriken on
a hike just before Christmas

If you thought fjords were
dramatic, wait until you see them
paired with jagged mountains
and the northern lights
several resorts within an easy train ride from the
main station.
Although Bergen is surrounded by seven
mountains, they’re better for hiking than for skiing,
so you have to go a little further afield – around an
hour and a half ’s drive – to find a decent ski slope.
But you won’t be disappointed. ‘Decent ski slope’ is a
bit of an undersell here in the country that has won
the most Winter Olympic medals ever for skiing.
THERE’S EVEN A JOKE THAT NORWEGIANS ARE
BORN WITH SKIS ON THEIR FEET, that’s how
comfortable this nation is on the snow. For those of
us born without them, Norwegian resorts don’t only
cater to experts; there are plenty of great ski schools
at all the resorts, and beginners really benefit from
the space and uncrowded pistes. If you thought
fjords were dramatic, wait until you see them paired
with jagged mountains and the northern lights. It’s
winter, but jacked up to the max.
We can’t promise that you’ll win a medal while
skiing in Norway– that’s up to you – but we can

guarantee wide and uncrowded slopes, long runs,
plenty for families to do, and reliable snow cover. If
you’re looking for après ski, it’s fair to say that the
scene is a little more muted here than what you’ll
find in the Swiss and French Alps, but it more than
makes up for that with cosy resorts, charming
villages, and jaw-dropping landscapes at every turn.
Norway has a reputation for being pricey, but in the
mountains here, lift passes and meals are cheaper
than in the Alps, and supermarket food is cheaper
than at many Alpine resorts.
Voss is the closest ski area (vossresort.no) to
Bergen. The 1.5-hour drive, or just over an hour by
train, makes it an easy add-on to a short break in the
city. A cable car runs directly from the train station
right to the ski resort. It’s the largest ski resort in
western Norway, with 40 kilometres of well-groomed
slopes, cross-country trails, and more to explore.
This being Norway, and wintertime, it’s a boon that
the resort has a floodlit cross-country ski trail (the
sun sinks behind the mountains earlier than you’d
expect) along with evening skiing options on multiple
nights per week, with more than ten kilometres of
floodlit trails for all levels.
A short bus ride from Voss further into the
mountains – and still only two hours from Bergen –
you’ll find Myrkdalen Mountain Resort (myrkdalen.
no), where more snow falls than almost anywhere
else in Europe. Average annual snowfall reaches five
metres, and there’s sure to be snow even late into the
season. The intimate resort is great for families and
Baltic Outlook
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Skiing in the Sunnmøre Alps

The sight of mountains and
national parks along the trail
is utterly breathtaking

skiers at all levels, with 22 uncrowded and quiet
slopes plus great terrain for backcountry skiing and
plenty of options if you want to ski off-piste. Open
since 2003, it’s modern but still a bit of a hidden
secret, surrounded by fjords, frozen lakes, and
pine-clad mountains. Myrkdalen is the sort of place
that will make you happy you bought a Go-Pro.
Geilo is another great place to begin your ski
adventure (skigeilo.com). It’s easily reached by
train on what’s been called one of the world’s most
scenic train routes. Located around 3.5 hours
from Bergen, it’s set between Bergen and Oslo in
the Hallingdal mountain region. Known as one of
Norway’s best ski resorts, it has 40 versatile slopes
ranging from green to black as well as ski schools,
a trail park, and a cosy village centre. Swoop
through the pine trees, race down the broad slopes,
or throw tricks in the snowboard park – there’s
plenty to keep everyone occupied. Geilo is also
categorised as a sustainable destination by Visit
Norway, meaning that it’s actively working to
keep the environmental footprint of tourists as low
as possible.
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Finally, if you’re really into ski adventuring, take
a trip to Espedalen, which lies around seven hours
from Bergen, where you’ll find cross-country ski
terrain and the Peer Gynt Trail (visitnorway.com).
This route runs across to Fefor and Gålå and then
on to Skeikampen in a seven-day, 80-kilometre
adventure ski trail through a landscape of birch
trees, farmland, and frozen lakes made famous in
Henrik Ibsen’s story and Bergen-born composer
Edvard Grieg’s music. The sight of mountains and
national parks is utterly breathtaking, with a route
taking you via ski resorts and specialist winter
tourism offerings on the way. Organised tours can
transport your baggage and arrange hotel stays along
the route, so you can give your all to the trail, the
views, the blue sky, and the bright, white snow.
There are alternatives to classic skiing and
snowboarding if you want to change things up:
most resorts also offer dog sledding, snow shoeing,
ice rally driving, cultural experiences, and evening
meals in mountain tepees. The season runs
approximately from early November to April. Note,
however, that Norway’s ski centres have a range of
Covid-19 measures in place, asking people to isolate if
they are showing symptoms, and otherwise use hand
sanitiser and keep a one-metre distance from each
other as much as possible.
I’m either a week too late or two weeks too early to
see the snow that blanketed Mount Ulriken just a few
days before my arrival. Typically, it snows in Bergen
after Christmas, and it’s normal for the mountains

Ski touring from Loen Skylift
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If you want to change things
up: most resorts also offer dog
sledding, snow shoeing, ice
rally driving
to have a little dusting right up to Easter. While you
can’t ski in Bergen itself, you can join snowshoe
tours on the mountain with Bergen Base Camp
(bergenbasecamp.no) when the conditions are right.
When they aren’t, the company’s mountain hikes
and food-and-culture tours are a great substitute.
BERGEN IS A EUROPEAN CITY OF CULTURE
AND IS UNESCO-LISTED FOR ITS CHARMING
HANSEATIC WHARF, a collection of wonderfully
wonky wooden buildings used as workshops and
studios along one side of the harbour. The city is
also a UNESCO City of Gastronomy. For a city this
size – population 270,000 – that’s a lot of highlevel accolades. I’m particularly curious about the
gastronomy label, partly because I’m not so good at
placing Norway on a world food map.
‘There’s more to food here than herring, right?’ I
cautiously ask Turid and Linn, another companion
on our hike. Down from the mountain, we’re now
walking the cobbles of the Old Town as they show
me Bergen’s most famous sights. I have to ask

Skiing on Mount Oksen in Hardanger, just
a couple of hours away from Bergen

because I’m not a big herring fan, and if eating it is
an important part of the city’s culture, I’ll need to
prepare myself.
Linn just laughs as Turid gets out a little plastic
box. Standing on a back street of the city, hiding from
the incoming drizzle under a medieval wooden roof,
she motions to me to eat one of the dry-looking white
crispy things inside.
‘Bergen isn’t a herring town,’ she says. ‘It’s built on
this stuff: stockfish.’
I’m not familiar with it, so I take a piece and chew
it cautiously. It’s somehow dry and chewy at the
same time, salty and with a definite fishy flavour. The
flakes get stuck between my teeth in a not entirely
delicious way.
‘Another?’ Turid asks. I notice that Linn hasn’t
taken any and is grinning at me. I shake my head.
Turns out, stockfish was quite the thing in the
Bergen of the Middle Ages. And while I might not like
to eat it all that often, I’m still mildly impressed by
this chewy piece of protein from northern Norway
that’s still fished and prepared today in the same way
it always has been. The fish, often cod, is caught in
January or February in the north of Norway and is
then hung on great wooden structures, like a huge
wooden clothes horse, to dry in the wind and sun
over many months. It’s taken down before the snow
melts, meaning that it’s always kept at temperatures
that inhibit bacterial growth, and then it’s taken to
Bergen to be shipped on to places such as Portugal,
where it’s used in bacalao.
Baltic Outlook
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Bare restaurant, which has earned
Bergen’s first Michelin star

You don’t have to choose
between city life and
nature – have it all
It is, as Turid puts it, low fat, high protein, with
zero added sugar, salt, or fat. It’s the building
block of this city, and the perfect export product:
light, easy to transport, and it expands in water. It
was used as a form of payment as far back as the
Vikings, and it’s still being eaten and shipped today.
You can wander over to the Fish Market in Bergen
and see these dried white fish decorating the fish
stalls, hung on strings like little over-starched
white shirts.
Lucky for me, there’s something to take the
taste away. Turid pulls out another tub, this time
containing a thin brown slice of something atop
an equally thin white crispbread. It’s brun ost, or
‘brown cheese’, a peculiarly Norwegian cheese
that tastes creamy and caramelised, sweet and
cheesy at the same time. It’s traditionally eaten on
flatbread, bread, or waffles, and it’s delicious.
‘Not a lot of people know about Norway’s
cheeses,’ Linn chimes in, ‘but we’ve got some
award-winning cheeses and even hosted the World
Cheese Awards in 2018.’
In that competition, the country’s Fanaost, a
sort of aged Gouda produced from a herd of just
12 cows on a farm less than 20 kilometres from
Bergen, was crowned the best cheese in the
world. This kind of local, artisan-produced food
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approach is exactly what you can expect in the
city, which last year gained its first Michelin star
at Bare, a restaurant specialising in ultra-locally
sourced food.
We’re now walking up the narrow cobbled
streets of Sandviken behind the Hanseatic Wharf,
where the wooden houses are built so close to
each other that their eaves almost touch. Tiny
passageways snake between the houses, and it’s
no wonder that medieval Bergen was dogged by
fires that destroyed whole areas in an afternoon.
The pretty shiplap-built cottages look like little
porcelain houses or children’s drawings, and in
the evening, their lights twinkle all the way up
the mountainside.
Later in the afternoon, as the sun starts to set
behind an island out at sea, I step briskly down a
ladder into the seven-degree sea and swim for a
few gasping seconds off a pier. A small parade of
female swimmers takes the plunge after me, and
then we all huddle up in the café with coffee and
blankets to warm up. Winter swimming is good
for the circulation and good for the soul, a way to
strengthen your bond with and appreciation of
nature. It’s a growing trend here in Bergen, and
I love the feeling of vitality that it offers as well as
the challenge it presents.
Plenty has been written about Scandinavia’s
work-life balance and how it contributes to the
region’s high showing in annual happiness reports.
But just as notable is its closeness to nature, which
makes one feel grounded and at peace. This is
definitely at play in Bergen, where you can be
in the city centre surrounded by twinkling fairy
lights and medieval buildings one minute, but
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•• Cornelius Seafood Restaurant
on the island of Holmen

fifteen minutes later be enjoying the water in the harbour
or up in the mountains, feeling the wind on your face and
the force of nature running through you. You don’t have
to choose between city life and nature – have it all.
After my visit, I feel like I’ve unlocked a piece of myself
in this little city and rediscovered something I thought
lost to the stress of the pandemic. Perhaps you will too.
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Bergen Fish Market

INSIDER’S VIEW
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USEFUL ADDRESSES

What do you love about winter
in Bergen?
When it snows in Bergen, it’s like a
festival! We cancel everything, grab
our sledges, and take the funicular up
to the top of Mount Fløyen and sledge
down it. Bergen really turns into a
fairy-tale town when it snows – it’s
the most beautiful place on earth.
What’s your favourite part
of Bergen?
Bryggen, where I work. And the
Sandviken area behind it. I love
the old, crooked parts of Bergen.
My studio is built on medieval
foundations and was rebuilt in the
1700s following that older style as a
kind of historical reconstruction of
the older building.
What should every visitor to
Bergen do?
Take a photo walk with a camera in
the old wooden areas of the city. Look
at the passages between the houses
where you can hardly fit. I grew up
here, but I still take photo walks along
the streets like that. You should also
make an effort to see Bergen from the
water. A lot of people don’t know that
you can take a sailing ship instead of
a bus when you’re travelling around.
There are also lots of little boats and
old steamers still running, as well as
the fjord cruises and ferries.
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Born and bred in Bergen, illustrator
and business owner Gunvor
Rasmussen has a studio-shop in the
very heart of the city’s Hanseatic
Wharf at Bryggen. Her watercolourand-ink creations – including
personality-packed monsters, dragons,
zombies, and fish – have marauded
across book covers, maps, stage props,
and television all across Norway. In
Bergen, you’ll see them on the covers
of books in shop windows, on cans of
beer in hipster bars, on t-shirts, and on
maps of the city.
Not just an inspirational creative,
she’s also, like many Bergensers, keen
on outdoor living and twinkles with
delight when talking about it. ‘My
friends and I have a cycle club called
the Sunset Chasers,’ she says. ‘We
bring food and meet up on outdoor
adventures. Recently, a friend brought
Champagne back from Paris and
we sat and drank it at the harbour,
watching the ships come and go.’
gunvor.no

What do you enjoy doing with your
friends here?
We love seeing live music. The music
scene in Bergen is very varied; almost
every pub has a little stage, and there
are so many small concerts going on
all the time. I love metal, but I also like
to see genres like polka and yodelling –
there are groups playing music here
that our grandparents would have
liked, and it’s now coming back into
fashion again.
A couple of restaurants you
would recommend?
Eat scallop soup at Enhjørningen
restaurant at Bryggen, and
brown-cheese ice cream at To
Kokker, when they open back up.
I can also recommend the Royal
Gourmetburger & Gin concept pub,
which pairs gourmet burgers with gin.
I had a gin called Death’s Door last
time I went, and it came with mini
marshmallows. I also like Hoggorm for
pizza – it’s run by a musician and has
quite a following among metal fans.
A hidden secret only locals know?
There’s a cool café-bar called Falske
Reker (which means ‘fake prawns’
in Norwegian) that not many people
know about! It’s out of the city near
the Sandviken church, and there are
no cafés, shops, or anything else really
near it.

Whether you want to dine in, buy fish to take
home, or snack on Bergen’s official street food,
the fish cake, there’s a fish-based meal for
everyone at this central hub on the wharf. Try the
restaurants Fish Me or Fjellskål inside, with views
of the fjord cruises coming and going, or browse
the stalls and street-food vans outside. Various
changes have taken place during the Covid-19
pandemic; when the market is open, the food
hall makes for an entertaining stroll with locally
caught lobster, shellfish, and cod glistening on
slabs of ice and tanks full of live spider crabs.
Torget 5 | fishme.no

WHERE TO STAY

Clarion Hotel Havnekontoret

Between the characterful wooden buildings of the
Bryggen area and the Bergenhus Fortress, this hotel
is not short on history. The former harbour office
dating back to the 18th century is now one of the
city’s smartest hotels, located just a short stroll
from the Fish Market and the Fløibanen funicular.
Not only does it serve breakfast, as you might
expect, it also offers a mid-afternoon fika (snack) of
waffles, and evening meals are included, too.
Slottsgatan 1
nordicchoicehotels.no

No Stress

Hotel Bergen Børs

One of the city’s most popular cocktail bars, No
Stress is more like a trendy living room with a
creative cocktail list than a high-end posing joint.
Super cool, friendly, and on a characterful cobbled
street in the heart of the city just a stone’s throw
from the harbour, the bar’s cocktails were so
popular during the city’s Covid-19 lockdown
period that it offered home delivery for locals.
As well as cocktails, the bar also has some retro
game consoles so you can challenge your friends
to a game or two.
Hollendergaten 11 | nostressbar.no

As chic as they come, this hotel in the former stock
exchange building smells as divine as it looks. Think
pared-back modern Scandi style and the very best
electro music setting the scene for an exquisite stay.
The city’s most luxurious hotel, it has 127 rooms
and suites, along with a bar that’s currently being
redesigned to accommodate a tasting area for local
gin king Stig Bareksten’s award-winning drinks. Its
restaurant, Bare (see below), holds the city’s first
Michelin star.
Vågsallmenningen 1
bergenbors.no

WHERE TO SHOP

Amunds Apartment

Bryggen

If you’re planning a longer stay or prefer the space
offered by an apartment, this option in the Old Town
is full of character. It has five apartments available:
two studio apartments with a bedroom, kitchen, and
bathroom, and three larger apartments that also
include a living room. It’s a cosy and welcoming way
to stay in one of the most characterful and beautiful
parts of the city, with sea views and a short (steep)
walk to the harbour and up to Mount Fløyen.
Strangehagen 26
amunds-apartment.bergenhotelsweb.com

It’s a no-brainer – the Bryggen area is the city’s
most historic, and it’s also the best place to find
one-off designers, independent jewellers, and
authentic souvenirs to take home. Walk in the
footsteps of past traders and shoppers going back
hundreds of years, and watch craftspeople at
work in the back-street workshops as you browse
their goods. From handmade knitwear to silver
jewellery, prints, and woollen slippers, you’ll
find artisan-made goods here that you can’t find
anywhere else.
Bryggen

WHERE TO EAT AND DRINK

Bare

Norwegian Rain

Ultra-chic fine-dining restaurant Bare won Bergen’s
first Michelin star in 2020. Here, expect anything
from Norwegian lobster to sea urchins from
Øygarden, an island group around 30 kilometres
from the city, as well as mead ice cream, in a nod
back to Bergen’s Viking history. The ambitious
seasonal menu focuses on making the best use of
local ingredients, with an impressive 80–90% of
ingredients sourced from local hunters, fishermen,
and small businesses.
Vågsallmenningen 1
bergenbors.no/en/bare-restaurant

What else from one of the rainiest cities in
Europe but rain gear? This being Scandinavia,
it’s very good-looking gear as well. T Michaels’
designs bring together fashion and function in
100% waterproof, 70–100% recycled material,
responsibly produced coats that will protect you
from the extremes of the Norwegian climate
while making sure you look your absolute best.
Chr. Michelsensgate 1 | norwegianrain.com

Cornelius Seafood Restaurant

This floating restaurant is one of Norway’s best
seafood spots, moored by the small island of
Holmen, which lies a 25-minute boat ride from the
city. Watch boats pass by and enjoy the dramatic
views of the fjord as you tuck into a five-course
menu inspired by the weather of the day, the chef’s
mood, and the local, seasonal seafood. It’s not
just the meal that’s memorable – taking the boat
from the wharf to the restaurant is charming, too.
Conveniently, it leaves at 6 pm and returns at 10:30
pm, and the fare is included when you book.
Postboks 27
cornelius-restaurant.no

airBaltic f lies to

Bergen

two times a week
from Riga
from

29

€

one way

Look for prices with
cherries on airbaltic.com

WHY NOT?
Take the plunge and try winter bathing.
Swimming in cold water is a rising trend across
Scandinavia, and Bergen is not immune. Try
it out at Nordnes Sjøbad (nordnessjobad.no),
where you can choose to swim either in the cold
fjord or in the heated 25-metre saltwater pool,
where water is kept at 30˚C, with a sauna to
warm you up afterwards. It’s open three days
a week in the winter, regulations permitting.
Failing that, book a spot at the city’s floating
sauna (heitbergensauna.com) for another way to
experience the water in the cold.
Nordnes Sjøbad: Nordnesparken 30
nordnessjobad.no
Heit Bergen Sauna: Thormøhlensgate 53
heitbergensauna.com bo
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GO YOUR OWN

WAY

Several Michelin stars and preparing a meal for
the grand Dolce & Gabbana celebration of fashion
in Venice this past summer make up only the most
glamorous side of Italian chef Massimiliano Alajmo.
In an exclusive interview with Baltic Outlook, he
expresses his thoughts about trends in the restaurant
business and the strength of family.
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Christmas is in the air in St. Mark’s Square in
Venice. Elegant diadems of lights illuminate the
majestic arcades, casting picturesque shadows on
the thousand-year-old marble. The conversations
and relentless calls and shouts in the ancient square
have become louder and almost drown out the
sounds of a piano. Someone seated in the rows of
outdoor café tables covered in white tablecloths is
handed a steaming cup of hot chocolate. Someone
else, distrusting the December sun, wraps herself
in a brightly coloured blanket adorned with a
giant lion.
I’ve arrived at Grancaffè & Ristorante Quadri –
the oasis of the internationally renowned Alajmo
family of restaurateurs. This magnificent 18thcentury gem in the very heart of Venice offers
a magical panorama of St. Mark’s Basilica and
underwent an extensive and delicate renovation
a few years ago. The work was carried out by
Venetian craftsmen and restorers, with a sprinkling
of unbridled irony and extravagance from French
design star Philippe Starck, who has overseen
the rebirth of a number of Alajmo family-owned
eateries, including the historic Caffè Stern in Paris.
Massimiliano, or Max, Alajmo has been at the
helm of the renowned Alajmo kitchen since 1994.
At 47, he’s one of Italy’s most prominent star chefs,
with three Michelin stars to his name. He runs the
family’s impressive gourmet empire together with
his brother, Raffaele (or Raf, who is the CEO and
maître des lieux). And he currently combines his
role as the chef at their most famous restaurant, Le
Calandre (in the village of Sarmeola di Rubano near
Padua), with the overseeing of the kitchens at all 14
of the Alajmo restaurants in Italy as well as those in
Paris and Marrakesh. Le Calandre, founded in 1981
by his parents, is now in its second decade on The
World’s 50 Best Restaurants list and is known as a
dynamic culinary laboratory, where people in search
of fine flavours flock to from all around the world, as
if to a mecca of sorts.
Alajmo has been called the Mozart of Italian
cuisine. He has also been called a poet and a creative
genius. He is respected for his unusual compositions,
his visual breakthroughs, and his intelligent
interpretations of traditional Italian flavours. He
perceives and interprets cuisine authentically and
deeply, with philosophical vision, and strives to
do away with the superfluous. His art of cooking
definitely adheres to the formula ‘less is more’.

This past summer, prominent guests at fashion
shows hosted by the legendary Yves Saint Laurent
and Dolce & Gabbana fashion houses also joined
the throngs of Alajmo admirers after he and his
team set the tables at the celebrations. And they
were unforgettable!
Good-humoured, direct, slightly ironic and selfdeprecating – that’s what Alajmo is like, both in
his sophisticated and unusual culinary methods
and in his manner of communication. There is no
storytelling in his answers. Instead, they’re like
recipes, in which each ingredient has its own time
and place. But they also express certain values.
Alajmo speaks of wise truths that the world seems
to have forgotten. And in the typical Italian way, he
refers to his family from time to time. But this piece
isn’t about the famous Italian enjoyment of life; it’s
about work and love.

Alajmo has been called
the Mozart of
Italian cuisine

You’ve recently had several new projects together
with Philippe Starck. I don’t want to dwell on the
lockdown, but that period dramatically affected
you as a chef and restaurateur. Tell me about the
challenges resulting from the pandemic.
Well, it has given us all time to reflect and recollect…
Like many others, we also immediately got involved
in the food delivery business, but as you can see,
we didn’t stop there. In July 2020, we opened
Hostaria in Certosa, a summer pop-up restaurant in
the Venetian Lagoon. It’s an informal restaurant with
plenty of outdoor seating, a boat dock, and stunning
views. We were pleasantly surprised by the positive
response of Venetians to this project and are now
investing in Certosa Island to make it a permanent
dining destination.
We also began a collaboration with H-Farm, the
largest innovation centre in Europe, which is located
just inland from Venice. We took over all of their
food and beverage operations, including La Serra
cafeteria, Le Cementine country-style restaurant,
and the Al 4 pizzeria. On the H-Farm campus we
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also opened our casual fast-food concept restaurant
called Amor, which serves steamed pizza and other fastfood dishes made with healthy, homemade ingredients.

The chef recommends that guests try
the cuttlefish cappuccino.

I’m glad you mentioned your renowned steamed pizza.
How much do you focus on healthy foods, calories,
seasonality, and so on?
I believe food is synonymous with health, but… I don’t
think people should be counting calories and focusing
only on balanced meals. For me, good, healthy eating
is based on whole foods and choosing ingredients that
come from producers who care for the land and plant
and harvest in the right seasons. These ingredients are
full of nutrients as well as love. For me, a wise attitude is
to give preference to what nature offers us at a particular
time of year.
Do you have certain favourite ingredients without
which you cannot even imagine preparing a meal?
To be honest, I can’t name a favourite. I like all

I don’t think people
should be counting
calories
Photo by Sergio Coimbra

ingredients and products that are based on a sense of
place and environment – things that are produced by
people who care about the land and what they do.

Photo by Federico Nero

The signature dish of the Alajmo kitchen is saffron risotto.

In 2011, Alajmo turned his attention to pizza and
began working on a remarkable new concept –
a steamed pizza dough – with the aim of
protecting Italian food culture by reinventing it.
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Speaking of a sense of place, what role do Italian and
Venetian culinary traditions play in the cuisine at
Alajmo restaurants? To what extent is your cooking
inspired by your heritage?
Well, we serve Italian cuisine at all of our restaurants.
Many of our dishes are inspired by traditional recipes
from throughout Italy, including Venice. But I’d say that,
even more, my inspiration comes from the ingredients
themselves, rather than from specific recipes. My
approach to cooking can be summed up with the word
‘ingredient’. The word comes from the Latin ingredi (‘to
enter’), which in turn consists of in (‘toward’) and gradi
(‘to advance’) or gradus (‘step’).
There’s no truth beyond that contained in the
ingredients. My goal is to reach or penetrate the
nucleus of the ingredient, and respond with respect and
therefore also lightness.
What are your culinary principles?
My three main principles are lightness, depth of
flavour, and fluidity. Fluidity interests me because it’s
the essential quality of water and because it can’t be
confined. I’m interested in transferring the concept of
fluidity or liquidity to food, which doesn’t mean eating

liquid foods. Instead, it’s the concept. Liquids or
fluids can’t be contained, which means that they’re
elements that take the natural course they were
intended to take. Water carries with it all of the
memories of the path it has taken. Which, in regard
to food, means that every ingredient in a recipe
must contribute the memory of the path it has
taken in order to create harmony and fluidity.
Have you ever thought about how a good, close
friend would describe your DNA as a chef ?
If you asked my brother, Raffaele, to describe my
culinary language, he’d probably say that you just
have to look closely at the symbol on my chef ’s
jacket (Alajmo’s jacket is embroidered with his
initials and an image of a chef that looks as if a
child had drawn it - Ed.)! It’s a child’s drawing of
me as a chef, and it represents exactly how I see
the world – through the eyes of a child.
Your restaurant Le Calandre has three Michelin
stars and was ranked 26th among the 50 best
restaurants in the world in 2021. Does this
delight, burden, or inspire you?
I believe that our goal as chefs is to delight our
guests and show them hospitality, beauty, and a
fun, fulfilling new experience. My challenge is to
make sure that every day our guests leave us with a
smile. Inspiration… that would be my next thought.
Tell me about the teachers you’ve been lucky
enough to meet and work with.
My main teachers are definitely my mother,
Rita Chimetto; the French chefs Marc
Veyrat and Michel Guérard; and Italian chef
Alfredo Chiocchetti.
My mother taught me that what you don’t put
into a dish is just as important as what you do. She’s
able to make the most incredibly flavourful food
with just a few ingredients. She’s been a vegetarian
for over 30 years for health reasons and really
opened my eyes to what we call Veg-italian cuisine.
I chose to work with Veyrat (a chef with nine
Michelin stars who specialises in molecular
gastronomy – Ed.) because he was described as a
real innovator. At the time, he had just received two
Michelin stars and was still unknown. Guérard is
a classicist and a master of classic French cooking.
And Chiocchetti, who’s from Trento – I worked for
him when I was very young because he was known
as a great master of refined Italian cuisine. He did
everything by himself and is truly incredible.
I’ve learned so much from all of them…
Chiocchetti taught me humility. Veyrat is selftaught and showed me how to cook ‘outside the
box’, how to combine unexpected ingredients and
flavours. Guérard taught me elegance.

How did your develop your feel for flavour?
I believe it was by growing up in the kitchen. I’ve
been cooking since the moment my mother, Mamma
Rita, gave me my first handful of flour. At the time,
she was the head chef at Le Calandre, and I would
come to visit her every day after school. I would help
as best I could, rolling out cookie dough or stirring
a pot of risotto. I have such vivid memories of being
in the kitchen at that age. I was as tall as the bottom
of the chefs’ jackets, and my dream in life was to
one day have a clean, white, perfectly pressed jacket
of my own. My memories of that time still deeply
influence my cooking today.
I’ve heard you talk a lot about the importance of
research in the kitchen. What’s research, in your
understanding? Is it based on innovation?
I’m constantly researching and experimenting with
new things and new ingredients, but I never do it
in the name of innovation. Knowledge is based on

I believe sustainability
is about human
relationships
experience, which is in turn based on collaboration
or the exchange of information. Research is an
essential part of cooking, and so is drawing on the
times in which we live. Even the process of slowing
down is an important part of knowledge. You can
have all the collaborations and synergies in the
world, but if you don’t take the time to process them,
they’ll be useless and quickly forgotten.
Do you think about sustainability in your
gastronomy, in your business?
I believe sustainability is about human relationships.
We focus on and invest heavily in building
relationships with our employees, our guests, and
especially our producers. It’s a circle of sustainability
based on small gestures, and we work on it day in,
day out.
Let’s return to your collaboration with Philippe
Starck and the importance of the environment
in which we eat. I noticed that your family has
also developed its own line of accessories. How
important is good-quality design to the enjoyment
of food?
My brother and I believe that dining is a multisensory experience. To reflect and integrate
this belief into our lives, in 2010 we redesigned
Le Calandre in line with these principles. Working
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Le Calandre on the outskirts of Padua
is the place where it all began for
the Alajmo family.

© Davide Groppi

your saffron and licorice risotto, which has
become a cult dish) and contrasting grey
stitching. It’s definitely the ultimate in Italian
craftsmanship. Are cars your passion?
Actually, it’s my brother who’s passionate about
cars. I like to drive, but I love spending time in
the kitchen even more. When it comes to the
Maserati brand specifically, I’m very impressed by
their attention to detail and their genuine Italian
identity. We have very similar values.

Caffè Stern in Paris is today a chic
Italian bistro with an interior
by renowned French designer
Philippe Starck.

You work a lot, like a volcano… Where do you find
balance in life, and where do you find inspiration?
By spending time with my wife and three
wonderful daughters. And for inspiration, I
look to the world around me… All I need to do
is slow down a little, and I start noticing and
discovering things.

Photo by Sergio Coimbra

Where would you choose to go on a
gastronomical journey?
I long to return to Japan with my family. We had
a restaurant there several years ago, and I haven’t
been back there for quite a while. It’s a wonderful
country with a unique culture that’s rooted in
respect and elegance. I’m fascinated by their
culture of whispering – it’s quiet but infinitely deep.

One of my favourite
foods is freshly
baked bread

with local artisans, we meticulously developed
everything from the lighting to the hand-carved
meat fork and knife. We’ve thus created a
harmonious and comfortable dining environment.
Since we met and started working with Starck,
we’ve applied these same principles to all the
restaurants he designs with us.
I just saw you on Instagram, smiling in an
exclusive Maserati Levante Trofeo Fuoriserie
Edition for Alajmo. The personalised car has
been made just for you, with golden leather
upholstery (symbolising saffron, in line with
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You must have a number of bestsellers, your
signature dishes. As a chef, what would you
recommend every guest to your restaurant try?
It depends on which restaurant, but I’d say our
cappuccini. We have a version of the classic
cuttlefish cappuccino from the Le Calandre
restaurant available on almost every menu. It’s
called a cappuccino because the original version
has cuttlefish in its ink on the bottom and a light
potato cream on top. It’s served in a clear cup
so you can see the black on the bottom and the
cream on the top, like a regular cappuccino.
At Caffè Stern in Paris, we serve a cappuccino
all’amatriciana, at Quadri in the lagoon we
have a cappuccino with a mix of Venetian seafood,
and at Sesamo in Marrakesh we’ve created the
Majorelle cappuccino.
And what do you yourself like to eat, what’s on
your own daily menu?
One of my favourite foods is freshly baked bread
with extra-virgin olive oil, or pane e olio, as we say
in Italian. Why? Because baking bread is magic.
It’s the synthesis of work, effort, and waiting.
Bread symbolises life. First, it’s a single whole, the
centrepiece of the table. But when it’s divided up
and shared among everyone sitting around the
table, with the addition of aromatic Italian olive
oil, it becomes a part of each one of our life stories,
bringing harmony, joy, and prosperity. bo
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TAKE A PEAK
THE BEST PLACES
TO SKI IN ITALY
Words by Flip Byrnes
Publicity photos

Ahh, bella Italia! Absence makes the
heart grow fonder, and we’ve missed
la dolce vita of your startling scenery,
heartfelt hospitality, and gourmet
mountain huts. Skiers are not like
normal travellers. For us, skiing is as
much of an addiction as a sport or
holiday, and a year without heading
downhill has us keener than ever.
If you’re considering a ski holiday,
then you’ve hit the jackpot. Europe’s
highest mountain ranges – the
Dolomites and the French, Swiss, and
Savoy Alps – are studded with some of
the continent’s most famous ski resorts.
With over a dozen peaks exceeding
3000 metres, snow is as sure a bet from
November to April as a hot, whippedcream-topped bombardino at après ski.
But where to go? Italy’s Sella Ronda
has 500 kilometres of slopes, and
Zermatt/Breuil-Cervinia has, at 3899
metres, the highest lift point. The
mountains are like gigantic shark fangs
piercing the sky, and the ski areas
themselves straddle the borders of
countries – it’s easy to be sucked into
the belly of these skiing behemoths
and get a little existential. But that’s
what we all want after the past year.
A little escapism. To inhale the fresh,
high alpine air. To have a little space
(isn’t skiing the perfect form of social
distancing?) and reconnect in the
great outdoors.
So, whether you seek glitz and
glamour, quiet serenity, or the perfect
family outpost, you’ll always be on
a mountain high in this corner of the
globe. The only problem is that of choice.

The village of Arabba is surrounded by
the beautiful peaks of the Dolomites.
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The access point to Sexten
with the new premium
gondola offers maximum
comfort.

The Dolomites boast the largest ski
area in the world.

When it comes to ski holidays, the
food can be as big a part of the
experience as the actual skiing.

Sestriere sits at the heart of Via Lattea
(Milky Way), one of Europe’s biggest ski areas.

Sestriere was built in the 1930s by Fiat’s
founder, Giovanni Agnelli, as a holiday
retreat for Fiat factory workers.

MAJESTIC DOLOMITES

If there was ever scenery that made you feel
like you’re skiing in a James Bond film set, this
is it. In fact, it actually was a film set – for For
Your Eyes Only. Even amongst the world’s most
jaw-dropping ski-area scenery (looking at you, St.
Anton in Austria!), there’s nothing as unique as the
dramatic Dolomites.
Formed by a giant prehistoric coral reef, the
mountain range is streaked with a myriad of hues
that has earned it UNESCO World Heritage listing.
‘The Dolomites are very special for skiing,’ says
guide Reinhard Senoner of Gardena Guides in
Val Gardena. ‘First, there’s the landscape, which
developed under the sea 200 million years ago, plus
the steep peaks and walls making incredible valleys
and couloirs.’
The Dolomites boast the largest ski area in
the world, where 16 major ski areas total more
than 1200 kilometres of ski trails and thigh-burning
ski runs that can take several hours to traverse,
starting at mountain summits all the way into
towns. The ever-helpful Italians have put them all
under one pass, the Dolomiti Superski.
If there’s a ski circuit you have to do once in your
life, it’s the 25-kilometre Sellaronda, which can be
completed in a day without ever removing your
skis. Running over the four Dolomite passes around
the Sella massif, the circuit passes through the
Ladin valleys of Val Gardena, Alta Badia, Arabba,
and Fassa. Just remember that the lifts close at five
o’clock and after-ski socialising waits for no one.
If searching for the ideal base, it’s hard to pass
by the glamourpuss of the Dolomites, Cortina
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D’Ampezzo, which is snuggled below the Cinque
Torri, the five peaks that give the town its stage-set
backdrop. While the slopes here are stellar (half are
intermediate, which goes well with the Italian flair
for relaxation) and the jet-set fashion riveting, the
town has in fact cemented itself as the numero-uno
dining destination of the European Alps.
Here you’ll find a mix of Tyrolean dishes,
Veneto and Trentino cuisine, and Mediterranean
specialties. If you have the chance, try the South
Tyrolean Schlutzkrapfen ravioli or Tosela cheese.
The 80 restaurants are tempting, but personally,
not much can top a long, sometimes very long,
mountain-hut lunch. And with more than 400 huts
in the Dolomites, you’re never far from one, and
the variations mean that it’s rare to eat the same
dish twice.
Cortina d’Ampezzo will partly host (with
Milan) the 2026 Winter Olympic Games, and
improvements this season include the Son dei
Prade-Cianzopè-Bai de Dones, a ten-person
gondola enabling skiers to reach the Dolomiti
Superski area from the centre of Cortina with their
skis on.
But if the bright, fashionable lights aren’t for you,
consider nearby Val Gardena. One doesn’t head
to Val Gardena to be seen; instead, one goes there
to ski and relax afterwards in authentic Alpine
villages such as Ortisei, Santa Cristina, and Selva
Val Gardena. The bonus? The area’s longest run,
the 10-kilometre La Longia featuring a stunning
variety of terrain, including a natural canyon with
a frozen waterfall.

ATTRACTIONS IN THE SAVOY ALPS

Don’t click off your skis just yet; there’s an entirely
separate sector of skiing in the Savoy Alps, west
from Turin. Sestriere, Sauze d’Oulx, Pragelato – do
these sound familiar? These were the stomping
grounds for the 2006 Winter Olympics and
Paralympics in Torino and are three of the six
resorts constituting the Milky Way, or Via Lattea,
an intertwined 400-kilometre answer to the
Dolomiti Superski area.
The playground of northern Italians (Sestriere
was built in the 1930s by Fiat’s founder Giovanni
Agnelli as a holiday retreat for Fiat factory
workers), the Milky Way offers something for
everyone, from the vibrant après-ski scenes
of Sauze d’Oulx through to the more subdued
peaceful tones of San Sicario.
If the Milky Way is an exciting galaxy for
snownauts to explore, then the other nearby

resorts are like young stars caught in Sestriere’s
gravitational pull. It’s at the heart of the action,
regularly hosts Alpine Ski World Cup events, and
has serious skiing cred. But whichever area of Italy
you choose, you’ll find them all a little out of this
world. And one of them is sure to become your
own ski supernova.
While you’re here, don’t miss Turin, which
is only 100 kilometres away and an undisputed
world capital of taste. The city has always boasted
a tradition of good food and wine, and it’s famous
for the unique ingredients used in its local dishes.
Take a break from the ski slopes to wander the
plethora of pedestrian areas, large squares, and
elegant porticos. The Slow Food movement was
born just a few kilometres away in Bra, which is
the ultimate place to feast on truffle-anything,
especially a pasta with Tartufo d’Alba.
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Food culture in Italy matches
the skiing style.
Experienced skiers know that Breuil-Cervinia is one of
the world’s most spectacular places to learn to ski.

Photo by Enrico Romanzi

If you love wine, you’ll
find a dreamy repertoire
of wineries to choose
from at aperitivo hour.

airBaltic f lies to

Milan

three times a week
from Riga
from

89

€

one way

Look for prices with
cherries on airbaltic.com

airBaltic f lies to

Verona
once a week
from Riga
from

79

€

one way

Look for prices with
cherries on airbaltic.com
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CHARMING VALLE D’AOSTA

Breakfast in Italy and lunch in Switzerland? Don’t
mind if I do! While everyone has heard of Zermatt
in Switzerland, just over the mountaintop border is
Breuil-Cervinia. The Italian resort shares the same
iconic mountain profile of the Matterhorn (called
Monte Cervino in Italian), which is imposing from
the town’s location below the sheer south face. Yet
not only is Breuil-Cervinia less well-known than its
famous neighbour, it’s also admittedly less attractive.
However, it’s also significantly cheaper than
Zermatt – a bonus that can be said of many Italian
ski areas.
Snow is always on the menu here – even in
summer on the Plateau Rosa glacier – with the top
lifted altitude of 3500 metres at Piccoli Cervino
making it one of Europe’s top (pun intended)
resorts for ski reliability. And, after boarding the lift
in the centre of town, you have the 350-kilometre
Matterhorn Ski Paradise trail system connecting
Italy and Switzerland and three resort towns at
your gloved fingertips.
What’s surprising on this side, and especially
around Valtournenche, the third village in the
network, are the gentle, highway-wide runs and

routes with playful little turns and twists. It’s the
Swiss side that boasts the more challenging terrain.
If you’re up for more adrenaline, Courmayeur
has your name on it. It shares the similar fate of
being the lesser-known ski resort on an iconic
mountain flank, this time Mont Blanc (or Monte
Bianco, depending on which side you’re looking
at it from). While the focus is on neighbouring
Chamonix, wealthy weekend skiers from Turin come
to Courmayeur to hire a guide and head for the
unmarked and expert-only Arp or to enjoy the highend dining, smart shops, and luxury hotels in the
charming medieval town that’s a drawcard in itself.
Experienced skiers know that Breuil-Cervinia has
one of the world’s most spectacular places to learn to
ski – the Plan Maison area under the looming Monte
Cervino. Also within the Val d’Aosta, head to Monte
Rosa for the area’s most winning views. Apart from
the 180 kilometres of interconnected skiing across
Alagna, Champoluc, and Gressone and easy access
to miles of untouched powder fields for freeriders,
the views of Europe’s three tallest mountain peaks –
Mont Blanc, the Matterhorn, and Monte Rosa – are
what you’ll remember most. bo
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STARTING

ANEW

Here are four winter escapes
to nurture the mind, body,
and spirit after the hustle
and bustle and stress of
the holiday season. Pick
a city without a must-do
list in mind. Delve into its
pleasures – spa, nature, food –
and in the meantime, keep
an eye open for spontaneous
cultural discoveries. Don’t
rush, be slow, observe, and
relax with no regrets!

Photo courtesy of Sky Lagoon

Words by Olga Dolina
Publicity photos, by iStock
and Shutterstock

Sky Lagoon in Reykjavik
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• A view of Reykjavik, the
capital of Iceland
•• The famous Blue Lagoon
• The restaurant at the
Perlan Museum

Fly to

Reykjavik
from

199

REYKJAVIK

Unwind and reconnect
As one of the greenest escapist destinations, Reykjavik
is synonymous with the power of reconnecting with
nature and has everything needed to indulge your
soul. The city’s colourful downtown streets can be
explored in a day, while the surroundings and the
backdrop of untamed nature ask for extra attention.
The new Perlan Museum with 360-degree
panoramic views of Reykjavik addresses all of the
country’s natural wonders in one place, while other
parts of the city resemble an outdoor gallery of
art. Works by local stars of 20th-century sculpture
Ásmundur Sveinsson and Einar Jónsson can be found
right in the streets, parks, and museums. A stroll
along the waterfront leads to the expressive Sólfar
(Sun Voyager) sculpture and the best spot to view
the sunset. And nearby, the façade of the glacierlike Harpa concert hall looks like a honeycomb that
spectacularly changes colour along with the fading
light.
A lazy downtown stroll can lead to Tjörin Pond,
which is home to nearly 50 bird species. In winter
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it’s a paradise for ice skaters, and locals claim
that students even hold ice football games on the
pond. For a proper hike to clear your mind, climb
914-metre-high Mount Esja, a local point of pride
with several designated trails around the mountain.
Waters heated by geothermal energy bring yearround swimming in Iceland to a new level. Reykjavik
is surrounded by 17 public thermal pools, but the
most photogenic is the famous Blue Lagoon Spa less
than an hour’s drive from the city centre. Visitors
are enchanted by not only the turquoise waters but
also the striking site-specific architecture. Silica
Hotel designed by Basalt Architects merges with
the rough lava formations and highlights the beauty
of the lagoon. The exterior and interior of the
building intertwine with nature into one gripping
story, where moss-covered rocks and the milky mist
of the water surface can be admired from the floorto-ceiling windows in the hotel’s 62 suites.
Nestled inside a cliff, Sky Lagoon is an impressive
newcomer to Reykjavik’s wellness scene. The
ocean-side thermal spa offering a seven-step
relaxation ritual and dramatic sunset views has
an infinity pool that seems to blend with the
waters of the North Atlantic. Here, minimalist
Scandinavian architecture meets traditional rustic
elements, including walls built from layers of turf.
Stylish design and warm textures reflect the grey,
blue, and deep green colours of the surrounding
natural environment. After a shockingly delightful
dip in a cold glacier pool, the steamy light-filled
sauna with a huge window rewards visitors with
views of Reykjavik Harbour. Lucky guests might
even experience the power of the northern lights
from here.
Natural springs heated by the earth itself are
the magic pill for balance of the mind, body, and
soul. A slow soak in warm water restores inner
strength and provides a detox for the skin as well as
relaxation for tired muscles. The contrasts of warm
and cold water, dry heat, and fresh Icelandic air is a
winning combination for feeling like a newborn in
the new year.

The Abanotubani neighbourhood
in Tbilisi’s Old Town

TBILISI

Fly to

Tbilisi
€209

Photo by Olga Dolina

Photo courtesy of the Perlan Museum

€
roundtrip

from

roundtrip

A hedonist escape to remember
Tbilisi is an indulging destination that reawakens
all the senses at a slow and relaxed pace. The city
provides the perfect recipe for an ultimate escape
and recharge: strolls through the old streets with
wooden ‘Italian courtyards’, history-soaked spa
routines, heavenly food, and cosy wine bars.
January is the coldest month in Georgia, which
also makes it a dream destination for skiers in the
Caucasus Mountains. Meanwhile, the fresh winter
air of the capital sharpens the senses, letting one
experience the hedonist pleasures in an even more
concentrated way. After a chilly afternoon walk
in the National Botanical Gardens or a search
for gripping street art near Fabrika, head to a
bathhouse and steam the fatigue away in the
radiant heat. After all, Tbilisi means ‘warm place’.
Pampering oneself in a 35–40°C sulfur bath
in the heart of the Old Town feels like travelling
back in time. The square in the Abanotubani
district is filled with ten brick-domed Persian-style
bathhouses. Some interiors feature restored chic,
such as the famous blue-tiled Orbeliani Baths,
which now offer a variety of spa treatments.
Others, such as Gulo’s Thermal Spa, nostalgically
preserve the classic style of old, with tiled
floors and unique mosaic art. A skilled massage
therapist, called a mekise in Georgian, uses a
special exfoliating scrub called kisi and then
washes the stress away with a silk-like cloud of
foam. Delicious herbal tea is served as a perfect
finale to the spa ritual.
Tbilisi also has a selection of modern spas,
including Sam Raan Spa & Wellness Centre.
It features herbal baths, salt saunas, Turkish
hammams, and Thai massages – all with a
luxury Oriental twist. The Anne Semonin Spa
at the Radisson Blu Iveria has a rooftop pool

The Orbeliani Baths

and specialises in tailor-made beauty procedures
designed to bring heaven one step closer to earth.
Can a museum also have a pool? It can! The
Georgian Museum of Fine Arts on busy Rustaveli
Avenue exhibits some 3500 Georgian works of
art created by more than 100 artists over the past
70 years. The museum recently opened a new
leisure extension, called the Art House, which is a
modern hub where art meets savoury gastronomic
experiences and a healthy lifestyle. Alongside stylish
lounges, a café, and a restaurant, it also features
Fit Club with a sauna and two sky-high swimming
pools with spectacular views.
Georgians celebrate Orthodox Christmas on
January 7, so take this opportunity to immerse
yourself in the festivities and be filled with the spirit
of unity and warmth. Baked on top of a traditional
clay oven, sweet nazuki Christmas bread with spices
and raisins or a simple puri are the best companions
for exploring the city on foot. Nourishing and savoury
foods such as satsivi (chicken with walnut sauce),
lobio bean stew, and chikhirtma chicken soup also
help to warm up the day.
Urban evenings are perfect for connecting with
the ancient Georgian tradition of winemaking.
Plenty of tiny, atmospheric wine bars across town
await to be discovered! 8000 Vintages tells the story
of local wine culture and introduces visitors to the
best vintages made in traditional clay amphoras
called qvevri. Likewise, the restored Wine
Factory N1 is an interactive place to meet, eat,
drink, and shop.
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The exhibition hall at
the Picasso Museum in Malaga

© Picasso Museum Malaga

The Hammam Al Ándalus
bathhouse in Malaga

Fly to

The fig tree square at
the Picasso museum

Malaga
€79
from

MALAGA

one way

Sun-kissed Oriental delights
Embraced by the year-round pleasing vibes of the
Costa del Sol, Malaga in winter offers a warmclimate escape with a gently lingering sun, a
crowd-free coastline, and a slow Mediterranean
atmosphere. Coastal cities like this tend to reveal
their particular charm during the low season.
After all, there are numerous recharging things
to do in winter that aren’t so easy to pursue in the
heat of summer.
More daylight and sun, as well as an average
January high of 16.7°C, are sure to please
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vacationers. But Malaga also has plenty
of cosy teterías, or teahouses, scattered
throughout town, many with a charming
Moorish ambience in which to leisurely sip
tea. Another option if it rains is to dive into the
world of Malaga’s arguably most famous native
son – the Picasso Museum Málaga occupies
a 16th-century building and is home to nearly
200 works of art by the master artist.
A romantic stroll in the central Botanical
Gardens leads to peaceful reconnection with
oneself and Mediterranean nature. This
charming spot with a rich collection of exotic

plants was founded in 1855. Later in spring, the
wisteria covering its long iron pergola blooms
ecstatically with lilac-coloured flowers. Winter
in Malaga, however, is the season of mandarins,
clementines, and oranges – a boost of vitamins
and colour therapy literally fills every street
and square.
Striking mountain ranges lean towards the
Malaga coastline, creating a perfect landscape
for hiking, with routes for beginners to
advanced trails for daredevils. The Montes de
Malaga Natural Park north of the city is full of
picturesque hills and trails of different levels.

Rewarding thermal baths and spas at
the end of the day are extremely popular
here. Hidden behind 18th-century walls,
the iconic Hammam Al Ándalus Arab
bathhouse features an opulent Moorish
setting, thousand-year old rituals, five
thermal baths of various temperatures,
and steam and hot stone rooms with
massage treatments. With museumworthy Nasrid decorations, domed roofs,
colourful tiles, labyrinthine pools, and
dimmed lights, this hammam recalls a tale
from One Thousand and One Nights.
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The Mirador, a historic viewpoint and
symbol of Malaga’s Botanical Gardens,
one of the few gardens in Europe with
subtropical plants
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Fly to

Athens
€169

Mikrolimano Marina
in Piraeus, Athens

from

ATHENS

roundtrip
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Al Hammam
Traditional Baths

JANUARY
Photo courtesy of Polis Hammam-Polis Loutron

Athens always entices with discreet charm and the
cosy feeling of something warm and familiar, yet it’s
also full of new discoveries and unexpected angles. In
the low season, prepare to meet the icons of Greek
civilisation face to face: the Parthenon, the Ancient
Agora, and the well-preserved Temple of Hephaestus.
You might even be lucky enough to see those
landmarks covered in a powdery layer of white snow.
It’s happened only a few times in recent decades, but
you never know…
Changing your perspective is always a good exercise
for refilling your internal repository of inspiration.
Modern-day Athens surpasses expectations in
terms of its contemporary art scene, and in recent
decades it has gained several alternative pit stops
of creativity. For example, the Stavros Niarchos
Foundation Cultural Centre (SNFCC), a cultural hub
and recreation playground located on Faliro Bay, the
former port of ancient Athens, invites all to its ice rink
near the beautifully illuminated canal. It also has one
of the largest green spaces in the city for a pleasant
stroll. On the other side of the city, a century-old
tobacco factory has recently been revamped and its
spacious courtyard adorned with a glass atrium to
welcome the new Neon culture-meets-arts centre.
The Greeks were among the first to introduce the
concept of bathing culture with therapeutic benefits,
and to this day, the best Athenian spas maintain this
philosophy. The opulent GB Spa at the Neoclassicalstyle Hotel Grande Bretagne brings a more Roman
element to the concept. Ottoman influences, for
their part, are reflected in the famous Al Hammam
Traditional Baths, where a traveller’s stress and
fatigue disappear in the blink of an eye amidst the
fragrant mist, the beautiful Oriental setting, and the
comfort of modern spa treatments. Polis Hammam,
for its part, resembles a sleek marble palace and is
a modern-day temple of wellness.
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Face to face with the past and present

Danh Võ, Untitled, 2021 (detail)

Courtesy the artist
Commissioned by NEON
Installation View Portals, Hellenic Parliament + NEON at
the former Public Tobacco Factory

Polis Hammam

Avgolemono, a traditional
Greek chicken soup with orzo
pasta, egg, and lemon

Photo courtesy of Al Hammam Traditional Baths

Yet there’s one unique natural spa location that eclipses
even the luxuriant urban experiences. Lake Vouliagmeni
lies half an hour’s drive by car (public transport is also
available) from the city centre, along the Athens Riviera. It’s
a rewarding geological phenomenon for off-the-beaten-track
treasure hunters as well as seekers of relaxation. Embraced
by idyllic cliffs, a labyrinth of underwater tunnels, and lush
vegetation, this lake with emerald-hued water attracts
visitors with a mix of warm thermal springs and seawater.
Deep springs with healing properties nourish the lake and
ensure that the water stays at a temperature of 22–29°C all
year round. The facility is equipped with sun decks, a café,
and everything else needed for a pleasant stay.

Winter is the right time to try out some hearty
Greek dishes you may not encounter at other times
of the year. For instance, a traditional avgolemono
(chicken broth with lemon and egg, served with
rice) or lahanodolmades (stuffed cabbage leaves).
How about joining a foodie walking tour in order
to experience the seasonal local food scene? After
a satisfying meal, there’s hardly a better spot to
observe Athens from a bird’s-eye perspective than its
highest point, the 277-metre Mount Lycabettus. Take
the funicular to the top or climb up on your own –
the route is rather easy even for casual climbers.
Watching the sunset from here is the best way to say
goodbye to the day. bo
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O Opera | B Ballet | C Concert | Special Event
TICKETS: Biļešu Paradīze trade spots, LNO box office
Aspazijas bulvāris 3, Rīga; (+371) 67073777;
info@opera.lv; www.bilesuparadize.lv; www.opera.lv
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Words by Olga Dolina
Photos by Jonas Bjerre-Poulsen

DIALOGUE WITH

NATURE

• ‘Paying attention to transparency in
architecture is key to local well-being,’
says the architect. ‘For example,
integrating nature through framed
views or floor-to-ceiling windows or
having walls, floors, and surfaces serve
as canvasses for the interplay of light
and shadow. In nature we find what
is durable and timeless. It embodies
haptic qualities that resonate with us
and make us feel at ease.’

Nestled along the untamed Swedish coast, Archipelago House created
by Norm Architects embraces local family traditions and unites the past
and present, edginess and the serenity of nature. Throughout Scandinavia
one can find coastal areas with tiny, private beach cabins to recharge
in. Jonas Bjerre-Poulsen, one of the partner architects, explains: ‘These
simple wooden cabins form clusters that resemble village architecture
and add charming character to the sandy beaches and rocky shorelines.
The architectural concept for this holiday home mimics the private beach
cabins already existing on the rocks facing the water.’
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• According to Bjerre-Poulsen,
Scandinavians have a particular
affinity for nature: ‘Our undeniable
and ever so valid longing to connect
with nature is reflected in our sense
of calm when in nature, our positive
response to surroundings composed of
natural materials, and in the way we
crave natural daylight. Inviting nature
into our indoor environment brings
quality to life in today’s urbanised and
increasingly chaotic world.’
• Winter cabin life is all about hygge,
which is why the cosiness, warmth,
and welcoming atmosphere of the
home is so important in Scandinavian
architecture. The use of natural
materials in the interior lets people
reconnect with nature, even in
the cold winter months.
Baltic Outlook
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• Muted colours and clean lines
permeate the five different levels
of the house, which are connected
via steps and stairs. The rooms are
filled with bespoke furniture, from
club and dining chairs to shelving
systems, tables, and lighting fixtures
designed by Norm Architects.

• One of the family
members spent childhood
summers in this area and
has parents who own
a neighbouring house
at the top of the hill. ‘In
many ways, building this
house was like coming
home, but in a new and
more modern way that
could accommodate
our own family life,’
Bjerre-Poulsen explains.
• The kitchen design
cleverly hides all of the
storage and functional
elements in the wooden
façade of the rock-facing
wall. An industrial kitchen
island divides the doublehigh living space and
invites family and guests
to enjoy the meditative
views over the rocky,
moss-covered hill.
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Archipelago House
unites Nordic and
Japanese aesthetics.
The two styles have
plenty of similarities,
including the concept
of soft minimalism
and the use of highquality materials
and craftsmanship,
particularity in the
details. The result
is an inviting space
with a touch of poetry
and clear yet subtle
references to nature.
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WHERE TO CATCH THE SUN THIS WINTER

WELCOME
ABOARD airBaltic

Photo by Laura Paronen, courtesy of Visit Tampere

Las Teresitas, one of the most
beautiful beaches of Tenerife

Tampere

airBaltic OPENS
A NEW BASE
IN TAMPERE

As of May 2022, airBaltic
will open a new base in
Tampere, Finland. We will
connect Tampere with six
direct flights in addition
to continued operations to
Riga. We currently fly from
Tampere to Riga two times
per week, and from March
onward this flight will
operate six times a week.
Starting from May
2022, airBaltic will
perform direct flights
from Tampere to Oslo,
Copenhagen, Frankfurt,
and Munich as well as the
sunny leisure destinations
of Malaga and Rhodes.
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If you’re a sworn sun lover, we’ve got the perfect
winter escape. We offer direct flights to a wide
variety of warm and sunny destinations so you can
spend your days hiking, sitting on café terraces, or
lying on the beach to soak up the warm rays.
Dubai has a variety of sights to see and much
culture to explore, including the Dubai Mall (the
largest mall in the world), the Al Fahidi Historical
Neighbourhood (offering a glimpse into what Dubai
was like before the Emirates were formed), and
the Burj Khalifa (the world’s tallest building, visible
from everywhere in Dubai). Alternatively, visit
Tenerife with its sunny beaches, exciting hikes at

airBaltic AND EMIRATES ANNOUNCE
CODESHARE AGREEMENT

Emirates and airBaltic have announced a codeshare agreement that
will open new, seamless travel opportunities. airBaltic customers will
benefit from convenient access to Emirates’ worldwide network via
its hub in Dubai. Emirates fly passengers to destinations all across the
world: Australia, Japan, Africa, Brazil, and even the USA and Canada.
At the same time, Emirates passengers will have more opportunities
to travel to the Baltic Sea region. This will allow for even further travel
for our existing customers and welcomes many more travellers to
the Baltics. Have you been dreaming about meeting a real koala or
kangaroo, visiting a Buddhist temple in the jungle, or lounging on a
paradise-like beach lined with palm trees? If you’ve ever wanted to
explore exciting and faraway destinations, now might be your chance.
Book your flights to Australia, the Philippines, India, Jordan, Thailand,
Sri Lanka, the Seychelles, and other countries now!

Flights are performed in strict accordance with rules issued by relevant authorities and can be cancelled in case of high virus infection spread.

TIME TO PLAN YOUR SKI HOLIDAYS
Ski resorts are ready to welcome you, so if you’re
gearing up for a trip to the slopes, check out our
flights to many ski destinations.

the foot of the El Teide volcano, and family-friendly
Loro Park with its animal shows and zoo. Flights
to Dubai and Tenerife depart from Riga four times
a week.
We have plenty of other destinations in sunny
locations as well, such as Larnaca, Malaga,
Barcelona, Lisbon, and Tel Aviv. Flights from Riga
depart once a week to Larnaca, twice a week to
Malaga, and three times a week to Barcelona. Flights
to Malaga also depart from Tallinn once a week.
Have a look at our website for our full list of
destinations and flight schedules to plan your
next holiday!
Whether you’re into the après-ski scene with
champagne and cocktails, high-altitude hangouts,
cross-country skiing, alpine skiing, or just plain-old
classic downhill runs, here’s a list of ski destinations
we’re offering this winter.
Reach the classic ski resorts in the Alps by flying
directly to Munich from Riga, Tallinn, and Vilnius up
to five times per week. But airBaltic can take you to
several other great ski destinations as well, including
Salzburg, Verona, Geneva, Zurich, Vienna, Milan,
Tbilisi, and more. Fly from Riga to these cities up to
four times per week.
The slopes in Norway’s ski resorts are well prepared
for a long season. Fly from Riga to Oslo, Bergen, and
Trondheim, and from Tallinn and Vilnius up to two
times a week.
With frozen trees and northern lights, Finland is
the perfect place to learn to ski as well as explore
snow villages and igloos. Explore the Levi ski resort
and try cross-country skiing, snowshoeing, and a
sauna after your day on the mountain. Levi is only a
15-minute drive from the Kittila airport. Fly from Riga
to Helsinki daily, to Tampere and Turku two times a
week, and to Kittila once a week on Saturdays.
In wintertime you can ski almost anywhere in
Sweden! Choose from more than 100 snow-covered
ski resorts by flying to Stockholm every day from Riga
and four times a week from Tallinn, or to Gothenburg
two times a week from Riga.
When booking tickets, don’t forget to add skis or
a snowboard to your booking for EUR 34.99.
Baltic Outlook
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TICKET TYPES ON airBaltic FLIGHTS
Whenever you reserve an airBaltic flight,
you can choose from four different
ticket types depending on your needs
and wishes: GREEN, GREEN plus,
GREEN classic and BUSINESS.

GREEN
The simplest
ticket for the
lowest price –
with the option
of changing the
flight date.

The date can be changed for all tickets. This gives
our guests extra flexibility and security when planning
their trips.
Check out the chart to see what services are included
in each ticket type, and choose the one that’s best for you.

GREEN plus

only on airBaltic.com

A great price that
includes checked
baggage and the
option of flexibility.
Plus regular
discounts on different
ancillary services.

GREEN classic

BUSINESS

A smart choice!
The most important
services plus greater
flexibility in changing
or cancelling the flight.

Our proven
value – enjoy
plenty of benefits,
sophisticated service
and total flexibility.

CABIN
BAGGAGE
CHECKED
BAGGAGE

from EUR 14.99

SEAT
RESERVATION

from EUR 3.99

from EUR 3.99

DATE
CHANGE*

EUR 50 per
direction

EUR 50 per direction

REFUND

**

**

EUR 50 per direction,
or EUR 25 per
direction, if you
choose a refund in the
form of a gift voucher

NAME
CHANGE*

**

**

EUR 70 per ticket

MEAL

from EUR 11.99

from EUR 11.99

AIRPORT
CHECK-IN

EUR 35.00

EUR 35.00

from EUR 11.99
* Fare difference may apply.
** A Flight Cancellation
option and Name Change
option can be added to
your tickets by making the
reservation on airBaltic.com.

FAST TRACK
BUSINESS
LOUNGE
airBaltic
Club***
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Earn 1–3 points
per euro spent

Earn 1–3 points per
euro spent
+ 50 bonus points

Earn 1–3 points per
euro spent
+ 100 bonus points

Earn 1–3 points per
euro spent
+ 200 bonus points

*** The number of points
earned per each euro spent
on a ticket depends on
the tier level within the
airBaltic Club.
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Daniels, what was it like for you to begin this programme
without any previous experience in the field?
Daniels: Yes, you’re right, I didn’t have the same kind of
experience as Rolands, nor did I have any previous training in
the technical field. But that wasn’t much of a problem. I think
what probably helped was simply my ability to perceive and
understand things quickly, as well as my amateur skills (laughs).
I wouldn’t say that I had a hard time – I acquired the necessary
knowledge and skills easily and quickly.
What specific character traits does one need to do this
job well?
Rolands: Definitely a sense of responsibility. And patience.
An aviation mechanic should not be afraid of or discouraged
by working in an environment governed by strict rules and
procedures. Even all of the tools we use are inventoried and
have to be returned after we’re done using them. I’d also say
it’s helpful to have a desire to understand how things work in
systems and be eager to do things as well as possible.

Mike and
the Mechanics
Words by Ilze Pole
Photo by Vladislavs Proškins (F64)

To be honest, this isn’t a story about the English rock band,
but instead about two guys who’ve recently joined the team
of mechanics at airBaltic, playing their role in the ‘band’ and
making sure that the sound of the engines (and not only) is perfect.
Back in September 2020, airBaltic launched a new training
programme for aircraft mechanics in cooperation with the
Liepāja State Technical School. The company took this step to
make sure that the airline will not be short of specialists who
can take care of its fleet maintenance.
The programme’s first group of students has now graduated
after almost one and a half years of training. We met two of
those students who are now working for airBaltic. Rolands
Gariņš works on airBaltic aircraft at Riga Airport, and
Daniels Šutenko works in his hometown of Liepāja at the
Diamond Aircraft maintenance centre, where he takes care of
airBaltic Pilot Academy aircraft. They tell about their previous
experience as well as the training process, which turns out to be
very exciting.
First, I’d like to ask how you ended up in this programme and
what was your experience prior to beginning the training.
Daniels: I was the youngest student in the programme – I had
just finished high school. Ever since I was a child, I’ve wanted
to work in the aviation industry. At first, I dreamed of becoming
a pilot, but eventually I realised that I prefer working with my
hands: taking things apart, fixing them, putting them back
together. I would work on my bicycle and later also on various
electronic devices. I enjoyed it and started thinking about
combining this with my dream of aviation. One day, as I was
taking the tram to my summer job, I saw a sign on the wall of
the Liepāja State Technical School that they were offering a
course in aircraft mechanics.
I applied to the course, but at first they didn’t have enough
applicants. My Plan B was the aviation institute in Riga, which
had already accepted me and was just waiting for me to sign
all the necessary papers. But as I was on my way to sign them,
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Rolands Gariņš and
Daniels Šutenko,
airBaltic aircraft mechanics

the school in Liepāja called and asked whether I still wanted
to study to become an aircraft mechanic. ‘We’ll be expecting
you on September 1,’ they said, and I told them I’d be there! So,
I turned around, did not sign the papers in Riga, and arrived at
the technical school in Liepāja on the morning of September 1.
I won’t say that the programme was very easy, especially
considering all the Covid-19 restrictions and distance learning.
But it was nevertheless what I had been looking for.
Rolands: I’ve never been very passionate about technical stuff,
and, unlike Daniels, I didn’t know anything about it before
starting the programme (laughs). I actually wanted to become
a chef, but my plans changed after completing my basic
education. I also needed to get a driver’s license, and my parents
found out that one could still get a driver’s license for free at the
Kandava State Agricultural Technical School. Great, I thought,
and applied to that school.
Four years later, I had become a certified auto mechanic and
began working at an automobile repair shop in Riga. But by
September I was looking for a new job. My father, who works
at the airport, had heard that this aircraft mechanics training
programme was being launched in Liepāja. He told me this on
September 10, when my future classmates had already begun
the programme ten days earlier. But we called the programme
director and asked whether I could still join it. I began my
studies in Liepāja on September 14.
Did your previous experience help?
Rolands: Of course! But I did have to get rid of a few habits I
had formed while working at the service shop. But habits are
hard to break… That’s human nature. In any case, the rules in
aviation are different – everything takes place strictly according
to procedure.

How did you feel the first time you got up close to an airplane?
Rolands: The first time my classmates saw an airplane up close,
I hadn’t even met them yet (laughs)! But then soon after I joined
the programme, we went to the airBaltic hangar to see the new
Airbus A220-300 aircraft. I can’t describe how impressive that
was! And seeing the engine itself, which was right there in front
of us on a stand… It was surreal.
Daniels: I agree with Rolands, it had a huge ‘wow effect’. Being
so close to an airplane, touching it, inspecting every detail,
the engine… it was truly exciting. The feeling was similar at
Liepāja Airport, although the aircraft there are smaller. My first
impression of the hangar was that it was so clean! Because, no
matter the size of the aircraft, the procedures and discipline and
order are the same. It was really great to inspect an aircraft up
close, climb into it, explore the cabin.
What does one begin with in order to become an
aircraft mechanic?
Rolands: Aerodynamics. That’s what I remember best,
because the next day after I arrived in Liepāja, we had a test in
aerodynamics!
Daniels: Yeah, aerodynamics began already on September 1
(laughs). We learned all about the physics of how and why
planes fly. Another very important subject is, of course, English.
In our second semester we even had aircraft documentation as
a separate subject, in which we learned about documentation,
laws, and so on.
Rolands: Also in our daily work, all aircraft-related
documentation is in English only. I believe it’s a great advantage
if you already have a good command of English when you
start your training. We also learned professional English. For
example, what each individual part of the aircraft is called in
English and what it looks like.
Daniels: That was pretty challenging. In spite of the fact that
my English was already quite good, learning regulatory aviation
documentation and professional English was tough at first. But I
got used to it, and it soon got easier.
Rolands: We were also trained in practical skills such as
welding, riveting, and grinding. Riveting and grinding are now
part of my daily routine, but I have to say that I enjoyed the
aircraft documentation course the most, and I think that’s
because of our teacher, who’s himself involved in this work on a
daily basis, Lauris Miķelsons is a Vice President of Compliance

and Safety at airBaltic. He’s also a very big advocate of involving
young people in the aviation industry and training them,
because it’s a rapidly evolving field that’s becoming more and
more interesting all the time. He really did his best to present
the course material in an effective and engaging way.
Our lectures with Kārlis Lubāns were also very interesting.
He’s a CAMO engineer at airBaltic and taught us about engines.
He’s a very composed, even-tempered teacher who shared his
knowledge generously. And I should also mention Aleksandrs
Vinogradovs, airBaltic’s former aircraft technician, who taught
us hydraulics and pneumatics. He’s a good teacher, with a great
willingness to teach and share his knowledge. I even got to work
with him at Liepāja Airport. What I noticed most about our
teachers who also work for airBaltic themselves is that they
taught us so that we would learn, not to scare us away (laughs).
Daniels: They invested themselves to the maximum in order
to train us and make proper professionals out of us, and we
appreciate that very much.

Our teachers invested
themselves to the maximum
in order to train us
And then how did you get jobs at airBaltic after completing
your training?
Rolands: I got a job offer already during my internship, which I
did at the airBaltic hangars in Riga. A few months later, I was
offered an employment contract.
Daniels: I was in Liepāja, where things were done a bit
differently. There was a selection process, followed by job
interviews, and out of the five people in the Liepāja group, I was
one of two who were offered a job with airBaltic. We currently
have six people working at Liepāja Airport.
Rolands: We have a lot more people in Riga. A team of 50 to
60 technicians is permanently stationed in the hangar, not
including the line maintenance employees, who work on the
apron. We work in groups, which requires us to work well with
others, so it really is a team effort. The parts we work with can
be quite small and might fit in the palm of a hand, but they
can also be so large that they take up half a room. Internal
communication with our colleagues needs to be positive
and effective.
Daniels: Good communication skills are important, because it
makes no difference whether you’re working with two people,
three people, or a group of 50. We need to talk with each other,
because we need to know what we’re doing and what our
colleagues are doing.
Apart from the fact that you really like your jobs – that’s
obvious! – what are some other benefits of being an aircraft
mechanic? Do you receive any bonuses?
Rolands: After the probation period, you have three months to
take advantage of a so-called study trip, which is an opportunity
to fly to and explore any airBaltic destination you want. After
six months, the ID travel option comes into effect, allowing you
to travel at very convenient prices not only within the airBaltic
network, but all over the world, and with your family and
friends. But those are just bonuses; the most important thing is
a job you can really love!
Baltic Outlook
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Join airBaltic and come fly with us!

Words by Ilze Pole
Photo by Dmitrijs Šuļžics (F64)

Pilots out of their office
HOBBY

Sigitas Vaitiekūnas (42), captain
on Airbus A220-300 aircraft,
from Lithuania
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Since he started flying
airplanes for airBaltic,
Sigitas Vaitiekūnas has
flown four types of aircraft
but has driven only one
car, a Saab 9-5 Aero. ‘Call
me stubborn, but yes, it’s
true,’ he laughs. Sigitas has
not replaced his car since
2007 and has devoted all
his passion for driving to
this one particular Swedish
automobile, which by now
has 441,000 kilometres on
the odometer. That’s equal
to about 11 times around the
globe. ‘I’m aiming for a billion
kilometres,’ he comments. In
June, his Saab will celebrate
its 20th birthday.
Sigitas came to meet
us with the car’s original
steering wheel, which has
now been replaced with
a Hirsch Performance
steering wheel. When asked
where his love for the Saab
comes from, he says it’s a
very old love, and he got his
first glimpses of the car on
television programmes. He
was about 20 years old or
so when he discovered the
brand and became excited
about it; ever since then,
he always knew that his car
would be a Saab.
‘Even now, after 15 years
of driving the same car,
I can’t put in one sentence
what it is that attracted me
to it – whether it’s the car’s
controllability or speed, or
the power available, or the
smile on my face when I
drive it,’ he laughs. ‘It’s all
those things combined. It’s a
good car, and it has become
my much-talked-about
hobby, which also makes
my commute between Riga
and Elektrenai, where I live,
much more pleasant. But I
do admire the engineering
behind the car, and it does
have a certain appeal related
to the fact that Saab cars are
no longer produced.’

Sigitas bought his car
at a Saab dealership in
Lithuania. ‘My then wifeto-be and I looked at many
cars, but as soon as we
found this one, we knew it
would be ours,’ he says. ‘It
was our wedding car, and
both of our sons were driven
home from the maternity
hospital in that car. They’ll
probably inherit the car, too.’

HOW IT ALL BEGAN

Becoming a pilot was
Sigitas’ childhood dream.
‘Ever since I can remember,
I wanted to become a pilot,’
he says. ‘Because that was
still during the time of the
Soviet Union, I assumed
I would study in Russia.
But then the Soviet Union
collapsed, and I played
with the idea of becoming
a doctor. And then there
was an opportunity to study
in Lithuania, at Vilnius
Gediminas Technical
University, which I did.’
After five years of study, he
graduated in 2005.
A year later, Sigitas began
flying for airBaltic as a first
officer on Fokker 50 aircraft
from a base in Vilnius.
‘I spent a year flying from
Vilnius, and I remember
being on vacation in
Tenerife with my wife,
hiking up Mount Teide. On
the last day of our vacation,
the phone rang, and it
was a call from airBaltic’s
chief pilot, who offered me
to move to Boeing 737-500
aircraft. Literally the next
day after returning home,
I flew out to Berlin to do the
type rating. Then came an
opportunity for an upgrade
on the Fokker 50 – I became
a captain and changed my
base to Riga.’
Asked how he likes flying
the new Airbus A220-300,
Sigitas says he absolutely
loves it. But his Saab
accelerates better.

Starting this month, we’re sharing stories of
our colleagues who have proved that it’s never
too late to start anew, to change your life, or to
challenge yourself, and who are proud to be
a part of airBaltic!

Photo courtesy of Katrīna Pavasare

Baltic Outlook introduces
you to some of the most
important people at
airBaltic – its flight
crew members, who
have some of the most
interesting hobbies.

Katrīna in her native town of Kuldīga

Katrīna Pavasare is the mother of two children
and has been an airBaltic cabin crew member for
11 years. Having earned a master’s degree in public
relations, she is continuing her studies and also
teaches a course in communications in airBaltic’s
ALFA leadership programme.

Katrīna Pavasare (33),
Senior cabin crew member,
from Latvia

Eleven years in the same job is a long
time. What has kept you here?
When I applied for a job with airBaltic,
I thought it would just be a part-time
job while I was in school. I don’t know at
which point I realised that this was a job
I wanted to continue doing, but there
definitely was such a moment.
Lots of people ask me why I’ve
continued being a cabin crew member
even though I have a master’s degree in
a different field. I answer that a degree
does not mean I cannot do a job that I
love – aviation has not weakened its hold
on me! Besides, I’m a person who really
likes the learning process. And in a way,
being a cabin crew member lets me
learn something new every day, because
every day is different. Different situations,
different people.
How did you decide to apply for a job
at airBaltic?
I had begun studying at the university
in Riga and had moved to the Latvian
capital from the town of Kuldīga. My
roommate’s friend was a cabin crew
member, and we heard that airBaltic
was advertising vacancies for cabin crew
members. I decided to apply, even though
I had never flown in an airplane before.
But becoming a flight attendant wasn’t
really my main goal. First we had a group
interview, and then I was invited to an
individual interview. Then I needed to
pass a medical exam, and I could begin
training! I began working at airBaltic on
July 5, 2010, right on my birthday.

I found the training process very
interesting, because all of the procedures
and knowledge we learned is based on
practice, on real-life situations. I began
studying for my master’s degree that
September, and often as I returned from
a flight in the mornings, I headed straight
to my lectures from the airport.

A degree
does not mean
I cannot do a job
that I love

What else do you value in your job?
The travel opportunities, of course! I
haven’t even mentioned that because it
seems so obvious. That’s a very big benefit
when you work for an airline. I’m lucky
to have a good support system at home
that helps with the children when my
husband and I go on a trip together. I was
just in Vilnius for four days on business,
and my husband was able to join me
there. The flights were in the mornings,
so we had the afternoons and evenings
free to enjoy the city together.
What are some things that this
job has allowed you to develop in
yourself, personally?
Greater inner harmony and selfconfidence. On land, I’m impulsive and

Take your career
to new heights –
join our
growing team!

quite irritable (laughs)! But right now I’m
conducting a communications course for
airBaltic’s ALFA leadership programme,
which is my field of expertise, and we’re
also discussing conflict management –
resolving conflict situations while also
controlling our own personal emotions,
looking at situations from a completely
different perspective, and so on. That’s
helped me a lot, too.
I still remember exactly how I felt those
first few days on the job, so I’m always
open to any questions people might have.
I’m also open to inspiration. Recently, I
was in Vilnius with a colleague who had
also studied medicine but didn’t finish
her studies. I told her about my situation,
and I really hope that she’ll take up her
studies again.
Many of us returned to school during
the recent quiet period when we weren’t
flying so much. Before then, it felt like
the job demanded so much of us and
we wouldn’t be able to combine studies
with work, but it is possible, because the
company supports employees who wish
to continue their education. I laugh about
it, but work really helps me clear my
mind after school, and school helps me
clear my mind after work.
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Photo courtesy
of airBaltic

airBaltic’s
sustainable
development
goals
Last year, the management
of airBaltic came up with
a materiality matrix, which
prioritised sustainability
as one of the company’s
main goals.

SUSTAINABILITY CALENDAR

The materiality matrix encouraged
airBaltic to explore in detail the
17 sustainable development goals
(SDGs) set by the United Nations.
Even though airBaltic contributes to
all of the SDGs, it decided to focus on
the five goals that are most relevant
for its business: decent work and
economic growth; industry, innovation,
and infrastructure; responsible
consumption and production; climate
action; and peace, justice, and
strong institutions.

This has also encouraged the company
to go further with various creative
solutions related to sustainability
and corporate responsibility. Thus,
for a period of one year starting from
October 2020, airBaltic decided to
each month highlight and contribute to
resolving matters related to one of the five
selected SDGs. However, with September
2021 marking the end of that period, the
airline decided to prolong the initiative
until the end of 2021 and now continues
to achieve the goals set for each month.

Achieved goals in December
December at airBaltic was a month of Industry,
Innovation, and Infrastructure.
ONLINE OPEN DOORS DAY
AT THE TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT
At the beginning of December, airBaltic’s
Technical Department organised an online Open
Doors Day, allowing those who are looking for job
opportunities to get acquainted with the work of
the Technical Department. Attendees were able to
meet with airBaltic’s talent acquisition specialists
and also with experienced mechanics to gain an
insight into the day-to-day work of a wide range
of professions: technician, mechanic, sheet-metal
technician, aircraft composite repair mechanic, and
interior specialist.
INTRODUCING THE KLIX PAYMENT OPTION
Last month, airBaltic introduced Klix, a new and
convenient secure online payment option provided
by Citadele Bank for passengers holding bank
accounts at the biggest banks in the Baltics. airBaltic
is committed to offering passengers excellent service,
and this also means providing simple and convenient
payment options when buying flight tickets on the
airBaltic.com website. Clients in Latvia will now be
able to buy tickets and pay for them in instalments,
interest-free for up to six months (depending on the
ticket price). This service is financed by Citadele,
Bigbank, and Vizia.
TEN STUDENTS GRADUATE FROM
THE airBaltic PILOT ACADEMY
On December 6, ten students graduated from
airBaltic’s Pilot Academy, receiving commercial
pilot licenses upon completion of the full-time airline
transport pilot programme. Some of the graduates
have already begun further training to join airBaltic’s
team. Among the graduates were also several female
students, which shows that the pilot profession and
studies at the Pilot Academy are in high demand,
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regardless of gender. Overall, the airBaltic Pilot
Academy currently has 90 active students. Most of
them are from the Baltic countries, although
some of the students are from other EU countries,
including Germany, France, Finland, Spain, and
Italy. More than 10% of the students are female,
and the 11th group of students has recently begun
their professional pilot studies at the academy.
For more information and applications, visit
pilotacademy.com.
airBaltic INTERNAL COACHING
PROGRAMME
All fifteen coaches at airBaltic who took part
in the Internal Coaching Programme have
successfully finished extensive training led by
professional business and leadership coaches to
become certified internal coaches for the Latvian
airline. With much dedication and hard work
over the past six months, they have developed
coaching competences and skills as well as
contributed to their own personal growth. They
have now become a part of airBaltic’s internal
coach community and are ready to deliver
coaching sessions for other colleagues.
It is the company’s pleasure to launch its next
employee development strategy element, namely,
the building of a coaching culture with an aim
to improve personal and business performance
accordingly. Nobody understands the company’s
culture, values, processes, and people better
than the employees who work here. Therefore,
the airline is planning to combine its internal
knowledge and the experience of these 15 valued
team members with a powerful coaching
approach that together can promote growth,
wellbeing, and success for airBaltic’s employees
and for the company as a whole.
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The loyalty programme
for every traveller

Earn even more points and get
a reward flight faster with the stamp card!

airBaltic Club is our loyalty
programme with which you
can earn points, get instant
travel perks, and receive
reward flights.

If you travel at least five times per year, you can easily earn
a reward flight with airBaltic Club.
But there are also great rewards for those who travel less. All you need to
do is download the airBaltic Club mobile app and start collecting stamps.

COLLECT STAMPS VIA APP

EARN POINTS WITH PARTNERS, SPEND POINTS ON PRIZES!
Points are the currency of airBaltic Club.
You can earn points every time you fly
with airBaltic or use the services of other
partners – add your membership number to a
reservation or scan your digital card during the
payment process to collect points for onboard
purchases while flying with airBaltic.

Com
plet
e

5

To collect stamps, you must have the airBaltic Club
mobile app. You will receive the first two stamps
and a free seat reservation voucher just for joining.
Afterwards you will receive a stamp for each one-way
flight booked on the airBaltic website. These stamps
can earn you valuable prizes such as baggage voucher,
flight discounts, bonus points, and reward flights.

Collected points can be used for reward
flights to more than 70 destinations as well as
flight upgrades, airBaltic gift cards, baggage
voucher and other rewards. Reward yourself
with gifts – check out your point balance, visit
the Rewards Shop at airbalticclub.com and
choose your prize.

flig
a fr hts and
ee t get
icke
t*

BENEFITS OF JOINING THE STAMP CARD
• Choose your favourite seat for free on your next
flight after joining.
• Receive a baggage voucher after your first
return flight.

1p - 3p

5p

5p

5p

1p

per EUR

per EUR

per EUR

per EUR

per EUR

New! airBaltic Club flight e-voucher

• Get a reward flight* when you complete five
return flights.
To start collecting stamps, download or update
the airBaltic Club app on your smart device and tap
the Stampcard icon.
*After five round trips you will receive 7000 points, which
can be used to book a ticket for a flight operated by airBaltic.
Airport taxes not included. Special conditions apply.

Now you can exchange your points for an e-voucher and
use the voucher to book a flight online on the airBaltic.com
website at any time.
• Purchase an airBaltic Club flight e-voucher in the Rewards Shop
at airbalticclub.com.

DOWNLOAD THE
airBaltic Club APP

The more you fly, the more benefits you get!

• Visit the airBaltic.com website to use the voucher to book a flight online.

Executive and VIP status allows you to enjoy special privileges
when travelling – extra baggage, fast track, and much more.

• Insert the voucher code in the ‘I have a gift card / discount code’ field.
• See the available reward flights and select a destination.
• Choose a departure date and complete your online booking.*

THREE MEMBERSHIP LEVELS
E-VOUCHER VALUES
Flights to / from Riga

the Baltics
& Finland*

Scandinavia,
Poland, Belarus

Central and
Eastern Europe

Western and
Southern Europe

Asia and the
Middle East

*except Kittilla

In Economy class

4 000 points

5 000 points

7 500 points

10 500 points

16 000 points

In Business class

15 000 points

20 000 points

30 000 points

34 000 points

45 000 points

If you collect 24 stamps and finish your stamp
card over the course of one year, you will reach
the airBaltic Club Executive level. If you take at
least 60 one-way flights within a year, you will
qualify for airBaltic Club VIP status.
More information at airbalticclub.com

*Airport taxes must be paid additionally. Special conditions apply.
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BEHIND THE SCENES
TRAVEL / January

The science behind keeping
cabin air clean
Words by Līga Vaļko

Upper Air Outlet

Riser Ducts
Lower Air Outlet

Underfloor Area

With its modern environmental
control system, airBaltic has set
a high standard for minimising
the potential of spreading viruses.
Here is how the Airbus A220-300
fleet equipped with cutting-edge
technologies makes flying as worryfree as possible.
CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGIES
For the production of Airbus A220-300
aircraft, the manufacturer has used a
cabin air recirculation system and
High Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA)
filters that provide better performance
than those used in any other type of
public transportation.
CONSTANT FRESH AIR SUPPLY
Cabin air is continuously replenished
with fresh air from the moment the
aircraft engines or auxiliary power unit
is turned on. The air is collected from
outside the aircraft through the engine.
For your comfort and wellbeing, it is
mixed with filtered air from the cabin.
The ratio between filtered air and
fresh air from outside is 25:75, which
sets a high benchmark among jetliners

used by other carriers across Europe.
75% of the fresh air is taken from the
engine compressor and passed through
the air cycle machine at a temperature
well above 100ºC to ensure aseptic
air quality.
HEPA FILTERS ELIMINATE
PATHOGENS
The rest of the cabin air consists of the
HEPA-filtered and recirculated cabin
air. The HEPA filters are very effective
at trapping microscopic particles as
small as bacteria and viruses when
the air passes through the system. In
such conditions, airborne pathogens
from the cabin air are captured and
eliminated with 99.99% efficiency,
making our aircraft cabin air
exceptionally clean.
MINIMAL AIR TRANSMISSION
AMONG PASSENGERS
Inside the passenger cabin, the airflow
is supplied from above the overhead
compartment and is directed towards
the floor, eliminating airflow along
the cabin and minimising lateral air
transmission between passenger rows.
According to the International Air
Transport Association and its surveys,

the air circulation in planes is many
times better than that in classrooms,
supermarkets, conference rooms,
and offices. In fact, thanks to nextgeneration cabin air filtration systems
equipped with HEPA filters, the risk
associated with viruses on jets is
probably lower than in any other
confined space.
In addition to the modern
environmental control system,
other preliminary steps also help to
ensure a safe environment inside
airBaltic aircraft. The airline has
introduced measures following
the recommendations of the local
government and healthcare agencies,
the aircraft manufacturer, and IATA.
5-STAR COVID-19 SAFETY RATING
As of January this year, airBaltic became
the first airline to receive the 5-Star
Skytrax Covid-19 Safety Rating, which is
the highest Covid-19 safety rating.
Skytrax is an international air transport
rating organisation that launched the
Covid-19 Safety Ratings programme
in August 2020, assessing airlines and
airports across the world. The audit
focuses solely on cleanliness, hygiene, and
safety procedures pertaining to Covid-19.
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Welcome to Riga Airport

Welcome aboard our
new Airbus A220-300

We are proud to have Europe’s youngest fleet
of aircraft. All airBaltic flights are operated
with the new Airbus A220-300 aircraft,
which has an average fleet age of two years.

airBaltic’s home base, the Riga Airport
is modern and comfortable, with many
shops and cafés. At the same time it is very
compact, so transferring from one flight to
another can be easily done on foot.

Please take into account the following average transit times:
• From Non-Schengen passport and security control
1st floor to Schengen departure gates – 15 minutes;
• From Security control 2nd floor to:
Schengen departure gates – 15 minutes;
C9
Non-Schengen departure gates – 22 minutes.
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32
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145

Max take-off weight

67.6 metric tons

Max payload

16.7 metric tons
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38.7 m
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TIMETABLE* / January

Flight No

From

Flights to RIGA
To

Days

Departure Arrival

AMSTERDAM

BT 617
BT 619

RIX
RIX

AMS 1234567 07:35 09:00
AMS 1234567 16:45 18:10

RIX

ATH

ATHENS

BT 611

07:55 11:05

RIX
RIX

BCN --3-5-BCN ------7

07:50 10:30
14:25 17:05

RIX

BGO -2---6-

12:45 13:50

RIX
RIX

BER
BER

12-4-6--3-5-7

07:15 07:55
18:20 19:00

Arrival

RIX

BLL

1-3---7

12:55 13:35

SALZBURG

BT 618
BT 620

BT 281

AMS RIX 1234567 09:55 13:05
AMS RIX 1234567 18:55 22:05

BT 612

ATH RIX -2---6-

11:45 14:55

BT 682
BT 684

BCN RIX --3-5-BCN RIX ------7

11:15 15:50
17:50 22:25

BT 172

BGO RIX -2---6-

14:30 17:25

BT 212
BT 214

BER RIX 12-4-6BER RIX --3-5-7

08:35 11:10
19:40 22:15

BT 148

BLL RIX 1-3---7

14:15 16:50

BRU RIX 123--6BRU RIX 1--45-7

10:05 13:25
19:05 22:25

BRUSSELS

RIX
RIX

BRU 123--6BRU 1--45-7

07:30 09:00
16:55 18:25

COPENHAGEN

Flight No

AMSTERDAM

BILLUND

BRUSSELS

BT 601
BT 603

Departure

BERLIN Brandenburg

BILLUND

BT 147

Days

BERGEN

BERLIN Brandenburg

BT 211
BT 213

Flights from RIGA
To

BARCELONA

BERGEN

BT 171

From

ATHENS

-2---6-

BARCELONA

BT 681
BT 683

Flight No

BT 602
BT 604

COPENHAGEN

BT 101
BT 109
BT 109

RIX

SZG

RIX
RIX
RIX

RIX
RIX

LED
LED

-2---6----5-7

08:00 10:10
18:40 20:50

BT 311
BT 1311

RIX
RIX

TLL
TLL

1234567 08:00 08:50
------7
10:25 11:15

BT 317
BT 361

RIX
RIX

TLL
TLL

RIX

TMP ---4--7

RIX

TBILISI

BT 139

RIX

CPH 1-3-5-7

18:50 19:20

BT 140

CPH RIX 1-3-5-7

20:00 22:25

BT 771

BT 724

RIX

TBS

RIX

TLV

RIX

DXB -2-----

21:15 03:25+1 BT 1792

DXB RIX --3----

04:55 11:20

BT 1761

RIX

TFS

DXB -2----DXB 1-3-5-7

23:15 07:25+1 BT 1792
23:25 07:35+1 BT 792

DXB RIX --3---DXB RIX 12-4-6-

08:55 13:20
09:05 13:30

BT 761
BT 761

RIX
RIX

TFS
TFS

RIX

DUB --3---7

07:30 08:45

DUB RIX --3---7

09:25 14:15

DUSSELDORF

BT 233

RIX

DUSSELDORF

DUS ----5-7

17:25 18:40

FRANKFURT

BT 243
BT 245

FRA
FRA

12345-- 07:35 08:55
12345-7 17:10 18:30

RIX

GVA

-----6-

13:05 14:55

GOT --3---7

12:40 13:10

GENEVA

BT 287

RIX
RIX

HAM 1-3-5-7

12:35 13:20

RIX
RIX
RIX

HEL
HEL
HEL

BT 122
BT 252

12---608:10 09:10
BT 326
1-3-5-7 19:05 20:05
BT 302
1234567 23:15 00:15+1 BT 308

GVA RIX -----6-

15:35 19:20

RIX

KTT

-----6-

12:35 14:30

RIX
RIX

BT 382

13:50 16:15

HAM RIX 1-3-5-7

14:00 16:40

HEL RIX 1234567 05:30 06:30
HEL RIX 12---610:10 11:10
HEL RIX 1-3-5-7 21:05 22:05
KTT RIX -----6-

15:30 17:25

KYIV Boryspil

KBP 1234567 12:50 14:45
BT 407
KBP 1234567 23:10 01:05+1 BT 403

LISBON

KBP RIX 1234567 04:35 06:25
KBP RIX 1234567 15:30 17:20

LISBON

BT 1675

RIX

LIS

BT 675

RIX

LIS

RIX

BT 625

RIX
RIX

BT 653

LGW 1-345-7

15:45 16:45

BT 654

LGW RIX 1-345-7

17:30 22:15

BT 871

MALAGA

AGP ----5--

05:30 10:05

BT 1678

AGP RIX ----5--

10:45 15:15

AGP --3---AGP ------7

07:20 10:55
07:25 11:00

BT 678
BT 678

AGP RIX --3---AGP RIX ------7

11:35 17:05
11:40 17:10

RIX

BT 424
BT 422

MXP ---4-67

07:35 09:20

BT 630

SVO 1--4--SVO --3---7

07:25 10:05
18:20 21:00

RIX
RIX
RIX

MUC 12-45-MUC -----6MUC 1-345-7

07:10 08:25
12:30 13:45
17:15 18:30

RIX

ODS ----5-7

23:35 01:50+1 BT 411

BT 151
BT 1151

RIX
RIX

OSL
OSL

1-3456------7

07:30 08:15
10:30 12:15

BT 153

RIX

OSL

12-45-7

18:25 19:10

RIX

PLQ

1234567 23:20 00:05+1 BT 376

MUNICH

January 2

RIX
RIX

07:20 09:10
16:00 17:50

RIX

PRG 1---5--

12:55 13:40

ODS RIX 1----6-

04:05 06:15

BT 152
BT 1152

OSL RIX 1-3456OSL RIX ------7

08:55 11:30
12:55 14:30

BT 154

OSL RIX 12-45-7

19:50 22:25

BT 692
BT 694

RIX
RIX
RIX

BT 482

KEF
KEF

------7
1---5--

13:15 15:20
13:55 16:00

FCO
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--3---7

BT 170
BT 170

January 2

PLQ RIX 1234567 05:50 06:35
CDG RIX 12---6CDG RIX 1-345-7

10:10 13:55
18:40 22:25

BT 632

From

TLL

To

BER

Days

---4--7

Departure Arrival

TLL
TLL

BRU 1-3-5-7

06:40 08:15

PRG RIX 1---5-KEF RIX ------7
KEF RIX 1---5-FCO RIX --3---7

CPH 1-3-5--

15:25 16:05

TLL

LGW -2-4-6-

16:00 17:05
11:15 16:15

TLL

MUC -2-4-6-

07:05 08:35

BT 272
BT 274

TLL

OSL

---4--7

19:05 19:40

TLL

CDG 1-3-5--

15:55 18:00

TLL

SZG

-----6-

14:40 16:10

TLL

ARN 1-3-5-7

19:55 19:55

TLL

VNO 1234567 19:45 20:55

From

To

Days

Departure Arrival

VNO AMS 1234567 07:50 09:20
VNO BER

1-3-5-7

Flight No

From

To

Days

Departure

Arrival

BT 858
AMS TLL -23-5-7
BT 858
AMS TLL 1--4-6Flights toBrandenburg
Tallinn
BERLIN

10:10 13:30
10:20 13:40

BT 822

BER TLL ---4--7

15:05 17:55

BRU TLL 1-3-5-7

09:00 12:25

Flight No

From

To

Days

Departure

Arrival

BT 852
BT 812

CPH TLL 1-3-5--

16:45 19:10

BT 872
BT 1880

LGW TLL -2-4-6-

17:50 22:40

AGP TLL -2-----

16:55 21:35

BT 824

MUC TLL -2-4-6-

09:15 12:35

BT 816

OSL TLL ---4--7

20:20 22:50

BT 862

CDG TLL 1-3-5--

18:50 22:40

BT 836

SZG TLL -----6-

16:55 20:20

BT 808

ARN TLL 1-3-5-7

20:35 22:35

BT 905

VNO TLL 1234567 19:45 20:55

Flight No

From

To

Days

Departure

Arrival

BT 962

AMS VNO 1234567 10:20 13:35

14:25 15:00

BT 922

BER VNO 1-3-5-7

15:40 18:10

DUBLIN / Till January 8

VNO DUB -2---6-

11:35 12:50

BT 976

DUB VNO -2---6-

13:35 18:35

KBP VNO -2-4-6-

09:05 10:55

MUC VNO 1-3-5--

20:45 23:45

OSL VNO ---4--OSL VNO ------7

15:00 17:50
20:40 23:30

KYIV Boryspil

VNO KBP -2-4-6-

06:40 08:25

BT 941
MUNICH

VNO MUC 1-3-5--

19:00 20:05

BT 926
OSLO

BT 915
BT 915

16:05 21:45
16:45 22:25

PARIS Charles de Gaulle

VNO OSL
VNO OSL

---4--------7

13:20 14:20
19:00 20:00

BT 916
BT 916

PARIS Charles de Gaulle

VNO CDG -2-4-6-

14:55 16:50

TALLINN

BT 905

14:20 17:45

BERLIN Brandenburg

MUNICH

BT 965

ZRH RIX 1-3-5-7

AMSTERDAM

KYIV Boryspil

BT 925

BT 292

Flights to Vilnius

DUBLIN / Till January 8

BT 940

January 2

VNO RIX 1234567 10:40 11:30
VNO RIX 1234567 21:35 22:25

VILNIUS

BERLIN Brandenburg

BT 975

VNO RIX 1234567 05:40 06:30
VNO RIX ------7
09:45 10:35

STOCKHOLM Arlanda

AMSTERDAM

BT 921

BT 350
BT 1342

SALZBURG / From December 18

Flights from Vilnius

BT 961

09:05 12:05
19:15 22:15

RIX 1--4-6RIX --3-5-7

PARIS Charles de Gaulles

VILNIUS

BT 906

VIE
VIE

OSLO

STOCKHOLM Arlanda

BT 807

14:20 17:45

MUNICH

SALZBURG / From December 18

BT 835

05:35 06:35

VRN RIX -----6-

MALAGA

AGP -2-----

PARIS Charles de Gaulles

BT 861

TKU RIX 1--4---

LONDON Gatwick

14:20 17:05

10:30 14:30

BT 626

COPENHAGEN

OSLO

BT 815

3. Shop for food, drinks and souvenirs on your phone.
Also read the latest articles from the airBaltic blog
and the Baltic Outlook magazine

14:35 17:20

BRUSSELS

BT 1879 TLL
BT 823

TRD RIX ---4--7

AMSTERDAM

OSLO

ROME Leonardo da Vinci Fiumicino

07:40 09:45

Departure Arrival

LONDON Gatwick

Flight No

REYKJAVIK Keflavik

ROME Leonardo da Vinci Fiumicino

80

09:05 12:15
14:25 17:35
19:10 22:20

PRAGUE

REYKJAVIK Keflavik

BT 631

MUC RIX 12-45-MUC RIX -----6MUC RIX 1-345-7

BT 222
BT 226
BT 224

PARIS Charles de Gaulle

CDG 12---6CDG 1-345-7

PRAGUE

BT 169
BT 169

10:55 11:40
21:45 22:30

PALANGA

PARIS Charles de Gaulle

BT 481

SVO RIX 1--4--SVO RIX --3---7

OSLO

PALANGA

BT 691
BT 693

BT 425
BT 423

ODESSA

OSLO

BT 375

10:00 13:40

MUNICH

ODESSA

BT 410

MXP RIX ---4-67

MOSCOW Sheremetyevo

RIX
RIX

BT 221
BT 225
BT 223

January 7

MILAN Malpensa

MOSCOW Sheremetyevo

Days

MUNICH

BT 1677 RIX

BT 184

Flights to Tallinn
To

MALAGA / January 4

22:15

BT 677
BT 677
BT 629

12:05 13:40

13:30 14:25

COPENHAGEN

MILAN Malpensa

January 2

BT 821

09:25 14:10
11:50 14:35

January 7

07:25 08:25
17:35 18:35

07:40 09:15
07:50 09:25

LGW RIX 12---6LGW RIX ------7

RIX
RIX

1--4-6--3-5-7

BT 857 TLL AMS 1----6BT 857 TLL AMS -2345-7
Flights from
Tallinn
BERLIN
Brandenburg

BT 652
BT 1652

MALAGA

VIE
VIE

From

07:40 8:40
08:05 11:05

17:15

2. Open the camera app and scan the QR code or type
absky.net in your browser

TURKU Finavia

AMSTERDAM

LGW 12---6LGW ------7

MAD RIX 1--4---

22:25

TRONDHEIM

Flights from Tallinn

BT 651 RIX
BT 1651 RIX

BT 686

13:00 13:55

January 5

ZURICH

BRUSSELS

MADRID Adolfo Suarez Barajas

1. airBaltic SKY service will start to work only after take-off
once the personal electronic device sign is switched off.
Then connect to wi-fi by selecting the network absky.net

18:00 22:25

TRD ---4--7

ZRH 1-3-5-7

16:05 22:35

13:20 16:35

TLV RIX -2---6-

14:10 22:25
15:40 23:55

RIX

10:45 15:15

MAD 1--4---

05:20 06:45

14:10

ZURICH

RIX -2--5--

RIX

TBS RIX 1----6-

VILNIUS

RIX ------7

BT 685

05:25 06:35

VIENNA

LIS

MADRID Adolfo Suarez Barajas

TMP RIX 1---5--

TFS RIX -2-4-6TFS RIX ------7

VNO 1234567 18:15 19:05
BT 342
VNO 1234567 23:15 00:05+1 BT 348

BT 811

Order inflight meals and do onboard shopping
from your mobile device during the flight!

January 2

TLL RIX 1234567 10:40 11:30
TLL RIX 1234567 21:35 22:25

VERONA

LIS

January 2

TLL RIX 1234567 05:40 06:30
TLL RIX ------7
11:55 12:45

TFS RIX --3----

12:05 13:40

BT 676

January 2

Welcome to
airBaltic SKY service!

11:00 11:20
21:40 22:00

BT 762
BT 762

23:20 00:25+1 BT 360

BT 1676

RIX

LED RIX -2---6LED RIX ----5-7

BT 1762

RIX
RIX

BT 851

14:20 17:30

08:30 13:10
10:10 14:50

VRN -----6-

12:35 15:20

LONDON Gatwick

STR RIX --3---7

06:20 13:00

TKU --3---7

05:15 10:00

LONDON Gatwick

09:00 11:05
16:20 18:25
19:55 22:00

--3----

BT 347
BT 349

Flight No

ARN RIX 12-4-6ARN RIX ------7
ARN RIX 1-345--

-2-4-6------7

January 5

RIX

------7

January 2

BT 772

VNO 1234567 08:00 08:50
08:15 09:05
VNO ------7

Flight No

19:20 22:25

TENERIFE Sur Reina Sofia

BT 341 RIX
BT 1341 RIX

BT 291

SZG RIX -----6-

TELAVIV Ben Gurion / Till January 8

12:50 17:00

VIENNA

BT 271
BT 273

BT 362
BT 1362

RIX

-2--5--

January 2

-2---6-

VILNIUS

GOT RIX --3---7

KITTILA

KYIV Boryspil

BT 402
BT 406

BT 288

BT 359

BT 443
BT 445

23:10 04:35+1 BT 725

VERONA

HELSINKI

KITTILA

BT 381

19:20 22:25

FRA RIX 12345-- 09:55 13:05
FRA RIX 12345-7 19:15 22:25

HAMBURG

HELSINKI

BT 301
BT 307
BT 325

DUS RIX ----5-7

GOTHENBURG Landvetter

HAMBURG

BT 251

BT 244
BT 246
GENEVA

GOTHENBURG Landvetter

BT 121

BT 234

----5-7

TURKU Finavia

FRANKFURT

RIX
RIX

BT 262

23:25 00:35+1 BT 358

TRONDHEIM

BT 183

BT 102
BT 110
BT 110

1234567 18:15 19:05
BT 312
1234567 23:15 00:05+1 BT 318

TELAVIV Ben Gurion / Till January 8

RIX
RIX

BT 662

BT 282

TBILISI

BT 1791

DUBLIN

Arrival

TAMPERE

BT 1791
BT 791
BT 661

January 2

TENERIFE Sur Reina Sofia
January 5

Departure

TALLINN

TAMPERE

08:45 11:10
12:40 14:05

Days

ST-PETERSBURG

TALLINN

BT 357

To

STUTTGART

ST-PETERSBURG

BT 442
BT 444

From

STOCKHOLM Arlanda

12:20 13:40

CPH RIX 12-4-6CPH RIX ------7

DUBLIN

17:20 18:35

--3---7

BT 132
BT 1132

January 4

-----6-

STR

BT 261

Flight No

SALZBURG

STUTTGART

07:35 08:05
10:30 12:00

DUBAI

Departure Arrival

08:05 08:20
15:25 15:40
19:00 19:15

CPH 12-4-6CPH ------7

DUBAI

Days

ARN 12-4-6ARN ------7
ARN 1-345--

RIX
RIX

January 2

Flights to RIGA
To

STOCKHOLM Arlanda

BT 131
BT 1131

January 2

From

BT 966

CDG VNO -2-4-6-

17:40 21:20

TALLINN

VNO TLL

1234567 19:45 20:55

BT 906

TLL VNO 1234567 19:45 20:55

* Subject to COVID19 restrictions and government approval.

The given information is subject to amendments and cancellations taken unilaterally by airBaltic.

Flights from RIGA

FRESHLY MADE BEFORE YOUR FLIGHT

MEALS

&

PLATES

•

SANDWICHES

•

SNACKS

&

SWEETS

•

DRINKS

Choose our bestseller
Meal Deals!
Potato pancakes and wine
Kartupeļu pankūkas ar vīnu

Piquant soup with chicken and croissant
Pikantā zupa ar vistu un kruasānu

€14

€9
SAVE €1

SAVE €1

Page 89

Carlsberg

Pilsner
33 cl, 5%

Gaišais ALUS
Светлое ПИВО

€5

+

+

Red or white
wine

Poke with fresh vegetables, smoked salmon and juice
Pokijs ar svaigiem dārzeņiem, kūpinātu lasi un sulu

Croissant

Sweet and Sour Chicken or Chicken Tikka Masala and wine
Vista ar rīsiem vai Vista Tikka Masala mērcē ar vīnu

€10
SAVE €1

€14
SAVE €1

Tikka masala
Or

+

+

Any juice

Freshly brewed coffee and blueberry muffin
Svaigi pagatavota kafija ar melleņu kēksu

Tea and Twix ‘Xtra chocolate bar
Tēja ar šokolādes batoniņu

+
ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION HAS ADVERSE EFFECTS. IT IS PROHIBITED
TO SELL, PURCHASE OR GIVE ALCOHOL TO UNDERAGE PERSONS.

Red or white
wine

€5

€6

SAVE €0.50

SAVE €0.50

Twix ‘Xtra
chocolate
bar

Ask the cabin crew about the ingredients of a given product or what allergens it contains.
Jautājiet stjuartiem par produktu sastāvu un tajos esošajiem alergēniem.
Спрашивайте бортпроводников о составе продуктов и о том, какие аллергены они содержат.

+

Blueberry
muffin

Baltic Outlook
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Meals &
Sandwiches
1
Kruasāns ar cūkgaļas šķiņķi,
sieru un marinētiem gurķiem
Круассан с ветчиной, сыром и
маринованными огурцами
2
f

ch

e

1 €5

Pokijs ar svaigiem dārzeņiem,
kūpinātu lasi un sojas mērci
Поке со свежими овощами,
копчёным лососем и соевым соусом

our
av it

o ic e

5 €8

Croissant with ham, cheese
and pickled cucumbers

3

Chicken
Tikka Masala
with yellow rice

2 €8
se

3 €7

d
rve h

ot

Poke with fresh vegetables,
smoked salmon and soy sauce

4

6 €5

Freshly made chicken
and cheese panini*

Kartupeļu pankūkas ar kūpinātu lasi
un krējumu*
Картофельные блинчики с
копчёным лососем и сметаной*

Piquant soup
with chicken, noodles
and vegetables*

5
Vista Tikka Masala mērcē ar
dzeltenajiem rīsiem
Курица в соусе Тикка Масала с
желтым рисом

f

our
av it

ch

e

4 €8

Svaigi pagatavota vistas
un siera karstmaize*
Свежеприготовленный панини
с курицей и сыром

6

o ic e

Pikantā zupa ar vistu, nūdelēm
un dārzeņiem*
Пикантный суп с курицей,
лапшой и овощами*

Potato pancakes with
smoked salmon
and sour cream*

7
Vista ar dārzeņiem saldskābā
mērcē ar rīsiem
Курица с овощами
в кисло-сладком соусе с рисом

*Fresh Meals available on flights over 1 h 30 min.
*Svaigās maltītes ir pieejamas lidojumos,
kas ir ilgāki par 1 h 30 min.
*Свежеприготовленная еда доступна
на полетах свыше 1 ч 30 мин.

7 €8
Sweet & Sour chicken
with rice and vegetables

Poke Meal Deal

+
Any juice
82
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Pancake Meal Deal

€10
SAVE €1

+
Red or white
wine

Soup Meal Deal

€14
SAVE €1

+

Croissant

SAVE €1

Or

+

Red or
white
wine

Jautājiet stjuartiem par produktu sastāvu un
tajos esošajiem alergēniem.
Спрашивайте бортпроводников о составе
продуктов и о том, какие аллергены они
содержат.

Chicken Meal Deal

€9

Ask the cabin crew about the ingredients of
a given product or what allergens it contains.

€14
SAVE €1

Shop for food, drinks
and souvenirs
during the flight
on your phone
Baltic Outlook
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Salty Snacks &
Tapas
1
Zaļās olīvas
Зелёные оливки
2
Cigārdesiņas ar Parmas sieru
Колбаски с сыром пармезан

1 €250

vegan

3
vegan

Kartupeļu čipsi – oriģinālie vai
ar krējuma un sīpolu garšu
Картофельные чипсы –
оригинальные или со вкусом
сметаны и лука

Primo Gusto green
pitted Italian olives,
30 g

4
Tapas: olīvas, maizes standziņas,
siers, šķiņķis un Fuet desiņas
Тапас: оливки, хлебные палочки,
сыр, ветчина и колбаски фуэт мини

3 €250
Pringles Original or
Sour Cream & Onion
potato chips, 40 g

2 €3
Noo Parmesan Snack
cigar sausages

Ask the cabin crew about the ingredients of
a given product or what allergens it contains.
Jautājiet stjuartiem par produktu sastāvu un
tajos esošajiem alergēniem.
Спрашивайте бортпроводников о составе
продуктов и о том, какие аллергены они
содержат.

f

ch

e

4 €7

our
av it

oic e

Tapas: olives, breadsticks,
cheese, ham and mini Fuet
sausages

Snack Meal Deal

Tapas Meal Deal

+

FRESHLY MADE BEFORE YOUR FLIGHT

84
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Tuborg
lager beer

€9
SAVE €0.50

+

Red or white
wine

€13
SAVE €1

Baltic Outlook
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Sweet Snacks &
Hot Drinks
1
Melleņu kēkss
Черничный кекс
2
Svaigi pagatavota kafija
Свежесваренный кофе

2 €350
Freshly brewed
coffee

3
Upeņu cepumi
Печенье из чёрной смородины

4 €250
Twix ‘Xtra
chocolate bar

1

4
Šokolādes batoniņš
Шоколадный батончик
5

€3

Tēja – melnā / zaļā / piparmētru
Чай – чёрный / зеленый / мятный

Blueberry muffin

6
Šķīstošā kafija
Растворимый кофе

5

€3

Basilur tea –
black / green / mint

3

€350

vegan

The Beginnings
black currant cookies,

Ask the cabin crew about the ingredients of
a given product or what allergens it contains.

80 g

Jautājiet stjuartiem par produktu sastāvu un
tajos esošajiem alergēniem.
Спрашивайте бортпроводников о составе продуктов и о том, какие аллергены они содержат.

6

€3

Instant coffee

Hot Drink Deal

+

Or

86
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Riga Black
Balsam
Original or
Black Currant

Freshly Brewed Coffee Meal Deal

€7
SAVE FROM €2

+

Blueberry
muffin

Tea Meal
or Kenco
Dealcoffee Sweet Deal

€6
SAVE €0.50

++

Twix ‘Xtra
chocolate bar

€5
€550
SAVE €0.50

Shop for food, drinks
and souvenirs
during the flight
on your phone
Baltic Outlook
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1

7

€4

8 €7

D’Éolie Baronne
Sauvignon
white wine

Lyre’s Amalfi Spritz award-winning
alcohol-free version of the iconic
sparkling sunshine cocktail

18.7 cl, 12%, France

25 cl

D’Éolie Baronne
Cabernet Sauvignon
red wine

Drinks

6 €6

5

Bottega Gold
Prosecco Brut
20 cl, 11% , Italy

Bottega Rose
Gold Brut

20 cl, 11.5% , Italy

1
Slavenā saulpilnā dzirkstošā kokteiļa
bezalkoholiskais izpildījums
Безалкогольная версия
легендарного игристого солнечного
коктейля

18.7 cl, 12.5%, France

2
Gāzēti dzērieni
Газированныe напитки

2

€3

3
Dabīgais minerālūdens ar zemu
mineralizācijas pakāpi.
Negāzēts vai gāzēts.
Натуральная минеральная вода
с низкой степенью минерализации.
Без газа или с газом.

Coca-Cola,
Coca-Cola Zero
or Schweppes
33 cl

4

3

Sula – ābolu / apelsīnu / tomātu
Сок – яблочный / апельсиновый /
томатный

€250

BalticWater lightly
mineralised
natural mineral water

5
Dzirkstošais vīns, Itālija
Игристое вино, Италия

10 €7

33 cl, still or sparkling

Tuborg Lager beer

6

50 cl, 4.6%, Denmark

4

Rozā dzirkstošais vīns, Itālija
Розовое игристое вино, Италия

€3

Cido apple, orange
or tomato juice

9

30 cl

€5

7
Baltvīns, Francija
Белое вино, Франция

Carlsberg Pilsner
33 cl, 5%, Denmark

8
Sarkanvīns, Francija
Красное вино, Франция
9
Gaišais alus, Dānija
Светлое пиво, Дания
10
Gaišais alus, Dānija
Светлое пиво, Дания

11 €6
Guinness Draught Stout
44 cl, 4.2%, Ireland

Poke Meal Deal

+

Any
juice

88
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Snack Meal Deal

€10
SAVE €1

+

Tuborg
lager beer

11
Tumšais alus, Īrija
Тёмное пиво, Ирландия

Snack Meal Deal

€9
€0.50
SAVE€0.50
SAVE

+

Tuborg
lager beer

€9
SAVE €1

Baltic Outlook
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NEW

1 €6

2 €6

Jack Daniels
whiskey

Stolichnaya®
Premium vodka

5 cl, 40%

5 cl, 40%

Viskijs
Виски

Degvīns
Водка

Drinks
3 €7
Rémy Martin VSOP
cognac
5 cl, 40%
Konjaks
Коньяк

6 €6

ade in
m

La

Bombay Sapphire
dry gin

t via

4

5 €6

5 cl, 40%
Džins
Джин

Riga Black Balsam
4 cl, 45%

7 €6

ade in
m

Es

Crafter's London
dry gin

Rīgas Melnais Balzams
Рижский Чёрный Бальзам

4 cl, 43%
Džins
Джин

Riga Black Balsam
Currant
4 cl, 30%

Rīgas Melnais Balzams upeņu
Рижский Чёрный Бальзам
смородиновый

9 €850
Stolichnaya®
Premium vodka
+ Cido apple,
orange or
tomato juice

8 €850
Bombay Sapphire
or Crafter’s London
dry gin
+ Schweppes

Page 88

Lyre’s

10 €850

Amalfi Spritz
25 cl

€4

Jack Daniels
whiskey

Gāzēts dzēriens
Газированный напиток

Scan the QR code to get
more info on the absky.net

+ Coca Cola or
Coca Cola Zero

Cocktail Deal

+

or

+

or

+

€850
SAVE €0.50

Baltic Outlook
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t o ni a

Hot Drink Deal

Riga Black Balsam

Original or Black Currant
€7
+ Tea or freshly
SAVE FROM €2
brewed coffee
+ Tēja vai svaigi pagatavota kafija
+ Чай или свежесваренный кофе

UP TO

68%
OFF

Price Breaker

Price Breaker

OUR LOWEST

PRICES
UP TO

68%
OFF

FRAGRANCE

SUPER

DEALS

CALVIN KLEIN
Sheer Beauty EDT for her, 50 ml

€1990

City Price €62
SAVE 68%

DAVIDOFF
The Game
EDT for him, 100 ml

€2990

City Price €72
SAVE 58%

HUGO BOSS
Ma Vie L’Eau EDT for her, 50 ml

€2990

LACOSTE
Essential EDT for him, 75 ml

€2990

City Price €61
SAVE 51%

NEW

ON BOARD

MOSCHINO
Cheap & Chic, So Real EDT for her, 50 ml

€1990

94
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City Price €73.80
SAVE 59%

City Price €59.50
SAVE 67%

Baltic Outlook
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WATCHES

•

JEWELLERY

•

FRAGRANCES

•

BEAUTY

AVIATOR
Gents Smart Watch

•

ACCESSORIES

•

SELF-CARE

TRAVEL
RETAIL
EXCLUSIVE

Mixing modern technology with classic styling. The watch has a 3-hand analogue movement and rotating
world-time bezel. The technology allows the watch to communicate with your smartphone and via the in
dial LED screen. Heart rate monitor, Incoming Call Alert, Caller ID, Missed Calls, SMS, Email, Social Media,
Calendar Events, Pedometer, Calorie Counter, Sleep Monitor, 5 ATM. Android and iOS Compatible.
Modernās tehnoloģijas apvienojumā ar klasisko stilu. Šim analogajam pulkstenim ir trīs rādītāji un
rotējošs ietvars ar laika joslām. Pulkstenis spēj savienoties ar jūsu viedtālruni, ar LED ekrāna palīdzību.
Sirds ritma monitors, ienākošo zvanu brīdinājums, zvanītāja ID, neatbildētie zvani, SMS, e-pasts, sociālie
mediji, kalendārs, pedometrs, kaloriju skaitītājs, miega monitors, 5 ATM. Savietojams ar Android un iOS.
Современная технология и классический дизайн. Аналоговый механизм с тремя стрелками
и вращающийся безель для индикации мирового времени. Технология позволяет часам
связываться с вашим смартфоном через встроенный светодиодный экран. Пульсометр,
оповещение о входящем вызове, идентификатор вызывающего абонента, пропущенные
вызовы, SMS, электронная почта, социальные медиа, события календаря, шагомер, счетчик
калорий, монитор сна, 5 ATM. Совместимость с Android и iOS.

Embrace
your dreams

€219

DIAL SIZE

FEATURES

CASE MATERIAL

WATER RESISTANCE

MOVEMENT

STRAP MATERIAL

STRAP LENGTH

46 MM

SMARTWATCH

STAINLESS STEEL

5 ATM

QUARTZ

LEATHER

22.5 CM

AVIATOR
Chronograph Gents Watch

TRAVEL
RETAIL
EXCLUSIVE

Dual Timer with stainless steel case and leather strap. Stop function, indicates date and 24h, 2nd time zone.
Blue dial with red details, mineral glass.
Divi taimeri, nerūsējoša tērauda korpuss un ādas siksniņa. Stop funkcija, rāda datumu un 24 stundas, divas
laika joslas. Zila ciparnīca ar sarkaniem akcentiem, minerālstikls.
Часы-хронограф Dual Timer с корпусом из нержавеющей стали и кожаным ремешком. Функция стопсекунды, даты и 24-часовой указатель времени, индикатор второй часовой зоны. Синий циферблат с
красными деталями, минеральное стекло.

€139

Fr

ee

ed

AVIATOR
Ladies Watch and Airplane Bracelet
ud
br
acelet incl

Whatever your next
destination in life,
the AVIATOR F-Series
Ladies watch breathes
the spirit of modern
aviation’s heroines:
Fuel your dreams and
you will go a long way.

DIAL SIZE

WATER RESISTANCE MOVEMENT STRAP MATERIAL STRAP LENGTH

CASE MATERIAL

44 MM STAINLESS STEEL

5 ATM

QUARTZ

LEATHER

22.5 CM

TRAVEL
RETAIL
EXCLUSIVE

Embrace the spirit of exploring the globe with a wristwatch to match. Its matt blue and
rose golden map puts our world right on display. Use the rotating world-time bezel to
check times simultaneously for 24 cities. With the blue genuine leather strap and the
accompanying free aviation bracelet you will get to your next destination in style.
Laikrādis īstenam pasaules apceļotājam. Uz tā matēti zilās un rozā ciparnīcas attēlota
daļa no pasaules kartes. Rotējošs ietvars ar laika joslām vienlaicīgi rāda laiku 24
pilsētās. Zila dabīgās ādas siksniņa. Komplektā iekļauta bezmaksas aviācijas aproce,
lai jūsu nākamajā galamērķī ierodaties ar stilu.
Окунитесь в дух исследования земного шара с подходящими наручными часами.
Матовая синяя и розово-золотая карта показывает наш мир прямо у вас на запястье.
Используйте вращающийся безель, чтобы узнать время одновременно в 24
городах. С синим ремешком из натуральной кожи и дополнительным аксессуаром авиационным браслетом, вы стильно доберетесь до следующего пункта назначения.

€79

DIAL SIZE

FEATURES

CASE MATERIAL

38 MM CHRONOGRAPH STAINLESS STEEL

Shop for food, drinks and
souvenirs during the flight
on your phone

WATER RESISTANCE MOVEMENT

3 ATM

QUARTZ

STRAP MATERIAL

STRAP LENGTH

GENUINE LEATHER

20.5 CM
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THE ESENTIALS
OF SMARTWATCH

CHANGING COLOR DISCS

12:00

15:40

20:00

RAINBOW
Colors of Happiness
Unisex Watch

TRAVEL
RETAIL
EXCLUSIVE

€149
98

/ airBaltic.com

Designed in Germany, Japanese movement. Rainbow e-motion of Colors – the innovative
transformation of time into an interaction of colors and shapes. Transparent discs continuously
create new color segments which precisely show the time. Adds color to your life.
Inovatīvs dizains no Vācijas, unisekss. Japāņu kvarca mehānisms. Varavīksnes krāsu e-mocijas
atjautīgi pārvērš laiku krāsu un formu saspēlē. Caurspīdīgie diski nepārtraukti veido jaunus krāsu
segmentus, kas rāda precīzu laiku. Krāsainai ikdienai.
Немецкий инновационный дизайн и японский механизм. Часы Rainbow и их радужные
эмоции красок – это новаторский способ представить поток времени в виде взаимодействия
цвета и формы. Прозрачные диски непрерывно создают новые удивительные цветовые
сегменты, указывающие точное время. Добавьте цвета в свою жизнь!
DIAL SIZE

CASE MATERIAL

WATER RESISTANCE

38 MM

STAINLESS STEEL

5 ATM

MOVEMENT

QUARTZ

STRAP MATERIAL

STRAP LENGTH

LEATHER

21.5 CM

BERGSON
Digital Smart Ladies
Watch

TRAVEL
RETAIL
EXCLUSIVE

€149

Matte white dial with black digital display and matte printed indexes. The case is finished with rhodium silver
coloured plating and a luxury semi glossy white leather strap. Functions: activity tracking (steps, distance,
calories, sleep), notifications (emails, calls, missed calls, SMS, social media), heart rate monitor, reminders.
Matēta balta ciparnīca ar melnu digitālo displeju. Korpusam ir rodija sudraba krāsas pārklājums, ļoti eleganta
balta ādas siksniņa. Funkcijas: aktivitātes izsekotājs (soļi, attālums, kalorijas, miegs), paziņojumi (e-pasti, zvani,
neatbildētie zvani, SMS, sociālie mediji), pulsometrs, atgādinājumi.
Матовый белый циферблат с черным цифровым дисплеем. Серебристый корпус с родиевым покрытием
подчёркивает элегантный, полуглянцевый кожаный ремешок белого цвета. Функции: отслеживание
активности (шаги, расстояние, калории, сон), уведомления (электронные письма, звонки, пропущенные
звонки, SMS, социальные сети), пульсометр, напоминания.
DIAL SIZE

CASE MATERIAL

WATER RESISTANCE

37 MM

STAINLESS STEEL

5 ATM

MOVEMENT

STRAP MATERIAL

STRAP LENGTH

QUARTZ

LEATHER

23.5 CM
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NEW

ON BOARD

Like a piece of lace that smoothly wraps around the finger, this ring in rhodium
plating, highlighted by tiny sparkling transparent cubic zirconia, is a masterpiece
and a must-have. Free from nickel, lead and cadmium.
Šis izsmalcinātais gredzens ar rodija pārklājumu, kas izrotāts ar dzidriem, dzirkstošiem
kubiskā cirkonija kristāliem, maigi pieguļ pirkstam, it kā tas būtu darināts no
mežģīnēm. Nesatur niķeli, svinu un kadmiju. Regulējamais izmērs no 16. Līdz 19.
Подобно кружеву, мягко обвивающему палец, это кольцо с родиевым
покрытием, подчеркнутое крошечными сверкающими фианитами, является
произведением искусства и незаменимым аксессуаром. Не содержит никель,
свинец и кадмий. Регулируемый размер от 16 до 19.

€35
CHOCOMOON
Tenderness Ladies Watch

City Price €43
SAVE 19%

ZAZA&LILI
3 Bracelet Set

CHOCOMOON
Geometric Ladies Watch

€49
100

/ airBaltic.com

CASE MATERIAL

WATER RESISTANCE

MOVEMENT

STRAP MATERIAL

STRAP LENGTH

36 MM

METAL

3 ATM

QUARTZ

METAL

FLEXIBLE

TRAVEL
RETAIL
EXCLUSIVE

€49

BEST
SELLER

BEST
SELLER

Three minimalistic bracelets in rhodium, gold and rose gold plating,
decorated with sparkling crystals—to be worn together or separately.
Trīs minimālisma stilā ieturētas aproces ar rodija, zelta un rozā zelta
pārklājumu, rotātas ar mirdzošiem kristāliem. Aproces var valkāt kopā
vai pa vienai. Garums: 17.5 cm.
Набор из трех минималистических браслетов с покрытием из
родия, золота и розового золота, которые можно носить вместе или
по отдельности. Браслеты украшены искрящимися кристаллами.
Длина: 17.5 см.

Stylish ladies watch with flexible strap – fits to almost every wrist. Get your new collection!
Stilīgs sieviešu pulkstenis ar elastīgu siksniņu, kuru var pielāgot gandrīz jebkurai plaukstas locītavai. Iegūstiet savu jauno kolekciju!
Стильные женские часы с универсальным ремешком, который подходит практически на любое запястье. Пополни свою коллекцию!
DIAL SIZE

RING SIZE

ADJUSTABLE SIZE FROM 16 TO 19

TRAVEL
RETAIL
EXCLUSIVE

Retail Value €81
SAVE 52%

Shop for food, drinks and
souvenirs during the flight
on your phone

€39

BRACELET LENTGH

17.5 CM
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SOIRÉE MONTRÉAL
Crystal Charme Necklace

TRAVEL
RETAIL
EXCLUSIVE

Beautiful Sterling Silver earrings with Zirconium and 3
pairs of exchangeable 8 and 9 mm first quality organic
Majorcan Pearls in different colours, making it an “8 in 1”!
Stilīgi sudraba auskari ar cirkoniju un 3 maināmiem 8 un 9
mm augstākās kvalitātes Maljorkas pērļu pāriem dažādās
krāsās. Astoņi vienā!
Красивые серебряные серьги с цирконием и 3 парами
разноцветных сменных подвесок из первоклассного
органического жемчуга размером 8 и 9 мм, выращенного
на Майорке. 8 разных вариантов!

€76

Bracelet in 6 mm White and 12 mm Black, first quality organic Majorcan Pearls and
Sterling Silver elements. Handcrafted from traditional pearl factory on the island of
Majorca. Can complement both—a formal and a casual look. One size fits all.
Rokassprādze, ko rotā augstākās kvalitātes organiskas Maljorkas pērles baltā (6 mm) un
melnā (12 mm) krāsā, kā arī sudraba elementi. Roku darbs no tradicionālas Maljorkas
pērļu fabrikas. Piestāv gan formālam, gan ikdienas stilam. Der visiem izmēriem.

•

BEAUTY

•

ACCESSORIES

•

SELF-CARE

Браслет из высококачественного органического жемчуга белого (6 мм) и черного
(12 мм) цвета, выращенного на Майорке, и серебряных элементов. Ручная работа,
изготовлен на традиционной жемчужной фабрике на острове Майорка. Дополнит
как официальный, так и повседневный образ. Универсальный размер.

NEW

ON BOARD

€39

Charming! Delicately crafted necklace by Soirée Montreal. Five glittering cubic zirconia crystals
combined with fine fashionable graphic shapes on a gold-plated chain. Your perfect accessory to
complement your style—whether your business outfit during the day or your elegant evening dress.
Apburoša un smalka Soirée Montreal kaklarota. Pieci mirdzoši kubiskā cirkonija kristāli uz apzeltītas ķēdītes,
kurus vienu no otra atdala četri grafiski simboli. Ideāls aksesuārs, lai papildinātu jūsu stilu — neatkarīgi no tā,
vai tas ir lietišķs apģērbs dienas laikā vai eleganta vakarkleita. Ķēdītes garums 39 cm + 7 cm.
Само очарование! Изысканное колье от Soirée Montreal. Пять сверкающих кристаллов фианита в
сочетании с изящными модными графическими формами на позолоченной цепочке. Идеальное
украшение, которое дополнит ваш стиль — будь то деловой наряд днем или элегантное платье
вечером. Длина цепочки 39 см + 7 см.

TRAVEL
RETAIL
EXCLUSIVE

NECKLACE LENGTH

39 CM + 7 CM EXTENDER

€49

BELLE & BEAU
Over The Rainbow Set

TRAVEL
RETAIL
EXCLUSIVE

€69
/ airBaltic.com

FRAGRANCES

ORQUIDEA
Majorca Duo Bracelet

TRAVEL
RETAIL
EXCLUSIVE

102

•

Taking inspiration from the Rainbow, surround yourself with colour! A unique and stunning design
that incorporates striking coloured stones and glistening emerald cut clear crystals—the pendant,
earrings and adjustable bracelet, finished in delicate rose gold plating, is a must-have. This set is an
everyday luxury that is both elegant and eye catching.
Iedvesmojieties no varavīksnes un padariet savu dzīvi krāsainu! Unikāls un satriecošs dizains, kas
iekļauj pārsteidzošus krāsainus akmeņus un mirdzošus taisnstūra formas kristālus—kulons, auskari
un regulējama aproce ar plānu rozā zelta pārklājumu. Šis vienlaicīgi elegantais un uzmanību saistošais
komplekts ir ikdienas greznība.
Вдохновляйся радугой и окружи себя брызгами цвета! Уникальный, броский дизайн с яркими
цветными камнями и сверкающими прозрачными кристаллами изумрудной огранки — кулон,
серьги и регулируемый браслет с тонким напылением из розового золота. Этот элегантный и
привлекательный набор — повседневная роскошь и настоящий маст-хэв.
NECKLACE LENGTH

45 CM + 5 CM EXTENDER
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COMES
IN 3 SEPARATE
GIFT BOXES

GORGEOUS JEWELRY
Infinity Love
Tri-Color Set

NEW

ON BOARD

€49
104

/ airBaltic.com

TRAVEL
RETAIL
EXCLUSIVE

Classical design, soft lines and timeless tri-colour plating, surrounding high quality Swarovski crystals—
all this makes Infinity Love set from Gorgeous Jewelry a must have. The delicate set consists of a pair of
earrings, silver-plated chain and eye-catching bracelet. Special gift box, which can turn this 1 buy into 3
separate gifts, adds extra value to this elegant and feminine set.
Komplektā ietilpst klasiska dizaina auskaru pāris, apsudrabota ķēdīte un iespaidīga aproce, kurus rotā augstas
kvalitātes Swarovski kristāli. Īpaša dāvanu kārbiņa, kas var pārvērst šo pirkumu trīs atsevišķās dāvanās, piešķir
šim komplektam papildu vērtību. Ķēdītes garums: 45–50 cm, aproce: 15.5–20.5 cm.
Изящный комплект состоит из пары серег, посеребренной цепочки и эффектного браслета, украшенными
высококачественными кристаллами Swarovski. Специальная подарочная коробочка, которая может
превратить одну покупку в 3 отдельных подарка, придает дополнительную ценность этому элегантному и
женственному набору. Регулируемая длина цепочки: 45–50 см, браслет: 15.5–20.5 см.
NECKLACE LENGTH

BRACELET LENGTH

40–50 CM

15.5–20.5 CM

UKIYYO
Bracelet Tree of Life

€22
Shop for food, drinks and
souvenirs during the flight
on your phone

A rose gold plated bracelet from a brand that appreciates living in the moment. The tree of life
represents rebirth, lifelong growth and connection to family. Like branches on a tree, we all grow in
different directions, yet our roots remain as one. Adjustable bracelet length.
Aproce ar rozā zelta pārklājumu no zīmola, kas novērtē dzīvi dotajā mirklī. Dzīves koks simbolizē
atdzimšanu, izaugsmi mūža garumā un saikni ar ģimeni. Gluži kā koka zari, mēs katrs augam dažādos
virzienos, tomēr mūsu saknes paliek vienotas. Regulējams garums.
Браслет с покрытием из розового золота от бренда, который призывает полноценно проживать
каждый момент. Древо жизни олицетворяет возрождение, рост на протяжении всей жизни и
связь с семьей. Как ветви на дереве, мы все растем в разных направлениях, но от единого корня.
Универсальный размер.
Baltic Outlook
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Combine design and the virtues of natural stones with this bracelet in matt black onyx. Highlighted by a
bead in stainless steel of dark matt finish. Black Onyx is a powerful protection and strength-giving stone.
It encourages happiness and good fortune.
Melna matēta oniksa rokassprādze, kas apvieno lielisku dizainu un dabisko akmeņu īpašības. Viens no
rokassprādzes posmiem ir nerūsējoša tērauda lodīte ar tumši matētu apdari. Melnais onikss sargā tā valkātāju
un dod spēku, tas arī nes laimi un veiksmi. Rokassprādze ir elastīga, lodīšu diametrs 8 mm.
Этот браслет из матового черного оникса сочетает в себе дизайн и достоинства натуральных камней.
C бусиной из темной матовой нержавеющей стали. Черный оникс считается мощным защитным и
придающим силу камнем, приносящим счастье и удачу. Эластичный браслет, бусины 8 мм.

MÄN
Black Onyx
Bracelet

NEW

ON BOARD

€29

•

City Price €39
SAVE 26%

BRACELET LENGTH

STONE DIAMETER

FLEXIBLE

Ø 8 MM
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VERSACE
Bright Crystal EDT for her,
50 ml

€62

City Price €73.50
SAVE 16%
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Versace Bright Crystal, a precious jewel of rare beauty, characterised
by a fresh, vibrant and flowery scent.
Tualetes ūdens sievietēm. Versace Bright Crystal ir kā neparasti skaists
dārgakmens. Tam piemīt svaigs un dzirkstošs ziedu aromāts.
Туалетная вода для женщин. Versace Bright Crystal напоминает
драгоценный камень редкой красоты и отличается свежим и
ярким цветочным ароматом.

HAND GRAFTED BRACELETS – MADE FROM
THE ICONIC WATCH BANDS

BENGALESE SLUSHY BRACELET

BANDED BERLIN
Bengalese Slushy Bracelet

BALTIC CUPCAKE BRACELET

BANDED BERLIN
Baltic Cupcake Bracelet

These unisex styles will be the focal point of your outfit. Bengalese Slushy light tangerine and Baltic Cupcake turquoise/creme. Eco-consciously
handmade in Germany from stainless steel. From Berlin with Love!
Šīs unisex aproces kļūs par jūsu apģērba galveno akcentu. Siltos mandarīna toņos un tirkīza/krēmkrāsā izgatavotas no nerūsējoša tērauda. Vācu
amatnieku roku darbs. No Berlīnes ar mīlestību!
Браслеты ручной работы, изготовлены из легендарных браслетов для часов. Эти аксессуары унисекс станут центром вашего наряда!
На борту представлены 2 браслета: «Бенгальская нежность» в теплой мандариновой гамме и «Балтийский кекс» бирюзово-кремовой
расцветки. Сделаны из нержавеющей стали, вручную в экологичных условиях в Германии. Из Берлина с любовью!

€19
106

/ airBaltic.com

BRACELET LENGTH

19 CM

€19

BRACELET LENGTH

19 CM

GIORGIO ARMANI
Sì Passione EDP for her, 50 ml

€79

City Price €94.50
SAVE 16%

Sì Passione by Giorgio Armani, sensual floral juice arousing the senses. An
expression of absolute femininity.
Giorgio Armani radītais smaržūdens sievietēm — juteklisks ziedu aromāts, kas ir
absolūts sievišķības iemiesojums.
Парфюмерная вода для женщин. Sì Passione от Giorgio Armani —
сладострастный цветочный аромат, пробуждающий чувства. Олицетворение
абсолютной женственности.
Baltic Outlook
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HUGO BOSS
Boss Bottled Infinite
EDP for him, 50 ml

€63

City Price €75
SAVE 16%

PACO RABANNE
One Million EDT for him,
50 ml

€58
108

/ airBaltic.com

City Price €69.50
SAVE 17%
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The Man of Today navigates various roles in his life, whether pursuing success or seeking balance
and authenticity. BOSS BOTTLED Infinite represents the Man of Today’s aspiration to reconnect with
his inner-self. An energizing and sensual perfume that combines the freshness of citrus notes and the
intensity of aromatic, woody notes. Fresh. Intense. Masculine.
Mūsdienu vīrietis savā dzīvē pilda dažādas lomas, neatkarīgi no tā, vai viņš tiecas pēc panākumiem,
vai vēlas dzīvot līdzsvarā, iepazīt un atklāt sevi. BOSS BOTTLED Infinite iemieso mūsdienu vīrieša
centienus atjaunot saikni ar savu iekšējo es. Enerģisks un juteklisks smaržūdens, kas apvieno
citrusaugļu notis un aromātisku koksnes nošu intensitāti. Svaigs, piesātināts un vīrišķīgs aromāts.
В течение жизни современный мужчина примеряет на себя разные роли, будь то погоня
за успехом или поиск равновесия и аутентичности. BOSS BOTTLED Infinite представляет
стремление современного мужчины к восстановлению связи со своим внутренним я.
Энергичный и чувственный аромат, сочетающий в себе свежесть цитрусовых и силу душистых
древесных нот. Свежий, интенсивный, мужской.

1 Million embodies the come-back of a flamboyant and asserted masculine seduction. It is with an
undeniable dose of humour that he happily uses and abuses his charms to obtain everything he has
ever wanted. A gold ingot, ultimate object of desire, contains this original and captivating fresh spicy
leather. Type of fragrance: Fresh. Spicy. Leather.
“Viens miljons” ir kaislīga un pašpārliecināta vīrieša smaržas atgriešanās. Šis vīrietis labprāt izmanto savu
valdzinājumu, lai iegūtu visu, ko vēlas — un ar nenoliedzamu humora devu. Oriģinālais un valdzinoši
pikantais tualetes ūdens pildīts zelta lietņa formas flakonā. Aromāta veids: svaigs, pikants, āda.
1 Million знаменует возвращение уверенного мужественного обольщения. Благодаря своему
неоспоримому чувству юмора, он злоупотребляет своим обаянием, чтобы получить все, что
захочется. Это завораживающий аромат с нотами свежей пряной кожи в оригинальном флаконе,
выполненном в виде золотого слитка, непреходящего объекта вожделения. Тип аромата: свежий,
пряный, кожаный.

WATCHES

•

JEWELLERY

PACO RABANNE
Pure XS
EDP for her,
50 ml

€3990

City Price €82.50
SAVE 52%

PACO RABANNE
Pure XS EDT for him,
50 ml

NEW

•

FRAGRANCES

•

BEAUTY

•

ACCESSORIES

•

SELF-CARE

The new female fragrance from Paco Rabanne. A wild provocative floral oriental. Pure XS for her
captivates, accelerates and escalates the senses. Ylang-ylang for the raw, the untamed, the erotic. Next up,
hot vanilla and an intriguing popcorn-note burst. Excess in its purest state.
Jaunais sieviešu aromāts no Paco Rabanne. Mežonīgs, izaicinošs, ziedu, austrumniecisks. Pure XS aizrauj,
paātrina un saasina izjūtas. Ilang-ilang – spontāns, nepieradināts, erotisks. Tam seko sakvēlināta vaniļa un
intriģējoša popkorna nots. Vistīrākā pārmērība.
Pure XS For Her — новый женский аромат от Paco Rabanne. Дикий, провокационный, цветочный,
восточный. Pure XS For Her захватывает, ускоряет и возвышает чувства. Иланг-иланг —
спонтанный, неукрощенный, эротичный. Затем жаркая ваниль и взрывная, интригующая нота
попкорна. Сплошные излишества.

Pure XS. Excess in its purest state. An overflow of ginger. The temperature rises. Carnal vanilla and
myrrh release. Skin over-heating. An untamed-Oriental, on-fire and fresh, decadent and raw.
Pure XS. Vistīrākā pārmērība. Ingvera pārpilnība. Temperatūra paaugstinās, un seko vaniļas un mirres nots.
Āda uzkarst. Nepieradināts, austrumniecisks, liesmojošs, svaigs, dekadentisks un mežonīgs aromāts.
Pure XS. Сплошные излишества. Обильный поток имбиря. Атмосфера накаляется, и раскрываются
ноты сладострастной ванили и мирры. Кожа ощущает возбуждающий жар. Неукротимый,
восточный, пламенный, свежий, неприлично роскошный, первозданный аромат.

ON BOARD

€3990

City Price €68.50
SAVE 42%

Shop for food, drinks and
souvenirs during the flight
on your phone
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AWARD
WINNER

EIGHT HOUR® CREAM

PROVIDES deep moisturisation that is
clinically proven to last all day long.

All-Over Miracle Oil

1

2

ADDS SHINE TO
DRY, DULL HAIR

FEATURES Tsubaki oil and other natural
ingredients that are clinically proven to help
reinvigorate skin.

REDUCES DRY,
ROUGH SKIN

HELPS to firm and strengthen skin as it
conditions and nourishes hair.
ABSORBS quickly to leave skin
visibly radiant, hydrated and healthy in
appearance.

3

COUTICULE
SOFTENER

4
SOLID SCENT CO.
Juno Solid Perfume
for her, 8 g

NEW

ON BOARD

€29

City Price €31.95
SAVE 9%

5

Bergamot, Rose & White Musk. Mischievous. Frisky. Playful. A warm, sweet floral fragrance with top
notes of citrus. If you are a provocative, captivating woman, then Juno is definitely your "partner in
crime"! All natural base of Cocoa, Shea Butter, Sweet Almond oil and pure Beeswax, this formula ensures
a rich and lasting scent.

6

Bergamote, roze un baltais muskuss. Nerātns. Savdabīgs. Rotaļīgs. Silts, salds ziedu aromāts ar citrusaugļu
augšējām notīm. Ja esi provokatīva, valdzinoša sieviete, tad Juno noteikti ir "tava nozieguma līdzdalībnieks"!
Formula uz kakao, šī sviesta, saldo mandeļu eļļas un tīra bišu vaska dabīgas bāzes, nodrošina bagātīgu un
noturīgu smaržu.
Женский аромат Juno — бергамот, роза и белый мускус. Озорной. Игривый. Теплый сладкий цветочный
аромат с верхними нотами цитрусовых. Если вы провокационная и обаятельная женщина, то JUNO
определенно ваш «соучастник в преступлении»! Эта формула на полностью натуральной основе какао,
масла ши, масла сладкого миндаля и чистого пчелиного воска, обеспечивает насыщенный и стойкий аромат.

ELIZABETH ARDEN
8 Hour All-Over Miracle Oil, 100 ml

POST-SHAVE
MOISTURE

MASSAGE AWAY
STRESS

7

INSTANT
SHINE

8

ALL-OVER
MOISTURE

SCENT PROMOTES
A SENSE OF
WELL-BEING

Light, silky formula is infused with Tsubaki Oil: the head-to-toe
oil leaves your face and body soft to the touch and gives hair a
beautiful shine. Your solution for deep moisturisation, clinically
proven to last for 8–12 hours. (Based on a US clinical study of 30
women aged 24-65).
Brīnumlīdzeklis visam ķermenim. Eļļas vieglā un zīdainā tekstūra satur
Japānas kamēlijas eļļu. Tā mīkstina sejas un ķermeņa ādu un piešķir
matiem skaistu mirdzumu. Labākais risinājums dziļai mitrināšanai,
klīniski pierādīts, ka eļļas iedarbība ilgst 8 — 12 stundas. (Saskaņā ar
ASV veiktu klīnisku pētījumu, kurā piedalījās 30 sievietes vecumā no
24 līdz 65 gadiem).
Волшебное средство для всего тела. Его легкий шелковистый
состав содержит масло камелии японской, которое делает кожу
лица и тела нежной и мягкой, а волосам придает здоровое сияние.
Лучшее решение для глубокого увлажнения на 8–12 часов.
(Согласно проведенному в США клиническому исследованию, в
котором приняли участие 30 женщин в возрасте 24–65 лет).

€25

City Price €29
SAVE 14%

ELIZABETH ARDEN
Visible Difference, Refining
Moisture Cream Complex, 100 ml
SOLID SCENT CO.
Hudson Solid Cologne
for him, 8 g

NEW

ON BOARD

€29
110

/ airBaltic.com

City Price €31.95
SAVE 9%

Hudson - Mandarin, Rosewood & Juniper. Joyful. Seductive. Captivating. Capturing the energy from the
beautiful and sunny Mediterranean, this scent opens with sun-drenched mandarin and aromatic Juniper
with a heart of Sichuan pepper and sensual rosewood with a base of incense and Oak Moss that gives
this a strong masculinity feel. If you are a modern, edgy man… then this is for you. All natural base of
Cocoa, Shea Butter, Sweet Almond oil and pure Beeswax, this formula ensures a rich and lasting scent.
Hudson - mandarīns, palisandrs un kadiķis. Dzīvespriecīgs. Vilinošs. Valdzinošs. Enerģija no skaistās un saulainās
Vidusjūras, ko atklāj saulpilnais mandarīns un aromātiskais kadiķis ar Sičuaņas piparu, jutekliskā palisandra,
vīraka un ozola sūnu notīm, kas piešķir odekolonam spēku un vīrišķību. Ja esat mūsdienīgs, enerģisks vīrietis,
šis odekolons ir domāts jums. Formula uz kakao, šī sviesta, saldo mandeļu eļļas un tīra bišu vaska dabīgas bāzes
nodrošina bagātīgu un noturīgu smaržu.
Мужской аромат Hudson Solid Cologne — мандарин, палисандр и можжевельник. Радостный.
Соблазнительный. Увлекательный. Это аромат, улавливающий энергию прекрасного и солнечного
Средиземноморья, открывается нотами залитого солнцем мандарина и ароматного можжевельника
с сердцем из сычуаньского перца и чувственного палисандра с базой из ладана и дубового мха,
которые придают ему силу и мужественность. Если вы современный энергичный мужчина… то этот
аромат для вас. Эта формула на полностью натуральной основе какао, масла ши, масла сладкого
миндаля и чистого пчелиного воска, обеспечивает насыщенный и стойкий аромат.

Elizabeth Arden No.1 best-selling moisturiser. Rich emollient
and protective, it cushions the skin with moisture. 94% of women saw
a dramatic improvement in the skin’s hydration in as little as 2 weeks.
(Improvement in the appearance of skin as reported in consumer tests
conducted over 14–21 days).
Visvairāk pārdotais Elizabeth Arden mitrinātājs. Maigais aizsargājošais
krēms mīkstina un mitrina ādu. 94% sieviešu novēroja ievērojamus ādas
stāvokļa uzlabojumus tikai 2 nedēļu laikā. (Ādas kvalitātes uzlabojumi
novēroti lietotāju apsekojumu laikā 14 — 21 dienu periodā).
Самый продаваемый увлажняющий крем Elizabeth Arden богат
смягчающими и защитными веществами и успокаивает кожу, увлажняя
ее. 94 % женщин заметили значительные улучшения состояния кожи
всего через 2 недели. (Улучшение внешнего вида кожи согласно
потребительским тестам, проведенным в течение 14–21 дней).

€20

BEST
SELLER

TRAVEL
RETAIL
EXCLUSIVE

ELIZABETH ARDEN
Good Night’s Sleep
Restoring Cream, 50 ml
Intensely moisturising treatment with calming botanicals works while
you sleep to repair, restore and strengthen the look of the skin.
Mitrinošs un nomierinošs krēms iedarbojas nakts laikā, atjaunojot un
stiprinot ādu, padarot to tvirtāku.
Этот увлажняющий, успокаивающий крем работает ночью,
чтобы помочь восстановить и улучшить внешний вид кожи.

€20

TRAVEL
RETAIL
EXCLUSIVE
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100%
VOLUME*

100%

LENGTH*

90%

DEFINITION*
LASTS
HOURS

EGYPTIAN MAGIC
Allround-Cream,
75 ml

BEST
SELLER

TRAVEL
RETAIL
EXCLUSIVE

€30

This all-purpose, all-natural balm is made from six of nature’s most powerful moisturising and
healing ingredients. Use as a facial moisturiser and eye cream, hair conditioner, lip balm, nail
and cuticle conditioner, and to treat conditions like eczema, psoriasis and atopic dermatitis. Its
formula also makes it perfect for helping to fade scars, heal blemishes and prevent stretch marks.
Šis universālais un absolūti dabīgais balzams ir izgatavots no sešiem visiedarbīgākajiem
mitrinošajiem un dziedinošajiem līdzekļiem, kas sastopami dabā. Lietojiet to kā sejas ādas
mitrinātāju un acu krēmu, matu kondicionieri, lūpu balzamu, nagu un kutikulu kondicionieri, kā arī,
lai uzveiktu ekzēmu, psoriāzi un atopisko dermatītu. Pateicoties unikālajam sastāvam, balzamu arī
var izmantot rētu apstrādei, pigmenta plankumu un striju likvidēšanai.
Этот универсальный, полностью натуральный бальзам изготовлен из шести самых
действенных увлажняющих и целебных природных ингредиентов. Используйте в качестве
увлажняющего крема для лица и век, кондиционера для волос, бальзама для губ,
кондиционера для ногтей и кутикулы, а также для лечения таких заболеваний, как экзема,
псориаз и атопический дерматит. Формула бальзама также делает его идеальным средством
для устранения шрамов, пигментных пятен и предотвращения растяжек.

DIEGO DALLA PALMA
MyToyBoy Mascara, 13 ml

NEW

ON BOARD

€23

City Price €26.90
SAVE 15%

An iconic and irresistible product. Innovative and vegan formula in a 4D action mascara: extra
volume, lengthening, maximum definition, lasting 24 h. It boosts the natural growth of the lashes
in only 30 days.
Ikoniska un neatvairāma 4D darbības skropstu tuša ar inovatīvu un vegānisku formulu: lielāks apjoms,
pagarināšana, maksimāla precizitāte, noturība 24 stundas. Tā paātrina skropstu dabisko augšanu tikai
30 dienu laikā.
Культовый и незаменимый продукт. Инновационная веганская формула туши 4D action:
дополнительный объем, удлинение, максимальная четкость, стойкость 24 часа. Ускоряет
естественный рост ресниц всего за 30 дней.

Precious anti-aging treatment based on exquisite
Polynesian flower oil with pure gold leaves
for regenerated, revitalized and radiant skin.
VISIBLE AND PROVEN
RESULTS IN ONLY 28 DAYS
Reducing the depth of wrinkles
Greater resilience

(Collagen and Elastin)

Greater deep hydration
Greater elasticity

ALPHA H
Liquid Gold, Facial
Treatment,
50 ml

TRAVEL
RETAIL
EXCLUSIVE

€27
112

/ airBaltic.com

The multi-award winning ‘overnight facial’ from Alpha H transforms the skin after just one use.
This leave-on liquid peel contains naturally derived fruit acids to help revitalise tired, ageing skin,
and lessen the appearance of fine lines, enlarged pores, blemishes, sun damaged, pigmentation and
scarring. Use every other night. Always use a daily moisturiser with an SPF of at least 15 when using a
glycolic acid.
Vairākkārt godalgotā nakts maska Alpha H redzami iedarbojas uz ādu jau no pirmās lietošanas reizes.
Šis līdzeklis satur dabīgi iegūtas augļskābes, kas palīdz atjaunot nogurušu, novecojošu ādu un mazina
krunciņas, palielinātas poras, plankumus, saules ietekmē radušos ādas bojājumus, pigmentāciju un
rētas. Lietojiet katru otro vakaru. Lietojiet glikolskābi, vienmēr izmantojiet ikdienas mitrinātāju, kura SPF
ir ne mazāks par 15.
Популярное ночное средство для ухода за кожей лица от Alpha H преображает кожу всего за
одно использование. Несмываемый жидкий пилинг содержит натуральные фруктовые кислоты,
которые помогают оживить уставшую, стареющую кожу и визуально уменьшают мелкие линии
и морщинки, расширенные поры, несовершенства, следы негативного воздействия солнечных
лучей, пигментацию и рубцы. Наносите каждую вторую ночь. При использовании гликолевой
кислоты всегда наносите дневной увлажняющий крем с SPF не менее 15.

DIEGO DALLA PALMA
Gold Infusion - Youth Potion,
50 ml

NEW

ON BOARD

€69

TRAVEL
RETAIL
EXCLUSIVE

Shop for food, drinks and
souvenirs during the flight
on your phone

A blend of 30 natural oils and pure gold leaf, which promotes skin regeneration and gives a more
even, fresh and radiant appearance. A concentrated essence rebuilding the architecture of the
skin in depth, restoring strength, stimulating the production of collagen and elastin. Does not
contain paraffin, mineral oil and silicones.
30 dabīgu eļļu un vizuļzelta maisījums, kas veicina ādas atjaunošanos un piešķir tai vienmērīgu, svaigu
un mirdzošu izskatu. Koncentrēta esence, kas atjauno ādas arhitektūru, stiprina to, stimulē kolagēna un
elastīna veidošanos. Nesatur parafīnu, minerāleļļu un silikonus.
Смесь 30 натуральных масел и чистого сусального золота способствует регенерации кожи и
придает ей более ровный, свежий и сияющий вид. Концентрированная эссенция, глубоко
восстанавливающая структуру кожи, придает силу, стимулируя выработку коллагена и
эластина. Не содержит парафин, минеральное масло и силикон.
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CLINIQUE
Moisture Surge All About Set
TM

Travel Exclusive: Air travel depletes skin of moisture – here’s everything you need
to arrive hydrated and refreshed. Moisture Surge™ 100‐Hour Auto Replenishing
Hydrator instantly, continuously replenishes thirsty skin, works non-stop to keep
it hydrated for 100 hours – even after washing your face. To refresh skin on
the go, there’s Moisture Surge™ Face Spray Thirsty Skin Relief. All About Eyes
Serum De-Puffing Eye Massage helps massage away under eye bags, brightens
and refreshes skin. Allergy Tested. 100% Fragrance Free. Set cont.: All About
Eyes Serum 15 ml + Cream 100H Auto-Rpl Hydrator 75 ml + Moisture Surge
Face Spray 30 ml.
Tikai lidmašīnu pasažieriem: lidojumu laikā āda atūdeņojas – mēs piedāvājam visu,
kas nepieciešams, lai jūsu āda būtu izskatīga un atsvaidzināta. Moisture Surge™ 100
stundu mitrinātājs nepārtraukti mitrina ādu, tas darbojas visu laiku, pat pēc sejas
nomazgāšanas. Lai ātri atsvaidzinātu ādu ceļojuma laikā, piedāvājam Moisture Surge™
Face Spray Thirsty Skin Relief. Serums All About Eyes Serum DePuffing Eye Massage
izgludina maisiņus zem acīm, atsvaidzina ādu. Pārbaudīts pret alerģijām. Bez aromāta.
Komplektā ietilpst: acu serums All About Eyes Serum 15 ml + krēms 100H Auto-Rpl
Hydrator 75 ml + aerosols sejas ādai Moisture Surge 30 ml.
Набор для путешествий: полеты обезвоживают кожу — мы предлагаем все,
что вам нужно, чтобы ваша кожа была увлажненной и отдохнувшей. Moisture
Surge™ — это увлажнитель, непрерывно насыщающий обезвоженную кожу,
работает без перерыва, чтобы сохранить ее увлажненной в течение 100 часов
— даже после умывания лица. Спрей для лица Moisture Surge™ поможет
освежить кожу в дороге. Противоотечная сыворотка для кожи вокруг глаз
All About Eyes — это идеальное средство для массажа кожи в области глаз
для устранения мешков под глазами. Протестировано на аллергенность. Без
отдушек. В набор входят: сыворотка для противоотечного массажа кожи вокруг
глаз, 15 мл + крем-увлажнитель 100H, 75 мл + спрей-увлажнитель для кожи
лица, 30 мл.

NEW

ON BOARD

TRAVEL
RETAIL
EXCLUSIVE

€3890

1) Use the sponge tip to apply Lipocils Expert along the
roots of upper and lower
lashes.

1)1)
Use
the
Use
thesponge
spongetip
tipto
toapapply
ply
Lipocils
Expert
along
Lipocils
Expert
along
thethe
roots
roots of upper and lower
of upper and lower lashes.
lashes.

2)2)Brush
Brushthe
theproduct
product outoutwards
wards
through
the lashes
through
the lashes
using the
using the applicator’s
applicator’s bristles.
bristles.

Tip double
applicator

YVES SAINT LAURENT
Mascara Volume Effet Faux Cils
N°1 Black, 7.5 ml
The most emblematic of YSL false lash effects. The exclusive combination
of a soft bristled brush and a cream formula incredibly intensifies the look.
Improved formula.
Vispārliecinošākais mākslīgo skropstu efekts YSL piedāvājumā. Mīkstā birstīte
un īpašā tušas formula nodrošina neatvairāmu skatienu. Uzlabots sastāvs.
Легендарный продукт YSL с эффектом накладных ресниц. Эксклюзивное
сочетание мягкой щеточки и кремовой текстуры – секрет притягательного
взгляда. Улучшенный состав.

€30
114

/ airBaltic.com

City Price €35
SAVE 14%

N° 1 Black

TALIKA
Lipocils Expert Collector
Edition - Eyelash Growth &
Pigmentation Serum, 10ml

€37

City Price €45.40
SAVE 19%

I-tip double

Legendary Lipocils
is a outpatented and unique
combination of five plants that stimulate
applicator
2) BrushExpert
the product
eyelash growth,
natural
pigmentation
and curl. Clinically proven after 30 days eyelashes are
wards
through
the lashes
using
theaverage,
applicator’s
longer +2.1 mm
on
+ 50% pigmentation, +50% curlier. Apply day and night as a cure
bristles.
or all year long. 96% natural ingredients!
Leģendārā Lipocils Expert formula ir patentēta un unikāla piecu augu kombinācija, kas stimulē
skropstu augšanu, dabisko pigmentāciju un izliekumu. Klīniskos pētījumos ir pierādīts, ka jau pēc 30
dienām skropstas ir vidēji +2.1mm garākas, +50% pigmentācija, +50% izliekums. Lietojiet dienu un
nakti, vai visu gadu. 96% dabīgas sastāvdaļas!
Легендарная Lipocils Expert - это запатентованная и уникальная комбинация пяти растений,
которые стимулируют рост ресниц, естественную пигментацию и изгиб. Клинически доказано, что
I-tip double
через 30 дней ресницы
становятся длиннее в среднем на +2,1 мм, пигментация + 50%, изгиб +
applicator
50%. Применяйте днем
и ночью, или в течение всего года. 96% натуральных ингредиентов!
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Relax your feet!

NATURAL LIPS
(WITHOUT LIPSTICK)

AFTER SPORTS
AFTER A LONG DAY AT WORK
AFTER PARTYING AND WEARING HIGH HEELS
ON THE FLIGHT

WITH LIPSTICK
(NO. 103 BLUE)

3 EASY STEPS TO
MAXIMIZE THE BENEFITS
EXCELLENT
THE LONG-LASTING LIPSTICK WHICH
CHANGES COLOUR
RICH IN NOURISHING COMPONENTS

Start with the dividers at the top of your toes.
(Wear for approximately 15-20 minutes per day).
After a few days of wearing your socks, slide the dividers 1/2 way down
between your toes. (Wear for approximately 1 to 2 hours per day).
Within a couple of weeks you should be able to slide the dividers all the
way down between your toes providing maximum beneﬁt and comfort to
your feet. (You could now wear the socks overnight while sleeping).

CREW FAVOURITES
THEY TRIED. THEY LIKED.

CREW FAVOURITES

Machine
washable

THEY TRIED. THEY LIKED.

ILMA ŽARKOVA

LIENE JAUNZEMA

What does this product mean to me?

What does this product mean to me?
LAVERTU lipsticks are as an extension of color on my
lips for my mood of the day.

COMES IN A LUXURY GIFT BOX - THE PERFECT GIFT
WWW.LAVERTUCOSMETICS.COM

LAVERTU
Excellent, 4 Colour
Changing Lipsticks
TRAVEL
RETAIL
EXCLUSIVE

€34
116

/ airBaltic.com

What did this experience give me?
This experience gave me an impulse not to be shy of
trying more often new color expressions.

Long-lasting lipstick Excellent accentuates the natural lip glow by adapting to the skin type.
The pH-value of the skin ensures that the colour which appears on the lips is unique for everyone. With
Aloe Vera, Lanolin and Beeswax. 4 shades.
Noturīgā lūpu krāsa Excellent akcentē lūpu dabīgo spīdumu, pielāgojoties ādas tipam. Ādas pH līmenis
nodrošina individuālu, tikai jums raksturīgu lūpu nokrāsu. Satur alveju, lanolīnu un bišu vasku.
4 dažādi toņi.
Набор сверхстойких помад Excellent подчеркивает натуральную красоту ваших губ. Помады Excellent
меняют цвет, адаптируясь к типу pH кожи, в результате чего цвет, который появляется на губах,
является уникальным. Содержит алоэ вера, ланолин и пчелиный воск. В наборе 4 оттенка.

Accentuates the natural lip glow by adapting to the skin type.

These foot alignment socks are truly a pain relief for aching
feet after spending long hours in high-heeled shoes.
What did this experience give me?

Non-surgical
way to rejuvenate
your feet

They help to stretch, exercise, and condition the
feet, making them feel relaxed as if you’ve gotten a
professional foot massage.

FEET FRIENDS
Healthy Socks

TRAVEL
RETAIL
EXCLUSIVE

BEST
SELLER

€49
Shop for food, drinks and
souvenirs during the flight
on your phone

The ultimate magic cure against painful feet—the innovative Feet Friends Healthy Socks relax your
tired feet in a very short time. The specially shaped terry fabric loops gently separate and massage
your toes. Wear the socks after a long day at work, after a workout or after a night full of dancing, and
you will experience relief. Beyond this, the socks are a great help when polishing your nails. Follow the
instructions on the packaging for the best results. Size 36–40.
Īpaši veidotas frotē auduma cilpas maigi atdala un masē jūsu kāju pirkstus. Uzvelciet zeķes pēc
garas darbadienas, treniņa vai nodejotas nakts un izbaudiet atvieglojumu, ko tās sniedz jūsu kājām. Šīs
zeķes arī lieliski noder, krāsojot nagus. Izmēri: 36 — 40. Informāciju par valkāšanas intensitāti, lūdzu,
skatiet lietošanas norādījumos.
Специальные петли из махровой ткани бережно разделяют и массируют пальцы ног. Надевайте носки
после долгого рабочего дня, занятий спортом или танцев всю ночь напролет и уже через некоторое
время вы почувствуете облегчение. Также, это отличное решение для педикюра в домашних условиях.
Для достижения оптимального эффекта следуйте инструкции на упаковке. Размеры: 36–40.
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Look
10 years fresher
in 20 minutes
BEFORE

+ FREE

AFTER

2-week
stem cell
face + eye
mini cure

50ml

3ml

Results may vary with different users

4ml

Dermatologically & ophthalmologically tested
D R L E V Y. SW I S S

DR. LEVY
4 Miracles Mask & Cure

NEW

ON BOARD

€59

TRAVEL
RETAIL
EXCLUSIVE

Not tested on animals
Vegan
NO animal by-products
Mineral oil free
Paraben free

4

APPLICATION
OPTIONS

Developed specifically for the traveller by Switzerland’s number 1 Botox® Doctor, this inflight exclusive
set combines the R3 Cell Matrix Mask (50 ml) with a two-week stem cell cure of the brand’s bestselling
Eye Booster Concentrate (3 ml) and award-winning Booster Serum (4 ml).
Šis ekskluzīvais komplekts, ko īpaši ceļotājiem ir izstrādājis Šveices vadošais Botox® eksperts, ietver
šūnu matricas masku R3 (50 ml), divu nedēļu ārstniecisku kursu ar cilmes šūnām, izmantojot Eye
Booster koncentrātu (3 ml), un godalgoto aktivācijas serumu (4 ml).
Этот эксклюзивный набор для полета, разработанный специально для путешественников
швейцарским доктором Botox® №1, сочетает в себе маску с клеточной матрицей R3 (50 мл),
двухнедельное лечение стволовыми клетками с помощью самого продаваемого бренда Eye
Booster Concentrate (3 мл) и бустерную сыворотку (4 мл), удостоенную наград.

“Quite possibly the best thing since botox”
Tatler Magazine Beauty Awards, Best Eye Cream.
BEFORE

Eye Booster only

AFTER 56 DAYS

Eye Booster only

Instant anti-puffiness & lift •
Decrease wrinkle depth up to 53%* •
Improve firmness up to 59%* •
By Swizerland’s 1st aesthetic Botox® Doctor •

CREW FAVOURITES
THEY TRIED. THEY LIKED.

Results may vary with different users

*independent clinicals, 8 weeks,
Switzerland 2011-13

www.i-clip.com MADE IN GERMANY

Inflight Exclusive
Targeted galvanic micro-current for
an instant eye contour micro-lift
Cruelty-free
Vegan
No parabens
No mineral oils
All ages + skin types

DR. LEVY
Intense Eye Rescue, 15 ml

NEW

ON BOARD

€170
118

/ airBaltic.com

TRAVEL
RETAIL
EXCLUSIVE

RUTA STANKEVICA
What does this product mean to me?
In two words - comfort and reliability!
What did this experience give me?

CHROME-FREE
TANNING

D RLE V Y.SWI S S

Dr. Levy, Switzerland’s first aesthetic Botox® pioneer, has patented this intensive stem cell formula to
visibly renew the delicate eye area and help restore its youthful glow. Proven in independent clinicals.
Free Gift: micro-current lifting device for instant results.
Dr. Levijs, estētiskā Botox® pionieris no Šveices, ir patentējis šo intensīvo cilmes šūnu formulu, kas
palīdz atjaunot jūtīgo ādu ap acīm un atgriezt tai jauneklīgu mirdzumu. Līdzeklis pārbaudīts neatkarīgos
klīniskos pētījumos. Bezmaksas dāvana: mikrostrāvas liftinga ierīce tūlītējiem rezultātiem.
Доктор Леви, пионер в Швейцарском эстетическом Ботоксе®, запатентовал эту интенсивную
формулу стволовых клеток для заметного обновления нежной области вокруг глаз
и восстановления ее молодого сияния. Подтверждено независимыми клиническими
исследованиями. В набор входит подарок: устройство микротокового лифтинга для
мгновенного результата.

RFID
SAFE

ULTRALIGHT
18 GRAMS

MADE IN
GERMANY

I-CLIP
Carbon Optics Wallet incl. RFID Shields

UP TO
12 CARDS

Thanks to the size of Iclip wallet I could always have my
cards, documents, and cash with me. It fits even in my
smallest handbags or pockets.

I-CLIP
AdvantageR Caramel incl. RFID Shields

The smallest of the wallets! A compact, safe and an elegant way to carry up to 12 cards and notes. Full-grain naturally tanned cowhide with a
thrilling carbon finish in black or perforation in camel colour! With 2 RFID shields for protection against electronic data theft.
Mazākais no visiem makiem! Kompakts, drošs un elegants, ar 12 karšu un banknošu ietilpību. Tagad no dabīgi miecētas teļādas ar oglekļa
perforācijas pārklājumu melnā vai kamieļādas krāsā. Ar 2 RFID kartēm, kas nodrošina aizsardzību pret elektronisko datu zādzību.
Самый миниатюрный кошелек! Элегантный, компактный и безопасный способ хранения 12 карточек и банкнот. С отделкой из телячьей кожи
натурального дубления с эффектом черного карбона или песочно-бежевого цвета с перфорацией. Содержит 2 RFID-экрана для защиты от
бесконтактной кражи электронных данных.

€39

City Price €45
SAVE 13%

Shop for food, drinks and
souvenirs during the flight
on your phone

€39

City Price €50
SAVE 22%
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VONMÄHLEN
High Five® The 5in1
Charging Cable

NEW

ON BOARD
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Compact, elegant, multifunctional—High Five® is the 5in1 charger cable for your key ring. It is
compatible with all Micro-USB and USB-C devices as well as iPhone, iPad and iPod. With its
sophisticated design and robust materials, High Five® can be attached to any bunch of keys and is
always ready for use.
Kompakts, elegants, daudzfunkcionāls – High Five® ir pieci-vienā lādētājs, kuru var pievienot jūsu
atslēgu piekariņam. Tas ir savietojams ar visām Micro-USB un USB-C ierīcēm, kā arī ar iPhone, iPad un
iPod. Pateicoties pārdomātajam dizainam un izturīgajiem materiāliem, High Five® var piestiprināt pie
jebkura atslēgu saišķa, un tas vienmēr ir gatavs lietošanai.
Компактный, элегантный, многофункциональный — High Five® — это зарядный кабель-брелок
пять в одном. Он совместим со всеми устройствами Micro-USB и USB-C, а также с iPhone,
iPad и iPod. Благодаря продуманному дизайну и прочным материалам High Five® может быть
прикреплен к любой связке ключей и всегда готов к использованию.

€19

UNITY ONE
THE TRAVEL CHARGER

Hair dryers

Smart devices

Cameras

Laptops
OUTPUT
USB-A

ELARI
NanoPods Sport

€99
120

/ airBaltic.com

NEW

ON BOARD

Elari NanoPods Sport offers IP67 waterproof protection for both headphones and magnetic
charging case. Ergonomic design for firm fit inside the ear. Rich audio for 3.5 hours of usage
without recharge. Wireless stereo headset mode for up to 4.5 hours of conversation. Take
NanoPods Sport with you and enjoy music wherever you are!
Elari NanoPods Sport piedāvā IP67 ūdensizturību gan austiņām, gan magnētiskajam uzlādes
futrālim. Pateicoties ergonomiskam dizainam, droši turas auss iekšpusē. Kvalitatīva skaņa 3,5 stundu
lietošanai bez uzlādēšanas. Bezvadu stereo austiņu režīms sarunām līdz pat 4,5 stundām. Paķeriet
līdzi NanoPods Sport un baudiet mūziku, lai kur jūs atrastos!
Elari NanoPods Sport предлагает водонепроницаемую защиту IP67 как для наушников, так
и для магнитного зарядного чехла. Эргономичный дизайн для надежной фиксации в ухе.
Качественный звук для 3,5 часов использования без подзарядки. Режим беспроводной
стереогарнитуры до 4,5 часов разговора. Возьмите NanoPods Sport с собой и наслаждайтесь
музыкой, где бы вы ни находились!

VONMÄHLEN
Unity One
Travel Charger

NEW

ON BOARD

€49

City Price €59
SAVE 17%

USB-C

US AU UK EU CN HK JP

Gamepads

Unity One is the most compact travel charger for your electronic devices. In addition to the main
connector, the integrated USB-A and USB-C ports allow you to charge different devices in parallel.
Unity One is compatible with power outlets in over 150 different countries. The integrated overcharge
protection converts the voltage and adapts it safely to your end devices.
Unity One ir kompaktākais lādētājs jūsu elektroniskajām ierīcēm ceļojuma laikā. Papildus galvenajai
ligzdai USB-A un USB-C porti ļauj vienlaicīgi uzlādēt dažādas ierīces. Unity One ir savietojams ar strāvas
kontaktligzdām vairāk nekā 150 dažādās valstīs. Aizsardzība pret pārlādēšanu pārveido spriegumu un droši
pielāgo to jūsu gala ierīcēm.
Unity One — самое компактное дорожное зарядное устройство для ваших электронных
устройств. Помимо основного разъема, встроенные порты USB-A и USB-C позволяют заряжать
разные устройства параллельно. Unity One совместим с розетками в более чем 150 странах.
Встроенная защита от избыточной зарядки преобразует напряжение и безопасно адаптирует его
ко всем устройствам.
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These passive noise cancelling wired in-ear HiFi headphones have a solid magnetic design for
easy carrying, providing clear, vibrant and a well-balanced all round sound quality. They come
with an inline Mic for handsfree calling, volume control, playing and pausing music.
Hi-Fi austiņas ar pasīvu trokšņu izolāciju un kabeli. Šīs ir izturīgas un ērti lietojamas austiņas, kas
nodrošina tīru, bagātīgu un labi sabalansētu skaņas kvalitāti. Austiņām ir iebūvēts mikrofons brīvroku
zvaniem, kā arī skaļuma regulēšanas, mūzikas atskaņošanas un pauzes pogas.
Проводные наушники-вкладыши Hi-Fi-качества с функцией пассивного шумоподавления
обладают массивной броской конструкцией для удобства при переноске, обеспечивая
чистый, высококачественный звук. Cо встроенным микрофоном для громкой связи,
возможностями регулировки громкости, воспроизведения и паузы.

CREW FAVOURITES
THEY TRIED. THEY LIKED.

MADARA FUKSA
Cozy, comfortable, and compact - these are three
qualities that perfectly describe CABEAU Air Evolution
Travel Pillow.
What does this product mean to me?
This product gives me an opportunity to travel or go for
long car rides with much more comfort. I can charge
up my batteries while sleeping with extra comfort using
CABEAU Air Evolution Travel Pillow.
What did this experience give me?
This experience gave me an opportunity to much more
enjoy long car rides and have proper rest during them.
Also, I feel less neck and back pain when using CABEAU
Air Evolution Travel Pillow during my travels. And the
cozy material pillow is made of gives a home feeling
on the road.

CABEAU
Air Evolution Travel Pillow
TRAVEL
RETAIL
EXCLUSIVE

€19
122

/ airBaltic.com

BEST
SELLER

If you like to travel light, then the award-winning Air Evolution is the inflatable travel pillow you need.
Adjustable air core and comes with a soda can-sized portable pouch.
Ja jums patīk ceļot, neņemot līdzi daudz mantu, tad Air Evolution ir tieši tāds piepūšamais spilvens, kāds
jums nepieciešams. Regulējama spilvena mīkstuma pakāpe, spilvens nepiepūstā veidā satilpst ērtā,
limonādes skārdenes izmēra somiņā.
Если вам нравится путешествовать комфортно и налегке, то знаменитая надувная подушка
Air Evolution — именно то, что вам нужно. Air Evolution имеет регулируемый надувной отсек и
продается вместе с удобным чехлом размером с банку лимонада.

DOPPLER
Pocket
Umbrella

BEST
SELLER

€29
Shop for food, drinks and
souvenirs during the flight
on your phone

Always with you, as light as a feather, small and slim. This umbrella is small enough to fit in every
pocket. Carbonsteel technology makes this model super lightweight and at the same time provides
stable protection against weather and wind up to 100 km/h.
Vienmēr ar jums, viegls kā spalviņa, neliels un plāns. Šis lietussargs ir tik mazs, ka to var ielikt jebkurā
kabatā. Tam ir oglekļa tērauda rāmis, tādēļ lietussargs ir neticami viegls, tomēr nodrošina efektīvu
aizsardzību pret lietu un līdz pat 100 km/h stipru vēju.
Всегда с вами: легкий как перышко, маленький, тонкий и суперпрочный зонтик поместится в любой
карман. Технология карбоновой стали делает эту модель сверхлегкой и в то же время обеспечивает
стабильную защиту от погодных условий и ветра до 100 км/ч.
COLOUR

THICKNESS

DIAMETER

WEIGHT

NAVY BLUE

3 CM

90 CM

170 G
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ZIPSTAR
Mobile Screen Magnifier

NEW

ON BOARD

www.ogon.fr

€10

BEURER
LS 10
Luggage Scale
ÖGON DESIGNS
Carbon Fibre
Aluminium Wallet
TRAVEL
RETAIL
EXCLUSIVE

€38
124

/ airBaltic.com

Elegant wallet made in France. This light and strong wallet provides super-fast access and optimum
protection. Designed to open with one hand. For 10 cards and cash. RFID Safe: protection against
demagnetisation and electronic data theft.
Francijā ražots elegants maks. Tas ir viegls, izturīgs, nodrošina ērtu piekļuvi maka saturam un tā optimālu
aizsardzību. Atverams ar vienu roku.
Vieta 10 kartēm un skaidrai naudai. RFID aizsardzība pret demagnetizāciju un elektronisko datu zādzību.
Легкий и надежный кошелёк, сделанный во Франции, обеспечивает оптимальную защиту и быстрый
доступ — его можно открыть одной рукой. Вмещает 10 банковских карт и купюры. С RFID-защитой от
размагничивания и бесконтактной кражи электронных данных.
SIZE

WEIGHT

11 X 7.4 X 2.1 CM

70 G

TRAVEL
RETAIL
EXCLUSIVE
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This magnifier acts like a phone projector magnifying your phone’s screen 2 to 4 times the size.
Perfect for watching movies whilst travelling. Offers an excellent viewing experience as it helps reduce
strain on your eyes allowing you to enjoy your smart phone even more. Compact and lightweight it
folds up easily to provide protection whilst not in use. Suitable with nearly all smartphones.
Telefona ekrāna palielinātājs darbojas kā projektors, kas palielina jūsu tālruņa ekrānu 2–4 reizes. Ideāli
piemērots filmu skatīšanai ceļojuma laikā. Piedāvā lielisku skatīšanās pieredzi, jo tas samazina acu
noslodzi, ļaujot jums vēl vairāk izbaudīt savu viedtālruni. Kompakts un viegls, tas ir viegli salokāms, lai
palielinātāju pasargātu, kamēr tas netiek lietots. Piemērots gandrīz visiem viedtālruņiem.
Увеличитель для экрана телефона действует как проектор, увеличивая картинку с вашего
телефона в 2–4 раза. Идеально подходит для просмотра фильмов во время путешествий. Смотреть
на экран смартфона становится значительно удобнее, а с глаз снимается напряжение. Компактный,
складной дизайн защищает экран при перевозке. Совместим практически со всеми смартфонами.

BEST
SELLER

•

TRAVEL
RETAIL
EXCLUSIVE

Portable luggage scale that will help you avoid excess luggage
charges. Small, handy and easy to use, comes equipped with a
practical torch and a fastening strap for space-saving storage.
With a weight capacity of 50 kg.
Portatīvie svari, kas palīdzes izvairīties no bagāžas pārsniegtā
svara maksas. Šie svari ir mazi, parocīgi un viegli lietojami, ar iebūvētu
praktisku lukturīti un siksniņu. Uzrāda svaru līdz 50 kg.
Благодаря портативным весам от Beuer вы сможете избежать
доплат за сверхнормативный багаж! Компактные, удобные
и легкие в использовании весы дополнительно оснащены
практичным фонариком и ремешком. Максимальный вес — 50 кг.

€25

50 g graduation, torch light.
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NATURAL COMPONENTS AND NATURE-FRIENDLY PRODUCTS

Nature Friendly

ON BOARD

Three different compositions of fragrances meet on a specially selected
scented-candle set, where each candle complements one another with its
exquisite aroma. Made from vegetable waxes and cotton wick, resulting in
an environmentally friendly and smoke-free. Enjoy various moods of nature
-inspired aromas given by “Radiant basil”, “Musky wood”, and “Festive
spirit” scented candles, and create a unique atmosphere in the room.
Īpaši radītas, dabas iedvesmotas smaržu kompozīcijas apvienojas sveču
komplektā, kur katra aromātiskā svece papildina cita citu ar savu unikālo
aromātu. Sveču sastāvā ir videi draudzīgas sastāvdaļas: augu vasks un
kokvilnas dakts, kas degot nedūmo un neizdala kvēpus. Atklāj aromātu
“Svaigais baziliks”, “Svētku gars” un “Velveta muskuss” sajūtu nokrāsas, radot
īpašu noskaņu telpā!
Композиции особых ароматов, на создание которых вдохновила сама
природа. Комплект свечей, в котором одна свеча дополняет другую
своим уникальным ароматом. В составе свечей только натуральные
ингредиенты: растительный воск и изготовленный из хлопка фитиль,
который в процессе горения не дымит и не коптит. Откройте для себя
оттенки настроения ароматов «Свежий базилик», «Дух праздника» и
«Вельветовый мускус» и создайте в помещении особую атмосферу!

€23
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City Price €28.90
SAVE 20%

STENDERS
Solid Shampoo and Conditioner
The “Ideal set for travelling” contains solid shampoo and
conditioner that are both nature-friendly. These hair care products
don’t have any added water or preservatives and last longer than
traditional shampoos and conditioners. Easily included in any
hand-luggage. Natural plant extracts will make your hair richly
moisturised and easy-to-comb.
“Ideāls komplekts ceļošanai”, kurā ietilpst cietais šampūns un
kondicionieris, ir dabai draudzīgs — bez pievienota ūdens, bez
konservantiem, pietiek ilgākam laikam nekā ierastie šampūni
un kondicionieri, un to viegli paņemt līdzi ceļojumā pat rokas
bagāžā. Dabīgie augu ekstrakti padarīs matus bagātīgi mitrinātus
un viegli ķemmējamus!
“Идеальный комплект для путешествий” в который входит
твёрдый шампунь и кондиционер, дружественный к природе,
без добавленной воды, без консервантов. Его хватает на более
долгое время, чем обычного шампуня и кондиционера, и
легко взять с собой в поездку, даже в ручной клади. Благодаря
натуральным растительным экстрактам волосы увлажняются и
легко расчесываются!

€13

SPROUT
Plantable Set
Black Eyeliner
& Brown Browliner

NEW

ON BOARD

€22

City Price €23.95
SAVE 8%

True sustainability: allergy free, certified wood and vegan formula that does not compromise on quality. The
liners are colour intense, rich creamy and easy to apply. Instead of throwing the liners in the trash, these
Sprout liners can be planted after use to grow into beautiful wildflowers. It’s super easy: place the soluble
cellulose seed capsule of the liners in soil and water it frequently!
Patiesa ilgtspēja: šie kvalitatīvie kosmētikas zīmuļi neizraisa alerģiju, tie ir izgatavoti pēc sertificētas vegāniskas
formulas. Intensīvi krāsu toņi, piesātināta tekstūra, viegli uzklājami. Nemetiet izmantotos zīmuļus izmestu
miskastē, tos var iestādīt zemē, lai no tiem izaugtu skaisti savvaļas ziedi. Tas ir ļoti vienkārši: ievietojiet zīmuļu
šķīstošo celulozes sēklu kapsulu augsnē un bieži laistiet!
Истинная экологичность: безаллергенные, качественные сертифицированные веганские
косметические карандаши. Интенсивный цвет, насыщенная текстура, легкость в нанесении.
Вместо того, чтобы выбрасывать косметические карандаши в мусор, их можно высаживать после
использования, чтобы из них вырастали красивые полевые цветы. Это очень просто: поместите
растворимую целлюлозную капсулу с семенами в почву и почаще поливайте!

Make Your Choice Today for a Greener Planet Tomorrow!

PLANT A GREEN MINDSET

NEW

BROWN BROWLINER

BLACK EYELINER

STENDERS
Mini Candle Set Celebrate life!

Arc�c
Ocean

BRACENET
Arctic Ocean
Bracelet

NEW

ON BOARD

€25

TREECELET
Madagascar Bracelet

Treecelet is a global tree planting project that plants trees in the most affected areas. Every sold bracelet plants 3 trees. Bracelets are handmade in
the EU by people with disabilities to provide them fair work. Gift-ready packaging with a tree planting certificate included.
Treecelet ir globāls koku stādīšanas projekts, kura ietvaros koki tiek iestādīti visvairāk cietušajos reģionos. Katra pārdota rokassprādze palīdz iestādīt
3 kokus. Roku darbs no Eiropas – rokassprādzes izgatavo cilvēki ar īpašam vajadzībām, kuri tiek nodrošināti ar darbu. Dāvanu iepakojums ar koku
stādīšanas sertifikātu. Regulējams izmērs.
Treecelet — это глобальный проект по посадке деревьев, в рамках которого высаживаются деревья в наиболее пострадавших районах. Каждый
проданный браслет помогает посадить 3 дерева. Браслеты изготавливаются вручную в Европе людьми с ограниченными возможностями, чтобы
обеспечить им достойную работу. Подарочная упаковка с сертификатом посадки дерева. Регулируемый размер.

ELARI
USB EcoBatteries,
2 pcs

BRACELET SIZE

ADJUSTABLE

€16
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City Price €19.90
SAVE 20%

Дрейфующие рыболовные сети являются одной из самых больших опасностей для наших океанов и
смертельной ловушкой для многих морских обитателей. Вместе с организациями по охране морей Healthy
Seas и Ghost Diving мы извлекаем эти “сети-призраки”, очищаем их и из полученного сырья изготавливаем
браслеты ручной работы. Универсальный размер.

LESS POLUTION. 1 ECOBATTERY = 500 DISPOSABLE ONES

TREECELET
Amazonia Bracelet

They are one of the biggest dangers for our oceans: discarded and lost fishing nets.
The ghost nets can float around undiscovered for decades and turn into dangerous traps for animals.
Together with the marine protection organisations Healthy Seas and Ghost Diving, we retrieve these deadly
traps and upcycle them to bracelets—the Bracenet. One size fits all.
Pamesti vai nozaudēti zvejas tīkli ir viens no lielākajiem draudiem pasaules okeāniem un jūrām. Šādi tīkli var
dreifēt gadu desmitiem, kļūstot par nāvējošām lamatām jūras iemītniekiem. Sadarbībā ar jūru aizsardzības
organizācijām Healthy Seas un Ghost Diving mēs šādas lamatas likvidējam un no pamestajiem zvejas tīkliem
izgatavojam aproces Bracenet. Der jebkuram rokas apkārtmēram.

NEW

ON BOARD

€16

City Price €19.90
SAVE 20%

NEW

ON BOARD

MADE FROM RETRIEVED GHOST NETS THAT FLOAT IN THE SEA

YOUR PURCHASE IS A VOTE FOR A GREEN AND FAIR FUTURE

Nature Friendly

€19

AA EcoBattery with USB recharging: eco-friendly and cost effective alternative. It withstands up to 500
charge cycles, so 1 EcoBattery replaces 500 disposable ones, which would harm the planet with their
chemicals. Insert the ELARI EcoBattery into a USB port—it will be fully charged in up to 3 hours. Incl. built-in
LED indicator.
AA EcoBattery ar USB uzlādi: videi draudzīga un ekonomiska alternatīva. Akumulators iztur līdz 500 uzlādes cikliem,
tāpēc viena EcoBattery aizstāj 500 vienreizlietojamās baterijas, kuras satur videi kaitīgas ķīmiskās vielas. Ievietojiet
ELARI EcoBattery USB pieslēgvietā — tā tiks pilnībā uzlādēta 3 stundu laikā. Akumulatoram ir arī LED indikators.
EcoBattery AA с USB-зарядкой — экологичная и экономичная альтернатива обычным батарейкам.
Аккумулятор выдерживает до 500 циклов зарядки, а это значит, что одна EcoBattery заменяет 500
одноразовых батареек, химические вещества которых опасны для окружающей среды. Bставьте ELARI
EcoBattery в USB-разъём — он будет полностью готов к использованию через 3 часа. Со встроенным
LED-индикатором.

Make Your Choice Today for a Greener Planet Tomorrow!

WATCHES

•

JEWELLERY

•

FRAGRANCES

•

BEAUTY

•

ACCESSORIES

•

SELF-CARE

Available exclusively
on Dubai, Tenerife,
Hurghada and
Sharm El-Sheikh
flights

DOU
Hand Sanitizer On-the-Go
Neutral, 45 ml

AIRBALTIC
Blanket
100% polar fleece blanket with airBaltic logo, colour navy.
100% flīsa sega ar airBaltic logotipu, tumši zilā krāsā.
Одеяло из 100% полярного флиса с логотипом airBaltic,
цвет темно-синий.

Hand sanitizer.
Roku dezinfekcijas līdzeklis.
Дезинфицирующее средство для рук.

€6

€7

Size: 150 cm x 120 cm

4G LTE International SIM Card
With airBalticcard Mobile SIM you surf the Internet and make outgoing calls in most countries cheaper than local rates
and receive incoming calls in 50 countries free of charge. eSIM now available at www.airbalticcard.com. Wherever you are
travelling, just install the eSIM and get cheap access to +320 mobile networks in over 135 countries.
airBalticcard Mobile SIM pieņem bezmaksas zvanus 50 valstīs, bet interneta tarifi un zvani vairākās valstīs ir ar zemākām
izmaksām nekā vietējie tarifi. eSIM tagad ir pieejams vietnē www.airbalticcard.com. Lai kur arī Jūs ceļotu, vienkārši instalējiet
eSIM un iegūstiet lētu piekļuvi 320+ mobilajiem tīkliem vairāk nekā 135 valstīs.

XL

airBalticcard Mobile SIM принимает звонки в 50 странах бесплатно, а тарифы на интернет и на разговоры во многих
странах дешевле местных расценок. eSIM теперь доступна на сайте www.airbalticcard.com. Где бы Вы ни путешествовали,
просто установите карту eSIM и получите дешевый доступ к 320+ мобильным сетям в более чем 135 странах.
M
M

No monthly or additional fees
Nekādu regulāro maksājumu
Без абонентской платы
или иных расходов

Free incoming calls in 50 countries
Bezmaksas ienākošie zvani 50 valstīs
Бесплатные входящие звонки в
50 странах

Outgoing calls from 135+ countries
Izejošie zvani no 135+ valstīm
Исходящие звонки
из 135+ стран

Mobile internet in 100 countries
Mobilais internets 100 valstīs
Мобильный интернет
в 100 странах

Recharge voucher with €20 credit
M

Atjaunošanas karte ar 20 € kredītu
Карта пополнения с кредитом € 20

AIRBALTIC
Protective Face Mask

Starting package with €10 credit

Reusable. Price per piece.
Sejas aizsargmaska atkārtotai lietošanai. Cena norādīta par gabalu.
Защитная многоразовая маска для лица. Цена за штуку.

€350
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Made in Latvia

€20

Starta komplekts ar 10 € kredītu
Стартовый комплект с кредитом € 10

€20

For more information, ask the cabin crew.
Vairāk informācijas jautājiet apkalpei.
Подробную информацию спрашивайте у бортпроводников.

Shop for food, drinks and
souvenirs during the flight
on your phone

Baltic Outlook
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USE OF PORTABLE ELECTRONIC DEVICES
BOARDING

TAXI BEFORE
TAKE-OFF

TAKE-OFF

CRUISE

APPROACH
AND LANDING

TAXI AFTER
LANDING

Connectivity
GSM,
Bluetooth,
Flight Mode
Handheld
devices
e. g. tablets,
e-readers and
mobile phones

No calls

Heavy devices
e. g. laptops and
notebooks

Shall be stowed in overhead bin or under the front seat inside an appropriate bag.
In case a battery or device is damaged, hot, produces smoke, is lost, or falls into the seat structure, immediately inform the cabin crew.

HOUSE RULES
Dear Passengers! We kindly ask you to keep the protective face
mask on for duration of the whole flight, and keep it on after leaving
the aircraft as well. After having a meal or drink, please clean your
hands with disinfection napkin, and put the face mask back on again.

Cienījamie pasažieri! Lūdzam Jūs lietot sejas aizsargmasku
visu lidojuma laiku, arī izkāpjot no lidmašīnas. Pēc ēšanas
vai dzeršanas, lūdzu, notīriet rokas ar dezinfekcijas salveti un
uzlieciet atkal sejas masku.

Уважаемые пассажиры! Убедительно просим вас не
снимать маску на протяжении всего полета, а также не
снимать ее после выхода из самолета. После еды или
питья вымойте руки дезинфицирующей салфеткой и снова
наденьте маску.

Fresh Meals available on flights over 1 h 30 min. Ask the cabin
crew about the meal availability on your flight today and about
the ingredients of a given product or what allergens it contains.

Svaigās maltītes ir pieejamas lidojumos, kas ir ilgāki par 1 h
30 min. Jautājiet stjuartiem par produktu sastāvu un tajos
esošajiem alergēniem.

Свежеприготовленная еда доступна на полетах свыше
1 ч 30 мин. Спрашивайте бортпроводников о составе
продуктов и о том, какие аллергены они содержат.

We only accept payment cards:

Apmaksai pieņemam tikai maksājumu kartes:

Мы принимаем только платежные карты:

Mobile
Payment

Mobile
Payment

Mobile
Payment

We accept payment for purchases only by cards with an
embedded chip. We are unable to process payments made
by cards with a magnetic stripe.
For payment card purchases exceeding EUR 50, ID must
be provided. A purchase with a single card may not exceed
EUR 250 and total payment by cards per one customer may
not exceed EUR 500.
All prices include VAT where applicable.
For each purchase made on airBaltic flights the cabin crew
will provide you a receipt.
All pictures of products and packaging are for illustrative
purposes only and may differ from the real product.
Ask the cabin crew about the meal availability on your flight
today and for the ingredients of a given product or what
allergens it contains.

Norēķiniem ar maksājumu kartēm pieņemam tikai kartes
ar čipu. Darījumi ar magnētisko joslu kartēm netiek
nodrošināti.
Ja maksājums ar maksājumu karti pārsniedz 50 EUR,
jāuzrāda personu apliecinošs dokuments. Pirkums ar
vienu maksājumu karti nedrīkst pārsniegt 250 EUR, kopējā
pirkumu summa ar maksājumu kartēm no vienas personas
nedrīkst pārsniegt 500 EUR.
Visas cenas norādītas ar atbilstoši piemērojamo PVN.
Par katru pirkumu airBaltic stjuarti izsniegs jums čeku vai
stingrās uzskaites kvīti.
Produktu un iepakojumu attēli norādīti tikai informatīvā
nolūkā un var atšķirties no reālā produkta.
Jautājiet stjuartiem par maltītes pieejamību jūsu reisā, kā
arī par produktu sastāvu un tajos esošajiem alergēniem.

Для оплаты товаров принимаем только карты с чипом.
Карты с магнитной полосой не обслуживаются.
Для покупок на сумму свыше EUR 50 с помощью
платежной карты требуется удостоверение личности.
Сумма покупки, оплаченной одной картой, не может
превышать EUR 250. Общая сумма покупок платежными
картами одной персоны не может превышать EUR 500.
Все цены указаны с учетом НДС, если применимо.
На покупки, сделанные во время рейсов, бортпроводники
предоставляют чеки.
Все изображения продуктов и упаковок служат только
для иллюстрации.
О наличии продуктов на борту Вашего рейса, а также
об их составе и наличии аллергенов, спрашивайте у
бортпроводников.

When purchasing a flight ticket, you have accepted the
airBaltic Terms of Passenger Carriage, which state that it is
not permissible on board airBaltic aircraft to use narcotics,
consume alcoholic beverages that you have brought on
board, smoke any type of cigarette including electronic
cigarettes. Passengers must obey acknowledged standards
of polite behaviour. Should we have any reason to believe that
your behaviour does not comply with these rules, we will take
any and all necessary action to stop such behaviour.

Iegādājoties aviobiļeti, Jūs esat piekritis airBaltic pasažieru
pārvadāšanas noteikumiem, kas paredz, ka airBaltic
lidmašīnās nav atļauts lietot narkotikas, līdzpaņemtos
alkoholiskos dzērienus un smēķēt t.s. elektroniskās cigaretes,
kā arī ir jāievēro vispārpieņemtās pieklājīgas uzvedības
normas. Ja būs pamats uzskatīt, ka Jūsu uzvedība neatbilst
noteikumiem, veiksim nepieciešamās darbības, lai šādu
uzvedību novērstu.

Приобретая авиабилет, Вы соглашаетесь с условиями
перевозки пассажиров airBaltic, предусматривающие, что
в самолетах airBaltic запрещено употреблять наркотики,
алкогольные напитки, кроме приобретенных во время
полета, и курить, в том числе электронные сигареты, а так
же необходимо придерживаться общепринятых норм
поведения. Если Ваше поведение будет расценено, как не
отвечающее данным условиям, мы можем применить меры,
необходимые для предотвращения подобного поведения.

Alkoholiskos dzērienus aizliegts pārdot personām, kuras ir
jaunākas par 18 gadiem.

Продажа алкогольных напитков лицам моложе 18 лет
запрещена.

Ņemiet vērā, ka preču daudzums var būt ierobežots.

Просим учесть, что количество имеющихся в ассортименте
товаров ограничено.

It is prohibited to sell alcoholic beverages to persons under
18 years of age.
Please note that all items are subject to availability.

FOR ALLERGIC PASSENGERS
Passengers with food allergies must assume responsibility for
this risk. We will not assume any liability for allergic reactions
to the foods consumed or contacted on board.
If you have specific food requirements, you can choose and
pre-order food for your flight at www.airbalticmeal.com

PASAŽIERIEM AR ALERĢISKĀM REAKCIJĀM
Esiet piesardzīgi, ja jums ir alerģija pret kādu no pārtikas
produktiem. Mēs neuzņemamies atbildību par alerģisku
reakciju no pārtikas produktiem, ko esat patērējuši vai ar ko
esat nonākuši saskarsmē lidmašīnā.
Ja jums ir īpašas prasības attiecībā uz pārtiku, varat izvēlēties
un pasūtīt maltīti pirms lidojuma vietnē www.airbalticmeal.com

ПАССАЖИРАМ С ПИЩЕВОЙ АЛЛЕРГИЕЙ

Будьте осторожны, если у Вас аллергия на какие-либо
пищевые продукты. Мы не несем ответственности
за негативные последствия из-за приема пищевых
продуктов или контакта с предметами во время
приема пищи на борту.
Если у Вас есть особенные потребности насчет питания,
заказывайте блюда перед полётом на www.airbalticmeal.com

For any suggestions on our product selection, please write to / Ja jums ir ieteikumi vai komentāri par piedāvāto preču klāstu, lūdzam tos sūtīt uz e-pastu / Если у Вас есть предложения по выбору продуктов, пишите нам

info@airo.lv
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Barents Sea
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Direct flights

Norwegian Sea

airBaltic direct flights
* Seasonal flights
** Temporarily suspended
airBaltic code-share partner flights
airBaltic interline partner flights
Flights operated in cooperation
with tour operator Tez Tour
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EXTRA SERVICES / January

Spice up
your trip with
our extras!
Book these useful
services along with your
ticket at airbaltic.com
or add them to your
booking later on.

Flight cancellation and name
change options
For your peace of mind, add the
option to cancel your reservation
and get a full refund in the form
of an airBaltic gift card in case
your travel plans change. This
service costs EUR 19.99 per
passenger per direction.
Or add the option to change
the passenger name on your
ticket for a fee of EUR 7.99 per
flight segment.
Both services are available
only on airBaltic.com when
purchasing GREEN or
GREEN plus tickets.
Heavy cabin baggage
You can take on board one cabin
bag (55x40x23 cm) and one
personal item (30x40x10 cm) with
a total weight of eight kilograms
free of charge.
However, sometimes you may
need to carry more but want
to avoid waiting for a checked
suitcase at the baggage belt.
Now you can add an extra
four kilograms to your cabin
baggage from EUR 11.99 and take
a total of 12 kilograms on board.
Please note: If you purchase
extra cabin baggage weight, your
cabin baggage must still remain
within the above-mentioned
dimensions. Exceeding the
allowed cabin baggage weight
or size limits will cost EUR 60 at
the airport.
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Checked baggage
Add checked baggage if
you want to take up to
23 kilograms, including
liquids over 100 ml, which are
not allowed in cabin baggage.
The cheapest option is to book
checked baggage along with
your ticket at airbaltic.com
starting from EUR 14.99. You
can also add baggage anytime
later at a higher price.
Pre-order a meal
Order a meal before your flight
and be among the first served on
board. Choose our great value
meal sets, which include a main
course, dessert, and a drink
starting from EUR 11.99. All meals
are freshly prepared and packed
separately under strict hygiene
standards. Special vegetarian and
kids’ meals are also available.
Reserve a seat
Are you a window person, or do
you favour more legroom? Want
to avoid the middle seat or sit
together with your family? Or
do you want to sit in the front to
be the first off the plane?
Whichever it is, you can
secure your favourite seat in
advance starting from EUR 3.99.
With a reserved seat you will
enjoy an additional bonus – the
opportunity to check in for
your flight already five days
before departure (instead of
the usual 36 hours).

Fast track in Riga
Add fast-track security
check to your booking for
only EUR 9.99 and skip the
security lines at Riga Airport.
Special equipment
Whatever your hobby, you
don’t have to live without it
during your trip. Take your
bicycle, skis, or golf bag with
you from EUR 34.99.
*Guitars, cellos, and other
fragile musical instruments
that do not fit in cabin
baggage can be transported
on the seat next to the
passenger if a special ticket
has been purchased for
their transportation.
Assistance for children
flying alone*
If you are unable to
accompany your children, our
crew can take care of them
from the time they check in
to the moment when they
meet a parent or guardian
at the destination airport.
Unaccompanied
minor service costs from
EUR 60 and is available for
children aged 5 to 17.
Travelling with pets*
Your furry friend can travel in
the cabin if its crate fits under
the seat in front of you. Larger
animals are placed in the
cargo hold during the flight.

*Book these services at airBaltic ticket offices or via the call centre: T: +371 67006006, reservations@airbaltic.com.

